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Abstract 
In this thesis we construct a boundary 8G for an arbitrary CAT(O) group G. 
This boundary is compact and invariant under group isomorphisms. It carries 
a canonical (possibly trivial) G-action by homeomorphisms. For each geometric 
action of G on a CAT(O) space X there exists a canonical G-equivariant contin-
uous map f : 8G -+ 8X. If G is a word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group, its boundary 
8G coincides with the usual Gromov boundary. If G is free abelian of rank k, 
its boundary is homeomorphic to the sphere Sk-l. For product groups of the 
types G X Zk and G x H, where G and 1I are non-elementary word-hyperbolic 
CAT(O) groups, the boundary is worked out explicitly. Finally, we prove that 
the marked length spectrum associated to a geometric action of a torsion-free 
word-hyperbolic group on a CAT(O) space determines the isometry type of the 
CAT(O) space up to an additive constant. 
v 
Introd uction 
Finding the (Gromov) boundary of a word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group G is fairly 
easy. It is canonically homeomorphic to the visual boundary of any CAT(O) 
space that carries a geometric action by G, because the homeomorphism type of 
the visual boundary of any o-hyperbolic CAT(O) space is invariant under quasi-
isometries (see e.g. [BH99], [CDP90] or [GH90] for details). For word-hyperbolic 
groups many interesting features are connected to this boundary. (See the survey 
paper [KBe02] by Kapovich and Benakli for a good overview.) So, can one find a 
similar boundary with similarly interesting features for groups which are in some 
sense only "semi-hyperbolic" - say for groups that act geometrically on CAT(O) 
spaces (see [Gr087] and [Gro93] for inspiration)? At first sight the answer is "no"! 
In [CKOO] Croke and Kleiner show that the above result for word-hyperbolic 
groups does not hold for arbitrary CAT(O) groups: In fact, they give an example 
of two compact, non-positively curved euclidean 2-complexes Xl and X 2 which 
are homeomorphic, yet, their universal covers Xl and X2 have non-homeomorphic 
visual boundaries. But perhaps one can find another notion of "boundary" for 
arbitrary CAT(O) groups ... and still retain some of the features which make the 
Gromov boundary interesting. 
Several notions of boundary for a larger class of groups have been studied in 
the past for various purposes (see again [KBe02]). We recall a few of them, which 
are based on geometric, rather than analytic or stochastic ideas. The construction 
given by Floyd in [Fl080] applies to all finitely generated groups, and for word-
hyperbolic ones it coincides with the usual boundary. However, it just yields a 
point as the boundary of a free abelian group. In [Ban95] Bandmann defines a 
boundary also for arbitrary finitely generated groups. His construction is based 
on ideas similar to those used to construct the Tits metric on the boundary of 
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a CAT(O) space. Consequently, for a word-hyperbolic group this boundary is 
a discrete space. In [Bes96] Bestvina gives a set of axioms for the boundary 
of a group, and studies the relation between the group and its boundary on a 
(co-) homological level. Every CAT(O) group has a boundary that satisfies these 
axioms. But only the shape of this boundary is well-defined by these axioms, 
not the homeomorphism type. (Note that errors in [Bes96] have been found and 
corrected by Swenson in [Swe99].) In [KS96] Kapovich and Short introduce an 
elementary version of a boundary for finitely generated groups. This boundary 
is just a point set without topology. Nevertheless, in the case of a CAT(O) 
group there is a canonical bijection between this boundary and the set of rational 
points in the boundary presented in this thesis. In [Hru02] Hruska showed that 
the construction of a boundary for word-hyperbolic groups can be extended to 
groups that act geometrically on CAT(O) spaces which satisfy both the "Isolated 
Flats Property" and the "Relative Fellow Traveller Property" (see [IIru02] for 
exact definitions). This larger class of groups contains e.g. all geometrically finite 
subgroups of Isom (JHIn), but neither the group in the Croke-Kleiner example nor 
F2 X z. 
To overcome the difficulties posed by the Croke-Kleiner example we introduce 
the boundary of a CAT(O) group G as a "universal initial object" in the following 
sense. Let 9 be a "suitable" class of geometric actions by groups on CAT(O) 
spaces. Let G be a group, and let f be the set of all G-actions that belong to 
the class g. For any G-action p E f on a CAT(O) space X we obtain a canonical 
map Tp from the set Goo of infinite order elements in G into the visual boundary 
ax, by mapping each 9 E Goo to the positive endpoint of one of its axes. Taking 
the preimage of the canonical uniform structure on ax under this map Tp gives 
rise to a canonical uniform structure Up on Goo associated to each p. We define 
the boundary uniformity ug on GOO to be the least upper bound of the family 
ug := {Up I p E f} of uniformities. In other words, ug is the coarsest uniform 
structure on the set Goo such that the canonical map Tp is uniformly continuous 
for each p E f. Note that the boundary uniformity on Goo is in general neither 
Hausdorff nor complete. So, the boundary aOG of G is defined as the Hausdorff 
completion of the set GOO with respect to the boundary uniformity ug, which 
makes it well-defined up to isomorphism. Extending Tp by continuity yields a 
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canonical uniformly continuous map Tp : aG -+ ax for each G-action pEr on a 
CAT(O) space Xj and the uniform structure on aYG is the coarsest one for which 
all the maps Tp are uniformly continuous. 
Some of the typical features of the boundary of a word-hyperbolic group are 
still present in this more general context. For example, the boundary aOG of 
an arbitrary CAT(O) group G is compact, it carries a canonical (possibly trivial) 
G-action by homeomorphisms, and it is invariant under group isomorphisms. On 
the other hand, it is not clear whether the boundary of an arbitrary CAT(O) group 
necessarily coincides with the boundary of any subgroup of finite index (and the 
suspicion is that it does not). One of the most significant differences arises when 
one compares the boundary agG of a CAT(O) group G to the visual boundary of a 
CAT(O) space carrying a geometric G-action. For word-hyperbolic groups these 
two boundaries are the same up to homeomorphism. But for product groups 
of the form H X Z for example, where 1l is a non-elementary word-hyperbolic 
CAT(O) group, ag(H x Z) has (up to some detail) an additional direct factor 
C(H) when compared to the visual boundary of any CAT(O) space that carries 
an H x Z-action. This factor C(H) can be described (up to homeomorphism) 
as a compact, convex subspace of an infinite dimensional real vector space in the 
following way: Let e be the set of all H -actions that belong to the class g, and 
let pEe be fixed. Then C(H) is given as the closure in ]R9 of the image im~p, 
where the map ~p : Hoo -+ ]R9 sends each infinite order element h to the vector 
(*l!)PE9. Thus, the space C(H) reflects in some way the multitude of different 
marked length spectra that can occur for H -actions in the class g. This is one 
aspect we want to discuss further in [Ini], especially in the context of work by 
Bonahon in [BonSS] and [Bon91]. 
We indicated above that the boundary of G depends on g, the chosen "suit-
able" class of geometric actions of groups on CAT(O) spaces. For the remaining 
part of this thesis we will take 9 to be the class of all geometric actions of groups 
on CAT(O) spaces, and suppress any further usage of the superscript g. However, 
it is worth noting that one could base the boundary construction equally well on, 
say, the class of all free and geometric actions by groups on simply-connected, 
non-positively curved symmetric spaces. This is another aspect we plan to discuss 
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further in [Ini]. 
The involvement of marked length spectra in the boundaries of CAT(O) groups 
raises a question which is also interesting in its own right: What does it mean 
for two CAT(O) spaces Xl and X 2 if they both carry geometric actions by the 
same word-hyperbolic group G such that the associated marked length spectra 
coincide? Are they necessarily isometric? This question may seem far fetched 
at first sight, but it is the analogue of the following conjecture for Riemannian 
manifolds, which was stated by Burns and Katok in the problem session report 
[BuK85]: Suppose a compact manifold 1\[ carries two Riemannian metrics of 
negative curvature such that the associated marked length spectra coincide; then 
there exists a diffeomorphism of M that takes one metric to the other. For closed 
negatively curved surfaces it was proved by Otal in [Ota90], and independently 
by Croke in [Cr090], that the marked length spectrum indeed determines the 
isometry type of the metric (see also the paper by Croke, Fathi and Feldman 
[CFF92] for further results on surfaces). But so far in dimension greater than 2 
the conjecture is proved only in special cases, which require for example that one 
of the manifolds in question is a locally symmetric space (see [Ham90] or [Bour95], 
[Bour96]). So, what is the answer to the above question in the context of CAT(O) 
spaces? \Ve prove that in the case of CAT(O) spaces that carry a geometric action 
by a torsion-free word-hyperbolic group the marked length spectrum determines 
the isometry type up to an additive constant k ~ OJ and examples show that one 
cannot expect this constant to be equal to 0 in general. 
This thesis is organized as follows: In the first section of Chapter 1 some 
well-known facts like the Svarc-Milnor Lemma and the Flat Torus Theorem are 
recorded for further reference. In Section 2 we prove a version of the Splitting 
Theorem for actions of product groups on CAT(O) spaces that is suitable for the 
purposes of Chapter 3 to 5. In the third section of Chapter 1 we show that the 
translation lengths associated to a geometric action of a word-hyperbolic group 
on a CAT(O) space are additive up to a constant, which will be used in Chapter 
3 to prove the convexity of the space Cp mentioned above. In Chapter 2 we 
define the boundary of a CAT(O) group G (up to homeomorphism) and work out 
some of its basic properties. We show in particular that this boundary coincides 
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with the usual Gromov boundary if G is word-hyperbolic, and with the sphere 
Sk-l if G is free abelian of rank k. In these two special cases the family UG of 
uniformities on Goo contains one uniform structure only. However, this is not true 
in general. In the first section of Chapter 3 we build on an example by Bowers and 
Ruane (see [BR96a]) to show that the family UF2XZ contains uncountably many 
different uniform structures. There are basically two ways in which these different 
uniformities arise, and we examine them separately in Sections 2 and 3. Then, 
in the last section of Chapter 3, we work out the boundary of product groups 
G X il, where G is a word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group. This result is generalized 
in Chapter 4 to product groups of the type G X zk, where kEN is arbitrary. 
In Chapter 5 we work out the boundary of product groups G X H, where both 
G and H are word-hyperbolic CAT(O) groups. Finally, in Chapter 6 we prove 
that the marked length spectrum associated to a geometric action of a word-
hyperbolic group G on a CAT(O) space X determines the isometry type of X up 
to an additive constant. 
In this thesis we will use some standard facts about uniform spaces, about 
CAT(O) spaces and group actions upon them, and about word-hyperbolic groups. 
Since well-written textbooks are available in all three areas, we do not include 
proofs of these facts, but rather give suitable references. For background infor-
mation on uniform spaces we refer to [Bou89a] and [Bou89b]. Material about 
CAT(O) spaces can be found in [BH99], [BaI95] or [BGS85]; and word-hyperbolic 
groups are discussed, for example, in [CDP90] or [G1I90]. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section we recall some well-
known facts about CAT(O) spaces. In the second section we prove a version of the 
Splitting Theorem for geometric actions by product groups on CAT(O) spaces, 
which we will need later on. In Section 3 we give our own proof of the fact that 
the translation lengths for a geometric action of a word-hyperbolic group on a 
CAT(O) space are approximately additive. This fact may be known to experts, 
but apparently a proof has not been published. 
1.1 Some Preliminary Facts 
The aim of this section is to recall some facts, which have become common 
knowledge in the area of CAT(O) spaces. Proofs of these facts can be found in 
[BH99]. 
Proposition 1.1.1 (Svarc-Milnor Lemma) Let G be a group that acts geo-
metrically on a geodesic space X. Then G is finitely generated. Aforeover, if A 
is a finite system of generators for G and dA the associated word-metric on G, 
then the map 9 M g.xo is a quasi-isometry for any choice of basepoint Xo EX. 
Let X be a CAT(O) space. Recall that the displacement function dg : X -t lRci 
of an isometry 9 of X is defined by dg(x) := d(x,g.x). The infimum of the 
displacement function dg on X is called the translation length of g. An isometry 
9 of X is called semi-simple, if its displacement function dg attains its infimum 
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at some x EX. The set of points in X, where dg attains this infimum, is called 
the minimal set Min(g) of g. An isometry 9 of X is called parabolic if its minimal 
set Min(g) is empty. An isometry 9 of X is called elliptic if it has a fixed point 
in X, or equivalently, if it is semi-simple and 191 = O. Finally, an isometry 9 of 
X is called hyperbolic if it is semi-simple and Igi is strictly positive. 
Theorem 1.1.2 (Flat Torus Theorem, [BH99]) Let A be a free abelian group 
of rank n acting properly by semi-simple isometries on a CAT(O) space X. Then 
the following is true: 
(i) Min(A) := ngeA Min(g) is non-empty and splits as a product Y X En. 
(ii) Every 9 E A leaves Min(A) invariant and respects the product decomposi-
tion; 9 acts as the identity on the first factor Y and as a translation on the 
second factor En. 
(iii) The quotient of each n-flat {y} x En by the action of A is an n-torus. 
(iv) If an isometry of X normalizes A, then it leaves Min(A) invariant and 
preserves the product decomposition. 
Recall that an isometry 9 of a metric space X is called a Clifford translation 
if its displacement function dg is a constant function on X. 
Theorem 1.1.3 ([BH99], 11.6.15) Let X be a CAT(O) space. If 9 is a non-
trivial Clifford translation of X, then X splits as a product X = Y X lR, and 
g(y, t) = (y, t + Igl) for all y E Y and all t E lR. Moreover, if X splits as a 
product X' x X", every Clifford translation of X preserves this splitting and is 
the product of a Clifford translation of X' and a Clifford translation of X". 
Recall that two geodesic lines c : lR -+ X and c' : lR -+ X in a CAT(O) space X 
are called asymptotic, if there exists a constant T ~ 0 such that d( c( t), c' (t)) ~ T 
for all t E lR. 
Proposition 1.1.4 (Flat Strip Theorem, [BH99]) Let X be a CAT(O) space, 
and let c : lR -+ X and c' : lR -+ X be geodesic lines. If c and c' are asymptotic, 
then the convex hull of c(lR) U c'(lR) is isometric to a flat strip lR X [0, w] C JE,2. 
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1.2 A Splitting Theorem 
In this section we prove a variation of a well-known Splitting Theorem for CAT(O) 
groups. For Riemannian manifolds of non-positive curvature similar theorems 
were proved by Gromoll and Wolf [GW71], and Lawson and Yau [LY72]. For 
CAT(O) spaces a Splitting Theorem was proved by Baribaud in [Bar93]. The 
version presented here is also motivated by the special cases discussed in [BR96a] 
and [Rua99]. Since we do not make any assumptions about geodesic extension 
properties of the underlying CAT(O) space, our statement is more general, but 
also slighly weaker than the usual statement. We need this version in the following 
chapters to study the boundary of various products of CAT(O) groups: 
Theorem 1.2.1 Let G = G 1 X G2 be a group that acts geometrically on some 
CAT(O) space X, and suppose that the centre of G2 is finite. Then there exists a 
non-empty, closed, convex, G-invariant subspace X' c X that splits as a product 
Xl x X2 such that GI acts geometrically on Xl and trivially on X 2 , and G2 acts 
geometrically on X2 and by Clifford translations on Xl. 
In order to prove this theorem we need three lemmas. The first one - together 
with its proof - follows what Lemma 11.6.24 in [BH99] should state and prove. 
However, what Lemma 11.6.24 does state, is not correct, as the following remark 
explains: 
Remark 1.2.2 Here is the statement of Lemma II.6.24: "Let X be a proper 
CAT(O) space. Let f = fl x r2 be a group acting properly on X by isometries, 
and suppose that the centre of f2 is finite. Let C C X be a closed, convex, f 1-
invariant subspace and suppose that there exists a compact subset /{ C X such 
that C Cr./{. Then there exists a compact subset /{' C C such that C = f t./{'." 
The following is a counter-example for this statement: Take fl := Z and f2 := F2, 
where F2 is the free group of rank 2. Let A := (a, b) be the standard system of 
generators for F2, and T := C,A(F2) the associated Cayley graph. Then T is a 4-
valent tree. Hence, the Euclidean product lR x T is a proper CAT(O) space. Take 
X := lR x T, and consider the Z x Fraction p given by (z,g) * (r, t) := (r+z,g.t). 
Note that p is geometric. Take C := X. Then C is a closed, convex, fl-invariant 
subspace of X. Since p is geometric, there exists a compact subset /{ C X, whose 
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r-translates cover C. However, r 1./{' is a proper subspace of C for any compact 
subset /{' c C. Note also that one can construct similar counter-examples, where 
C is a proper subspace of X. 
Lemma 1.2.3 Let G = G1 X G2 be a group that acts geometrically on some 
CAT(O) space X, and suppose that the centre of G2 is finite. Then for each 
x E X the action of G1 restricted to the closed convex hull C(G1 .x) of the orbit 
G1.x is cocompact. 
Proof: We assume that the action of G1 restricted to C(G1 .x) is not cocompact, 
and deduce a contradiction. By hypothesis there exists a compact subset /{ C X 
such that C(G1.x) C G./{. If the action of G1 restricted to C(G1.x) is not cocom-
pact, we can find a sequence of points Xn in C(G1.x) such that d(xn' G1.K) -+ 00 
as n -+ 00. Note that there exist f3n E G2 so that f3n.xn E G1 ./{ for each n E N 
- say f3n.xn E 'Yn. K with "'In E G1. 
Claim 1: After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that all the f3n are 
distinct. 
Proof of Claim 1: Note that 'Y;I. xn lies in f3;I,K. Therefore, we get 
d (f3;:I./{, K) > d b;:l.xn,l{) - diam (/{) = ... 
... = d(xn,'Yn.K) - diam(K) ~ d(xn,G1.K) - diam(K) -+ 00 
This proves Claim 1. 
Claim 2: For each f3 E G2 the sequence d{3n{3{3;l of displacement functions is 
uniformly bounded on K as n varies. 
Proof of Claim 2: Note that the displacement function d{3 is a convex, con-
tinuous function that is constant on G1 .x. Hence it is bounded from above on 
C(G1 .x) by some constant r. This implies for each x E K: 
d(f3nf3f3;:I.X, x) 
~ d(fJnfJfJ;:l.x, fJnfJf3;:I'Y;:1 f3n.xn) + d(fJnfJ'Y;;I.Xn' "'1;;1 f3n.Xn) + d( "'1;:1 f3n.Xn, X) 
~ diam (K) + d ("'1;:1 f3nf3.Xn' "'1;;1 f3n.Xn) + diam (K) 
~ diam (K) + r + diam (K), 
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which proves Claim 2. 
Consider an element 13' E G2 • By Claim 2 the displacement functions d{3n{3I{3;1 
are uniformly bounded on 1< as n varies. Since G acts properly on X, we conclude 
that the set {,on,o',o~l }nEN is finite. So, passing to a subsequence, we can assume 
that ,oi,o',o;l = ,oj,o',o;l for all i,j E N. We apply this argument successively to a 
finite set of generators of G2 , and get a subsequence of distinct elements j3n such 
that ,od3,o;1 = j3j,oj3;1 for all 13 E G2 and all i, j E N. Thus, we have found an 
infinite sequence of distinct elements ,011 ,on that lie in the centre of G2 • But the 
centre of G2 is finite by hypothesis. 0 
The following technical lemma is quoted from [BH99], II.2.15, where a proof 
can be found. 
Lemma 1.2.4 Consider three geodesic lines Ci : IR -+ X for i = 1,2,3 in a 
CAT(O) space X. Suppose that the union of each pair of these lines is isometric 
to the union of two parallel lines in IE? Let Pi,j be the projection of Cj(IR) to Cj(IR). 
Then the map Pl,~ 0 P2,3 0 P1,2 is the identity on Cl(IR). 
A proof of the following lemma is left to the reader as an exercise. 
Lemma 1.2.5 (Sandwich Lemma) Let X be a CAT(O) space. For a closed 
subspace C C X and a point x E X let de{x) := inf {d(x, c) ICE C} denote the 
distance from x to O. Suppose that C1 and C2 are complete, convex subspaces 
of X such that the restriction of del to C2 is constant - equal to w say - and 
the restriction of de2 to C1 is also constant. Then the convex hull of 0 1 U O2 is 
isometric to C1 X [0, w]. 
Now, we prove Theorem 1.2.1. To do so, we adapt the proof of the Splitting 
Theorem given in [BH99], II.6.21, to fit our hypotheses. 
Proof of Thm. 1.2.1: The proof is divided into several steps. Firstly, let S 
be the set of non-empty, closed, convex, G1-invariant subspaces of X. Let M be 
the subset of S that contains precisely those subspaces which are minimal with 
respect to inclusion. Note that each 0 E M is necessarily the closed, convex hull 
of the Gt-orbit of some x EX. 
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Claim 1: The set M is non-empty. 
Proof of Claim 1: Let C(Gl.x') be the closed convex hull of some orbit Gl.x' 
in X, and let C be the set of non-empty, closed, convex, Gl-invariant subspaces 
of C(Gl.x'). C is partially ordered with respect to inclusion. We consider an 
ordered chain {C.>.heA of elements in C which is decreasing. By Lemma 1.2.3 
there is a compact subset [{ C X, whose Gl-translates cover C(Gl.x'). Since 
each C>. is Gl-invariant, C>. n [{ is non-empty for each .x E A. lIenee, we get 
(n>.eA C>.) n I< =f 0, which implies that n>.eA C.>. E C is a lower bound for the 
chain {C>.heA' It follows from Zorn's Lemma that C contains a minimal element 
C. Thus, M is non-empty. 
Secondly, we consider two elements Cl, C2 of M. For i = 1,2 let Pi : X -+ Cj 
denote the projection of X onto Ci, and let d = d(Cl,C2):= inf{d(xl,x2) IXI E 
C1 ,X2 E C2}. 
Claim 2: There exists a unique isometry c/> of C1 X [0, d] onto the convex hull 
of Cl U C2 such that 4>(x,O) = x and 4>(x, d) = P2(X). 
Proof of Claim 2: The function dOl : x t-----t d(X,Pl(X)) is convex and Gl-
invariant on C2. If there are points X,Y E C2 such that dol(x) < dol(y), then 
{z E C21 dOl (z) ::; dOl (x) is a proper, non-empty, closed, convex, G1-invariant 
subspace of C2• This contradicts the minimality of C2• Hence, dOl is constant on 
C2• Analogously, we see that d02 is constant on C1• Therefore, we can apply the 
Sandwich Lemma 1.2.5. This proves Claim 2. 
Thirdly, we consider three elements CI, C2, C3 of M. Let Pi,j : Cj -+ Cj 
denote the projection of Cj onto Cj. Note that each Pi,j is G1-equivariant, i.e. we 
have Pi,j(g.X) = g.Pi,;{X) for all 9 E G1 and all x E Cj. 
Claim 3: The maps Pl,3 and P2,3 0 Pl,2 from C1 to C3 are the same. 
Proof of Claim 3: By Claim 2, each Pi,j is an isometry from Cj onto Cj. Hence 
9 := p1.1 0 P2,3 0 Pl,2 is an isometry of C1 onto itself. Its displacement function 
x t-----t dg(x) := d(g.x,x) is convex and G1-invariant. As in the proof of Claim 2, 
we conclude that dg is constant. Hence 9 is a Clifford translation of C1• Suppose 
9 is non-trivial. Then C1 splits as a product X = Y X JR., because of Prop. 1.1.3. 
Let y E Y, and consider the geodesic line c : JR. -+ Cll where c(r) := (y, r), and 
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its projections Pl,2C to C2 and Pl,3C to C3 • Because of Claim 2, we can apply 
Lemma 1.2.4, which implies that Pl,~ 0 P2,3 0 Pl,2(Y, 0) = (y,O). It follows that 9 
is trivial, since dg is constant on Cl . This completes the proof of Claim 3. 
Fourthly, we fix Xl E M, and let P : X -t Xl be the projection. Note that 
p(g.x) = g.p( x) for all 9 E Gl and all x E Xl. Note also that all the G2-translates 
of Xl are again in M. The G2-action on X induces a map 'IjJ : G2 X Xl -+ Xl by 
({3,x) f-+ {3 * x:= p({3.x). 
Claim 4: 'IjJ is a group action of G2 on Xl by Clifford translations. 
Proof of Claim 4: Let {3 E G2 be given. Claim 2 implies that the map 
x f-+ {3 * x is an isometry of Xl. The associated displacement function x f-+ 
d{3(x) := d({3 * x, x) is convex and G1-invariant. As before, this implies that d{3 is 
constant. Hence x f-+ {3 * x is a Clifford translation of Xl' We check that 'IjJ is a 
group action: Let 0, {3 E G2 and x E Xl be given. Let p' be the projection from 
the translate (0{3),X1 to the translate 0.X1. Then Claim 3 implies 
(a{3) * x = p(o{3.x) = (p 0 p')(o{3.x) = p(o.p({3.x)) = 0 * ({3 * x). 
This completes the proof of Claim 4. 
Fifthly, we consider the subspace X' := U{C ICE M} of X. Note that any 
two distinct elements of M are disjoint. Thus, for each x E X' there exists a 
unique C:c E M such that x E Cx 
Claim 5: X' is a non-empty, closed, convex, G-invariant subspace of X. 
Proof of Claim 5: As seen above, X' is non-empty, convex and G-invariant. It 
remains to check that X' is closed. Let Xn be a sequence of points in X' converging 
to x E X. Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that d(Xn,XnH) ~ 2~' Let 
Cn be the unique element in M that contains xn, and let Pn : X -+ Cn be the 
projection. Denote the restriction to C1 of the composition Pn 0 ••• 0 P2 by Pn. 
Then for each Z E C1 the sequence (Pn(z))n is a Cauchy sequence, because 
n+k-1 n+k-l 1 
d(Pn(z), Pn+k(z)) ~ ?= d(Ci' Ci+d ~ ?= d(Xi' xi+d ~ 2n - 1 ' 
a=n t=n 
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Therefore, the sequence Pn : CI -+ X of maps converges uniformly on CI to a 
limit map P : CI -+ X. Since each Pn is a Gl-equivariant isometry, the limit 
map P is a Gl-equivariant isometry, too. Hence, P(Cd lies in M. To show that 
x E P(CI ), consider the sequence Zn E CI defined by Pn(zn) = xn. We have 
Since P( Ct} is closed, it follows that x E P( CI ), which completes the proof of 
Claim 5. 
Finally, we consider on M the distance function d(Cb C2) as defined in Claim 
2. Using Claim 2 and 3, it is straightforward to show that d is in fact a metric. 
Let X 2 be the metric space (M, d). 
Claim 6: There is a G-action by isometries on Xl x X2 such that GI acts 
geometrically on Xl and trivially on X 2 ; and G2 acts geometrically on X 2 and 
by Clifford translations on Xl. Moreover, the map r.p : X' -+ Xl X X 2 given by 
x ~ (p(x), Cx) is a G-equivariant isometry. 
Proof of Claim 6: \Ve get the desired G-action on Xl X X2 as follows: The 
Gl-action on Xl is the restriction of the action on X. The Gl-action on X 2 is 
the trivial action. The G2-action on Xl is 'IjJ. The G2-action on X2 is given by 
/2'Cx := C'Y2.X ' If we endow Xl X X 2 with this action, the map r.p is obviously 
G-equivariant by construction. To see that it is an isometry, consider x, x' EX', 
and let p' : X -+ CXI be the projection. We have 
d(x, x')2 = d(p'(x), X')2 + d(Cx, Cxl)2 
= d(pp'(x),p(X'))2 + d(Cx , Cxl)2 
= d(p(x),p(X'))2 + d(CX ,CX I)2, 
where Claim 2 implies the first and second equality, and Claim 3 the third one. 
Because r.p is a G-equivariant isometry, the G-action on Xl X X 2 is geometric. In 
particular, it follows that G2 acts geometrically on X 2• This completes the proof 
of Claim 6, as well as the proof of the Splitting Theorem. 0 
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1.3 Additivity of Translation Lengths 
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.3.1 (Additivity of Translation Lengths) Let G be a word-hy-
perbolic group, and let p be a geometric G-action on a CAT(O) space X. Let 
g, h E ax> be such that the points g+ and h- in 8G are not the same. Then there 
exists a constant C > 0 such that for all sufficiently large i,j E N we have: 
We need to prepare the proof of Theorem 1.3.1. The following lemma was 
noted by Swenson in [Swe93]. 
Lemma 1.3.2 Let G be a CAT(O) group. If for some g, h E GOO the points g+ 
and h+ in 8G are the same, then there exist n, mEN such that gn = hm. 
Proof: Let p be a geometric action of G on some CAT(O) space X. Let cg : 
1R -t X and Ch : 1R -t X be axes for 9 and h respectively. Fix x := cg(O), and 
y := Ch(O). By hypothesis, the geodesic rays cg(lR+) and Ch(lR+) are asymptotic. 
Therefore, there exists an i (n) E N for each n E N such that 
d(g-i(n) hn .y, y) ~ d(g-i(n) hn .y, x) + d(x, y), 
~ d(hn .y, gi(n).x) + d(x, y), 
~ 2 d(x, y) + Iglp. 
Because p is a proper action, there is an infinite sequence (nll)1I of natural numbers 
such that 
holds for all v, J.L E N. In particular, we can find a v E N such that 
where both exponents are positive. o 
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We recall Gromov's "approximation by trees" for a a-hyperbolic space, a proof 
of which can be found in [CDP90] or [Bow91], for example. 
Theorem 1.3.3 (Approximation by Trees) Let X be a a-hyperbolic space with 
a basepoint Xo. For i = 1, ... , n let Xi be a point in X U ax, and Cj the 
geodesic segment or geodesic ray joining Xo to Xj. Set Z := Cl U ... U Cn. 
Then there exists a simplicial tree T with basepoint to, and a continuous mapping 
J: (Z, xo) -+ (T, to), such that the following holds: 
(i) For i = 1, ... ,n the restriction of J to Cj is an isometry. 
(ii) There exists a constant C = C (0, n) such that for all z, z' E Z 
dx(z, z') - C ::; dT(f(z), J(z')) ::; dx(z, z'). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.3.3 we get in particular: 
Lemma 1.3.4 For all z, z' E Z the Gromov product satisfies 
(z, z')xo ::; (f(z), f(z'))to ::; (z, z')xo + C. 
Using the above facts, we can prove the following slightly modified version of 
Theorem 1.3.1. Clearly, this modified version implies Theorem 1.3.1, because for 
each X E X and each 9 E Goo the sequence ~ d(x,gn.x) converges to Iglp as n 
goes to infinity. 
Proposition 1.3.5 Let G be a word-hyperbolic group, and let p be a geometric 
G-action on a CAT(O) space X. Let g, h E ax> be such that the points g+ and 
h- in aG are distinct. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for some 
x E X, for all sufficiently large i,j E N, and for all n E N we have: 
Proof: Since X carries a geometric action of the word-hyperbolic group G, X 
is a-hyperbolic for some a ~ O. Let Xo be a point on an axis Ch : ]I{ -+ X of h. 
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We fix i,j E N, and set Xn := (gihi)n.xo for each n E No. We want to prove 
inequality (*) for x = Xo by induction on n. Note that we have by definition 
Therefore suitable estimates for d(xn' xn+d and (xo, Xn+1)Xn are needed. These 
will be given in Claim 3 and Claim 4 respectively. 
Claim 1: Both C1 := (g+, h-)xo and C2 := (g-, h+)xo are finite. 
Proof of Claim 1: If C1 is infinite, then the boundary points g+ and h- are 
the same, which contradicts the hypothesis. If C2 is infinite, then the points g-
and h+ in {}G are the same. By Lemma 1.3.2, this implies that g-n = hm for 
some n, mEN. Thus, g-1 and h have parallel axes. Hence the points g+ and h-
are the same, which again contradicts the hypothesis. This proves Claim 1. 
For n E No define Yn := (gihi)ngi. xo . Let cg : 1R. -+ X be an axis of g. 
Figure 1.1: Set-up for the proof of Prop. 1.3.5 
Take a constant C3 ~ d(xo, cg (1R.)). Note that we have for all n E No 
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Claim 2: Suppose that i and j are sufficiently large. Then there exists a 
constant C4 ~ 0, which depends on C2 and 8 only, such that for each n E No 
Proof of Claim 2: Obviously, it is enough to prove Claim 2 for n = O. Consider 
the geodesics CI := [YO,xo], C2 := [Yo,g-] and C3 := [Yo,gi.h+] issuing from Yo. 
Define Z:= CI U··· U C3. Let the tree T, the constant C(8,3), and the mapping 
f : (Z, Yo) -+ (T, f(yo)), be given according to Gromov's Approximation Theorem 
1.3.3. Let w' E cg(R) be such that d(xo, WI) ::; C3 • Since X is CAT(O), there 
exists a point w on C2 such that d( w, Wi) ::; d(yo, gi. Wi) ::; C3 • Therefore, we have 
d(xo,w) ::; 2C3 , and hence dT(f(xo),f(w)) ::; 2C3 by Theorem 1.3.3. Thus, we 
get 
(f(g-), f(xo))f(yo) ~ (f( w), f(xo))f(yo) 
~ dT(f(xo), f(yo)) - dT(f(xo), f(w)) 
~ d(xo, Yo) - 2C3 ~ i I 9 I p - 4C3 • 
Recall that (f(g-),f(gi.h+))f(Yo)::; C2 +C(8,3) by Lemma 1.3.4. So, ifi is large 
enough such that i I 9 I p - 4 C3 > C2 + C( 8,3), then 
Moreover, note that Xl lies on C3 with d(yo, xd = j Ihl p• So, if j is large enough 
such that j I hlp> C2 + C(8,3), then 
Since T is a tree, these two inequalities imply that 
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Applying Lemma 1.3.4, we can conclude that 
(Xo, xdyo ~ (f(xo), f(xt))J(yo) 
= (f(g-), f(i.h+))J(Yo) 
~ (g-,gi.h+)yo + C(o, 3) = C2 + C(o, 3) =: C4 • 
Claim 3: Suppose that i and j are sufficiently large. Then there exists a 
constant Cs ~ 0, which depends on C2 , C3 and ° only, such that for all n E No 
we have 
Proof of Claim 3: Obviously, it is enough to prove the statement for n = 0. 
By definition, we have d(xo, xt} = d(xo, Yo) + d(yo, xd - 2 (xo, Xdyo. Suppose i 
and j are large enough. Then Claim 2 and the triangle inequality imply 
d(XO,Xl) ~i Igl p+2C3 +j Ihlp' 
d(xo,xI) ~i Igl p-2C3 +j \h\p-2C4 • 
Thus, we can take C5 := 2 C3 + 2 C4 • 
Claim 4: Suppose that i and j are sufficiently large. Then there exists a 
constant C6 ~ 0, which depends on C1 and ° only, such that we have for all 
nEN 
Proof of Claim 4: For any given n E N consider the geodesics Cl := [xn' xo], 
C2 := [xn' xn-d, C3 := [Xn' (gihi)n .h-], C4 := [xn' Xn+I], Cs := [xn' Yn] and 
C6 := [xn' (gihi)n .g+] in X issuing from Xn. Define Zn := Cl U ... U Cs. Let 
the tree Tn, the constant C(0,6), and the mapping fn : (Zn' Xn) -+ (Tn' fn(xn)), 
be given according to Gromov's Approximation Theorem 1.3.3. We want to prove 
inequality (**) for C6 := C1 + C( 0,6) by induction on n. To do so we will check 
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inductively that 
provided that i and j are sufficiently large. Then inequality (**) follows imme-
diately because of Lemma 1.3.4. We begin by recording three inequalities (a) to 
(c), which hold for any given n E N, and all sufficiently large i and j: Firstly, 
Lemma 1.3.4 and Claim 2 imply that 
(fn(Yn-t}, !n(Xn-l))ln(xn) ;::: (Yn-I, xn-dxn = ... 
... = d(xn' Yn-d - (X n-l, Xn)Yn_l ;::: j I hlp - C4 • 
Note that Yn-l lies on C3 with d(Yn-ll xn) = j Ihl p· Thus, if j satisfies j I hlp -
C4 > C1 + C(8,6), Lemma 1.3.4 yields inequality (a): 
(fn((ihit· h-), !n(xn-t))ln(xn) ;::: (fn(Yn-d, !n(xn-l))ln(xn) ;::: ... 
... > C1 + C(O',6) > (fn((ihit.h-),/n((ihit.g+))ln(xn)' 
Secondly, Lemma 1.3.4 and Claim 2 imply that 
(fn(Xn+l) , /n(Yn))ln(xn) ;::: (Xn+ll Yn)Xn = ... 
... = d(xn' Yn) - (xn' Xn+l)Yn ;::: i I 9 I p - 2 C3 - C4 • 
Thus, if i satisfies i I 9 I p - 2 C3 - C4 > C1 + C( 0',6), Lemma 1.3.4 yields inequality 
(b): 
Thirdly, since X is CAT(O), there is a point Wn on Cs such that d( W n, Yn) < 2 C3 • 
This implies that 
(fn((ihit·g+),!n(Yn))ln(xn) ;::: (fn(wn),!n(Yn))ln(xn) ;::: ... 
... ;::: dTn(fn(xn), !n(Yn)) - 2 C3 ;::: i I 9 I p - 4 C3 • 
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So, if i satisfies i I 9 I p - 403 2:: 0 1 + 0(0,6), Lemma 1.3.4 yields inequality (c): 
(fn((gihit·g+),ln(Yn))/n(Xn) 2:: 0 1 + 0(0,6) 2:: ••• 
... > (fn((gihi)" .g+), In((ihit.h-))/n(Xn). 
Now, we can prove Claim 4 with the following induction argument: Let n = 1. 
Suppose that i and j are large enough for Claims 2 and 3, and inequalities (a) to 
(c), to hold. Then the inequalities (a) to (c) imply that 
which yields the desired inequality (**) for n = 1 because of Lemma 1.3.4. Now, 
suppose that inequality (**) holds for some n 2:: 1. Using Lemma 1.3.4, Claim 3 
and the induction hypothesis, we get 
(fn+! (xo),Jn+! (xn))/n+dxn+d 
> dTn+1 (fn+! (Xn), In+! (X n+!)) - (fn+l (Xo), In+! (x n+d)/n+l(Xn) 
> d(xn,Xn+d - (xo,xn+dxn - 0(0,6) 
2:: i I 9 I p + j I hlp - 0 5 - 06 - 0(0,6). 
Thus, ifi and j satisfy i I 9 I p + j I hlp -05 -06 -0(0,6) 2:: 0 1 +0(0,6), Lemma 
1.3.4 yields inequality (d): 
(fn+l(xo),ln+1(xn))/n+!(xn+d ~ 0 1 + 0(0,6) > ... 
... > (fn+d(gihit+1·g+),ln+1((ihit+1·h-))/n+dxn+d· 
Together the inequalities (a) to (d) imply for all sufficiently large i and j that 
Hence, by Lemma 1.3.4, the desired inequality (**) holds for n + 1, too. This 
completes the proof of Claim 4. 
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Now, we complete the proof of Prop. 1.3.5. We verify inequality (*) for 
C := C5 + 2 C6 by induction on n, provided that i and j are sufficiently large: 
Let n = 1. Then inequality (*) follows immediately from Claim 3. Suppose that 
inequality (*) holds for some n > 1. By definition, we have 
Applying the induction hypothesis and Claims 3 and 4, we can deduce 
and 
d(xo,xn+d ~n(lgilp+ Ihilp+C)+(lilp+ Ihi lp +C5 ) 
~ (n + 1)( I gi I p + I hi I p) + (n + 1) C, 
d(xo, xn+d ~ n (j i I p + I hi I p - C) + ( I i I p + I hi I p - C5 ) - 2 C6 
~ (n + 1)( I i I p + I hi I p) - n C - C5 - 2 C6 • 
Therefore, inequality (*) holds for n + 1, too. This completes the proof of Propo-
sition 1.3.5. 0 
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Chapter 2 
The Boundary of a CAT(O) 
Group 
This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section we define the 
boundary of an arbitrary CAT(O) group. In the second section we prove some 
basic properties of this boundary. In particular, we check that for word-hyperbolic 
CAT(O) groups the boundary as defined in Section 1 is the same as the well-
known Gromov boundary; and that the boundary of the free abelian group zn is 
homeomorphic to the sphere sn-l. 
2.1 The Boundary Construction 
Let G be a CAT(O) group. The construction of a boundary for G can be outlined 
as follows: Each geometric action p of G on a CAT(O) space canonically induces a 
uniform structure Up on the set Goo of infinite order elements in G. By considering 
all geometric actions of G on CAT(O) spaces, we obtain a family {UpJ.\EA of 
uniform structures on Goo. This family of uniformities has a least upper bound: 
a uniform structure U on Goo, which we shall call the boundary uniformity. The 
boundary 8G will be defined as the Hausdorff completion of Goo with respect to 
the boundary uniformity U. 
Firstly, we consider a fixed geometric action p of G on a CAT(O) space X. 
Since X carries a geometric group action, it is proper and complete. So, its visual 
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boundary ax is a compact topological space (see e.g. [BH99], Chap. II.8, for de-
tails). Since each compact topological space carries a canonical uniform structure 
that is compatible with its topology (see e.g. [Bou89a], 11.4.1, for details), we get 
Proposition 2.1.1 There is exactly one uniformity Uax compatible with the 
topology of ax . The entourages of Uox are precisely all the neighbourhoods of 
the diagonal ~ in ax x ax. Furthermore, ax endowed with Uax is a complete 
uniform space. 
Let Goo denote the set of infinite order elements in G. Recall that each 
, E Goo acts on X via p as a hyperbolic isometry (see e.g. [BH99], Chap. II.6, 
for details). Thus, we can define a canonical map 7'p : Goo -+ ax, by mapping 
each, E Goo to the positive endpoint ,+ E ax of one of its axes. Note that this 
map is well-defined, since all the axes of a hyperbolic isometry of a CAT(O) space 
are parallel. Thus, taking the inverse image of the uniformity Vax on ax under 
7'p, we can assign to p a canonical uniform structure Up on Goo. In other words, 
Up is the coarsest uniformity on the set Goo such that the map 7'p is uniformly 
continuous. 
Secondly, consider the set r of all geometric G-actions on CAT(O) spaces. By 
the previous paragraph there exists a family Ua := {Up}PEr of uniform structures 
on Goo. For some types of CAT(O) groups all these uniformities coincide (see 
Sec. 3), but in general this is far from being true (see Example 3.1.1). Neverthe-
less, as a direct application of Prop. 4 in [Bou89a], II.2, we get: 
Proposition 2.1.2 The family Ua = {Up}PEr of uniformities on Goo has a least 
upper bound Ua in the partially ordered set of all uniformities on Goo. A funda-
mental system of entourages of Ua is given by the set of all finite intersections 
where VPi is an entourage of Up;, 
We call the least upper bound Ua of the family Ua of uniform structures on 
Goo the boundary uniformity of G. Note that according to Prop. 4 in [Bou89a], 
II.2., the boundary uniformity can be characterized as follows: 
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Proposition 2.1.3 The boundary uniformity UG is the coarsest uniform struc-
ture on the set Goo such that the map Tp : Goo -+ ax is uniformly continuous for 
each geometric G-action p on a CAT(O) space X. Moreover, if h is a mapping 
from a uniform space Z into the set Goo, then h is uniformly continuous as a 
map into the uniform space (Goo, UG), if and only if the map Tp 0 h is uniformly 
continuous for each pEr. 
It is easy to see that in general Goo is neither Hausdorff nor complete with 
respect to UG. Nevertheless, each uniform space has a Hausdorff completion (see 
[Bou89a], 11.3, for details), which is well-defined up to isomorphism: 
Proposition 2.1.4 There exists a complete Hausdorff uniform space G and a 
uniformly continuous map t : (Goo, Ua ) -+ G having the following property (P): 
(P): Given any uniformly continuous map f of (Goo, UG) into a complete Jlaus-
dorff uniform space Z, there is a unique uniformly continuous map 9 : G -+ Z 
such that f = 9 0 to 
If (j, Y) is another pair consisting of a complete Hausdorff uniform space Y and 
a uniformly continuous map j : (Goo,Ua) -+ Y having property (P), then there 
is a unique isomorphism 4> : G -+ Y such that j = 4> 0 to 
The map t : (Goo, Ua ) -+ G is called the canonical map of (Goo, UG) into its 
Hausdorff completion Gj and the image t(Goo) is called the Hausdorff uniform 
space associated to (Goo, Ua). Now, we can define the boundary of G as follows: 
Definition 2.1.5 (Boundary) The boundary aG of the CAT(O) group G is de-
fined as the Hausdorff completion G of Goo with respect to the boundary unifor-
mity Ua. 
Finally, we record some facts about aG, which are immediate consequences 
of the construction (see [Bou89a], 11.3, for details): 
Proposition 2.1.6 (i) The subspace t(Goo) is dense in aGo 
(ii) The graph of the equivalence relation t(g) = t(g') is the intersection of all 
the entourages of (Goo, UG). 
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(iii) The boundary uniformity Ua on GOO is the inverse image under t of the 
uniform structure of aG (or that of /'(GOO)). 
(iv) The entourages of t( GOO) are the images under /, X /, of the entourages of 
(Goo, Ua ); and the closures in aG x aG of the entourages of ia(Goo) form 
a fundamental system of entourages of aGo 
(v) For each geometric G-action p on a CAT(O) space X the map Tp : Goo -t 
ax extends to a canonical uniformly continuous map Tp : aG -t ax such 
that Tp = Tp 0 L 
(vi) The uniformity of aG is the coarsest for which all the canonical maps Tp : 
aG -t ax associated to a geometric G-action p on a CAT(O) space X are 
uniformly continuous. 
(vii) We can identify /'(GOO) with the image in TIpEr axp of GOO under the prod-
uct map (Tp)PEr, where Xp is the CAT(O) space carrying the G-action p. 
(viii) We can identify aG with the closure in npEr axp of the image of GOO under 
(Tp)pEr. 
2.2 Basic Properties of Be 
The aim of this section is to prove some basic properties for the boundary we have 
defined in the previous section. We prove that it is compact, that it is invariant 
under isomorphisms, and that it carries a canonical G-action. We show also that 
for word-hyperbolic CAT(O) groups the boundary as defined in Section 1 is the 
same as the usual Gromov-boundary; and that the boundary of the free abelian 
group zn is homeomorphic to the sphere sn-l. 
Proposition 2.2.1 The boundary 8G of a CAT(O) group G is compact. 
Proof: Recall that a uniform space is said to be precompact if its Hausdorff 
completion is compact. In order to prove the proposition it is enough to show 
that Goo endowed with the boundary uniformity Ua is a precompact uniform 
space. By Prop. 2.1.3, Ua is the coarsest uniformity on Goo such that the map 
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Tp : GOO -+ ax is uniformly continuous for each geometric G-action p on a 
CAT(O) space X. Thus, we can apply Prop. 3 of [Bou89a], IIA.3: The uniform 
space (Goo,UG ) is precompact if and only if Tp(Goo) is a precompact subset of 
ax for each p. Obviously, the latter holds, since each ax is compact. 0 
Proposition 2.2.2 Let ¢ : H -+ G be a monomorphism of a group II into a 
CAT(O) group G such that ¢(H) is a subgroup of finite index in G. Then H is a 
CAT(O) group, and there is a unique map 1> : all -+ aG such that 
is a commuting diagram of uniformly continous maps. 
Proof: Suppose that X be a CAT(O) space that carries a geometric G-action p. 
Since ¢(H) is of finite index in G, the restriction of p to the subgroup ¢(H) is a 
geometric ¢(H)-action on X. Set ¢*p(h, x) := p(¢(h)).x. Since ¢ is a monomor-
phism, ¢*p is a geometric action by H on X. Hence, H is a CAT(O) group. Note 
that for each geometric G-action p on a CAT(O) space X the maps Tt/>.p and TpO¢ 
from (Hoo, UH) into ax coincide. Since Tt/>.p is uniformly continuous, Prop. 2.1.3 
implies that the map ¢ : (Hoo, U H) -+ (Goo, U G) is uniformly continuous, too. 
According to Prop. 15 in [Bou89a], II.3.7, ¢ has a unique uniformly continuous 
extension 1> such that the above diagram commutes. 0 
We get the statements (i) to (iv) of the following corollary as an immediate 
consequence of Prop. 2.2.2. The proof of statement (v) is straightforward. 
Corollary 2.2.3 Let G be a CAT(O) group. 
(i) The inclusion of a finite index subgroup H into a CAT(O) group G induces 
a canonical uniformly continuous map from aH to aGo 
(ii) Each group isomorphism ¢ : G -+ H induces a canonical isomorphism 
a¢: ae -+ aH. 
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(iii) The action of the automorphism group Aut (G) on G induces a canonical 
Aut (G)-action on oG by isomorphisms. 
(iv) The action of G on itself by conjugation induces a canonical G-action on 
8G by isomorphisms. 
(v) Let p be a geometric G-action on a GAT(O) space X. With respect to the 
canonical G-action on oG, and the G-action on aX that is induced by p, 
the canonical map Tp : oG ~ aX is G-equivariant. 
Finally, we look at two special types of CAT(O) groups for which the boundary 
construction given in Section 1 is particularly easy to understand, namely word-
hyperbolic CAT(O) groups and free abelian groups of finite rank. We will see that 
in the case of these two types the family Ua contains just one uniform structure. 
Proposition 2.2.4 Let G be a word-hyperbolic GAT(O) group. Then the bound-
aryoG as defined above is G-equivariantly isomorphic to the usual Gromov bound-
ary OarG of G. 
Proof: We will use several standard results in the theory of word-hyperbolic 
groups. Details of these results can be found in [CDP90j, [GH90j, or [BH99], 
for example. Let A be a finite set of generators for G, and let G,A(G) be the 
associated Cayley graph endowed with the word-metric d,A. We can identify the 
Gromov boundary oarG with oC,A(G). Let g E Goo be given. It follows from 
Chap. 9, Thms. 3.3 and 3.4, in [CDP90], for example, that g acts as a hyperbolic 
isometry on C,A(G). By definition this means that the map g" : Z ~ G,A(G) 
defined by g"(n) := gn.e is a quasi-isometry. Since G,A(G) is 8-hyperbolic, there 
exists a biinfini te geodesic line Cg : R ~ C,A (G) in a uniformly bounded distance 
from img". \Ve define a map r : Goo ~ oarG by r(g) := cg(+oo). Let p be a 
geometric G-action on a CAT(O) space X, and let x E X be a basepoint. By 
the Svarc-Milnor Lemma the map 9 M g.x gives rise to a G-equivariant quasi-
isometry'IjJ : G,A( G) ~ X, which induces an isomorphism 1[J : Oar ~ aX. For each 
9 E Goo the quasi-isometry 'ljJ maps cg into a uniformly bounded neighbourhood 
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of an axis ag of gin X. Hence, the following diagram commutes: 
Thus, if Uo is the inverse image of the uniform structure on 8Gr Gunder T, the two 
uniformities Uo and Up on Goo are the same. Therefore, the family Ua consists 
of just one uniform structure, namely Uo. Since the image T(GOO) is dense in 
8arG (see e.g. [BR96b] for details), 8G is isomorphic to 8Gr G. Obviously, this 
isomorphism is G-equivariant. 0 
Proposition 2.2.5 The boundary of the free abelian group zn of rank n is iso-
morphic to the sphere sn-l. The canonical Zn-action on 8Zn is trivial. 
Proof: Throughout this proof we identify the euclidean space lEn with jRn. Let 
Zb"" Zn be a basis for zn. Then each 9 E zn can be uniquely written as product 
n~l Z;i(9), where (i(g) E Z for i = 1, ... , n. We define a map ( : zn -+ En by 
assigning the point ((g) := ((dg), ... , (n(g)) in JE:'l to each 9 E zn. 
Firstly, we consider the standard Zn-action po on the euclidean space En, 
where each Zi acts by translation along the i-th canonical basis vector ej of En. 
If the visual boundary 8JE:'l is identified with the space of geodesic rays issuing 
from the origin, the canonical map Tpo from (zn)oo = zn \ {e} into 8lEn can be 
described as follows: Each 9 E (zn)oo is mapped to the unique geodesic ray that 
issues from the origin and passes through ((g). Therefore, the image Tpo((zn)oo) 
is the dense subspace of 8JE:'l that consists of all the geodesic rays issuing from 
the origin with rational direction. Note that the Hausdorff completion of (zn)oo 
with respect to the uniformity Upo is isomorphic to 8E", i.e. the sphere sn-l. 
Note also that the intersection of all the entourages of Upo contains precisely 
those pairs (g,h) E (zn)oo X (zn)oo, for which there is a rational q> 0 such that 
((g) = q((h). 
Secondly, we consider an arbitrary geometric action p of zn on a CAT(O) space 
X. The Flat Torus Theorem 1.1.2 implies that the minimal set Min(Zn) C X is 
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non-empty. Hence, we can choose a basepoint x E Min(Zn). Let ex be the closed 
convex hull of the Zn-orbit of x in X. The Flat Torus Theorem states that ex is 
isometric to En. We identify ex with JE,n such that x is identified with the origin, 
and regard aEn as a subspace of ax . The Flat Torus Theorem states furthermore 
that each Zi acts as a translation on JE,n = ex, say along a vector Vi, such that 
the quotient of En by the Zn-action is an n-torus. Thus, the vectors VI,"" Vn 
are linearly independent; and the canonical map Tp : (zn)'Xl -+ a~ c ax can 
be described as follows: Tp maps each 9 E (zn)oo to the unique geodesic ray in 
En that issues from the origin and passes through L:~=l (i(g)Vi. Since Vb.", Vn 
are linearly independent, the induced uniformity Up on (zn)oo is the same as the 
uniformity Upo ' Hence, the least upper bound of the family Uzn is the uniformity 
Upo itself; and consequently, the boundary azn is isomorphic to the sphere sn-l. 
Since the action of zn on itself by conjugation is trivial, the canonical zn_ 
action on azn is trivial, too. 0 
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Chapter 3 
The Boundary of G x Z 
The aim of this chapter is to study the boundary of product groups of the form 
G x Z, where G is a non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group. 
3.1 Distinct Uniformities in UF2XZ: Examples 
In the previous chapter we only considered the boundary construction for CAT(O) 
groups G where the family Ua consists of just one uniform structure. In the 
examples of this section we will look at various geometric actions of F2 x Z on 
CAT(O) spaces, which all give rise to distinct uniformities on (F2 X Z)oo. 
It was first proved by Bowers and Ruane in [BR96a] that - in the language of 
the present thesis - the family UF2XZ contains at least two distinct uniformities. 
Essentially we recall their argument in the next example: 
Example 3.1.1 Let A := (a, b) be the standard set of generators for F2 , and 
T := r A(F2 ) the associated Cayley graph. T is a 4-valent tree. Hence both T 
and the Euclidean product T x lR are CAT(O) spaces. Each pair (p, q) E lR2 
uniquely determines a homomorphism <p(p,q) in Hom (F2,lR) via cP(p,q)(a) := p and 
<P(p,q)(b) := q, and vice versa. Therefore, we can define for each pair (p, q) E lR2 
(or alternatively for each homomorphism in Hom (F2' lR)) a geometric action p(p,q) 
of F2 X Z on T x lR by 
(a,O)*(x,r):= (a.x,r+p), (b,O)*(x,r):= (b.x,r+q), (e,l)*(x,r):= (x,r+l), 
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where the action P := (g,x) t-t g.x is the standard action of F2 on T. We 
call p the F2-factor action and the pair (p, q) the shift parameters associated to 
the action P(p,q)' We define U(p,q) to be the uniformity on (F2 X Z)<)O induced 
by p(p,q)' Note that for any pair (p, q) of shift parameters U(p,q) is a metrizable 
uniformity. \Ve can identify the visual boundary 8(T x R) with the suspension 
~ (8F2) = ([-00, +00] x 8F2)/ "'-I such that for each action P(p,q) the associated 
canonical map T(p,q) from (F2 X Z)oo to 8(T x R) is given by 
() () [z + Cf'(p,q)(g) +] g, z t-t T(p,q) g, Z = Iglp ,g. 
For example, the following figure illustrates that T(2,O) (ab, 1) = [~, (ab)+]. Note 
that tan(a) = ~. 
(ab,1)+ 
(ab, 0) 
I 
(a,O) • I (a,l).(e,O) 
I 
-00 
-3 
-2 -1 1 2 3 +00 
(b-I,O) 
(ab,1)-
(ab)-
Figure 3.1: Illustrating T(2,O) : (F2 x Z)oo -+ ~(8F2) 
\Ve check that U(p,q) coincides with U(p,q), if and only if (p, q) = (p, q): Obvi-
ously, U(p,q) coincides with U(M) if (p, q) = (p, q). So, suppose that the uniformi-
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ties U(p,q) and U(p,q) coincide. Let Vj E Nand J-lj E Z be such that (;t. )j converges , 
to ! (1- p + q). Consider the sequences (Cj)j := (ajbi,j)j and (dj)j := (alli,J-lj)j 
in (F2 X Z)oo. The images of (Cj)j and (dj)j under the canonical maps T(p,q) and 
T(p,q) have the following limits: 
lim (T(p,q) (Cj))j = [~ (1 + p + q), a+], 
lim (T(p,q) (dj))j = a (1 + p + q),a+], 
lim (T(p,q) (Cj))j = [~(1 + P + q),a+], 
lim (T(p,q) (dj))j = [~(1 + 2p - p + q),a+]. 
Thus, the alternating sequence (Sj)j formed of (Cj)j and (dj)j is a Cauchy sequence 
with respect to U(p,q)' Since U(p,q) and U(p,q) coincide, (Sj)j is also a Cauchy 
sequence with respect to U(p,q). This implies ~ (1 + P + ij) = ~ (1 + 2p - P + q), 
or equivalently, 
q- p = q- p. 
An analogous argument based on the sequence (cj)j := (a jb2j ,j)j and a sequence 
(dj)j := (all;, J-lj)j, where (~)j converges to ~ (1 - p + 2q), yields 
2q - P = 2q - p. 
Hence, if the uniformities U(p,q) and U(p,q) on (F2 xZ)OO coincide, the corresponding 
pairs (p, q) and (p, ij) of shift parameters must be the same. 0 
Note that in the above example we did not need to change the F2-factor 
action at all to create uncountably many distinct uniformities on (F2 x Z)oo. It 
was enough to vary the shift parameters (p, q). However, there is another way 
in which more uniformities in UF2X 'L can arise - even if we consider actions with 
trivial shift parameters only: vVe can vary the marked length spectrum of the 
F2-factor action. 
Example 3.1.2 For each c with! 2:: c > 0 we construct a CAT(O) space Tn 
by modifying T as follows: Let 6. (ABC) be the convex hull in }E2 of a triangle 
with side lengths (AC) = (CB) = 2_1J2c and (AB) = 2~c, Let V be a 
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vertex in T. Suppose Av is the point on the incoming a-edge at V such that 
dT(Av, V) = 2_1y'2Cj and Bv is the point on the outgoing b-edge at V such that 
dT(Bv, V) = 2_1J2c. Then we can glue 6. (ABC) to T such that the side (AD) is 
glued isometrically onto [Av, V], and the side (BC) onto [Bv, V]. Gluing a copy 
of 6. (ABC) to T in that manner at each vertex V, we obtain a space Te that is 
CAT(O) with respect to the induced path metric. 
B 
~' " , " " 
" ... 
... 
... b C ... 
... A ... ... 
... 
... .. ... Bv 
... 
... 
... ... 
... ... 
... ... 
... ... 
... ... 
... ... , 
" 
a- 1 Av V a 
Figure 3.2: Constructing Te 
Clearly, the geometric F2-action on T induces a geometric F2-action on Te. 
Note that the marked length spectrum of this F2-action on Te is different for 
each c. For example, the translation length of ab equals 2 - c. For each C with 
~ ~ C ~ 0 we define a geometric action Pe of F2 x Z on Te x lR by 
(a,O) * (x,r):= (a.x,r), (b,O) * (x,r):= (b.x,r), (e, 1) * (x,r):= (x ,r + 1). 
Note that each action Pe has trivial shift parameters. Let Ue denote the uniformity 
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on (F2 x Z)oo that is induced by Pe. 
Firstly, we want to see that two uniformities Ue and Ui on (F2 X Z)oo coincide, 
if and only if e = E: Suppose that Ue and Ui are the same. Let Vi, Pi E N be such 
that (~)j converges to 2':e' and consider the sequences (ci)i := (ai(ab)ia-i,j)i 
J 
and (dj)i := (aVj , Pi)i in (F2 x Z)oo. If the visual boundary 8(Te x JR) is identified 
with ~ (8F2) in the same manner as before, the images of the sequences (ci)i and 
(di)i under the canonical maps Te and Ti have the following limits: 
lim(Te(ci))i = [2':e,a+], 
lim(Te (dj)}j = [2':e,a+], 
lim (Tdci))i = [2':i,a+], 
lim (Tddj))j = [2':e,a+]. 
Therefore, the alternating sequence (si)i formed of (ci)i and (di)i is a Cauchy 
sequence with respect to Ue. By assumption this implies that (si)i is Cauchy 
with respect to Ui , too. It follows that 2':i = 2':e' and hence e = E. 
Secondly, we check that for non-trivial e none of the uniformities Ue con-
structed in this example coincides with any of the uniformities U(p,q) constructed 
in Example 3.1.1: We consider the sequences (ci)i := (ai ( ab)2i a-i ,j)i and (dj)i := 
(ai (a 2b2)ia-i ,j)i in (F2 X Z)oo. Now, the images of the sequences (Cj)i and (dj)i 
under the canonical maps Te and T(p,q) have the following limits: 
lim(Te (Ci))j = [4!2e,a+], 
lim(Te (di))i = [4~e,a+], 
lim (T(p,q) (Cj))j = [~(1 + 2 p + 2 q), a+], 
lim (T(p,q) (dj))i = [~(1 + 2 p + 2 q), a+]. 
Thus, for any pair of shift parameters (p, q) the alternating sequence formed of 
(ci)i and (dj)i is a Cauchy sequence with respect to U(p,q)' However, it is not a 
Cauchy sequence with respect to Ue , unless e = O. o 
In this section we saw that distinct uniformities on (F2 x Z)oo can arise in 
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two particular ways: One can fix an F2-factor action and vary shift parameters 
as done in Example 3.1.1; or one can vary the marked length spectrum of the F2-
factor action and consider trivial shift parameters only, as done in Example 3.1.2. 
In order to understand the boundary construction for G x Z in full generality, 
it is helpful to look at these two ways separately first. We will do so in the two 
following sections. 
3.2 Fixing a G-Factor Action 
In Example 3.1.1 we saw that the family UF2XZ contains more than one uniform 
structure, because despite a fixed F2-factor action we could vary shift parameters. 
In this section we want to study this effect more generally. 
Throughout this section we consider a fixed non-elementary word-hyperbolic 
CAT(O) group G, and a fixed geometric action P of G on a CAT(O) space X. Also, 
we fix a basis (Wl, ... ,wn ) of Hom (G,lR). (By convention this basis is empty if 
Hom (G,JR)istrivial.) Foreachg E Gweabbreviatew(g):= (Wl(g), ... ,wn(g)) E 
JRn. For each 11 E JRn we get a geometric G x Z-action pp. on X x JR by 
(g,z)*(x,r):= (g.x,r+z+(Il,w(g)), 
where (".) is the standard scalar product on JRn. As in the previous section, we 
call 11 the vector of shift parameters of PI-" By Tp. : (G x Z)OO -+ 8(X x JR) we 
denote the canonical map associated to Pp., and by U", the uniform structure that 
is induced on (G x Z)OO via Tp.. Varying shift parameters gives rise to a family 
U~xz := {U",}/LElR n of uniform structures on (G x Z)oo. Note that in general U~xz 
is a proper subfamily of the family UGxZ which is based on all G x Z-actions. \Ve 
denote the least upper bound of the family U~xz by U~xz' and call the Hausdorff 
completion of (G x Z)OO with respect to U~xz the p-boundary op(G x Z) of G X Z. 
As in the case of the general construction, op(G x Z) is a compact space; and 
there exists a canonical uniformly continuous map 1-", from oAG x Z) to 8(X x JR) 
for each vector 11 ERn of shift parameters. 
We can identify o(X x R) with the suspension ~ (DG) such that the canonical 
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map r,.,. from (G x Z)OO to 8(X x R) associated to p,.,. is given by 
[Z+(Il,w(g)) +] 'f Goo Iglp ,g, 1 9 E , 
(g,z)...-+r,.,.(g,z)= [C] 'f dGOO d 0 
-00, '" , 1 9 ~ an z < , 
[+oo,e], if 9 f/- Goo and z > 0, 
where e E 8G is arbitrary (see Fig. 3.1). Moreover, we can identify the p-
boundary 8p (G x Z) with the closure in ILeRn ~ (8G) of the image of (G x Z)OO 
under the product map (r,.,.)""eRn. Thus, (r,.,.),.,.eRn is precisely the canonical map /., 
from (G x Z)OO into its Hausdorff completion 8p (G x Z). 
Let the map ¢>p : Goo ~ Rn be given by 
Define the space Sp as the closure of im ¢>p in Rn. We set AI; := ([-00, +00] x 
8G x Sp)j "', where (t, e, s) '" (t', e', s') if and only if [t = +00 and t' = +00], or 
[t = -00 and t' = -00], or [t = t' and e = e' and s = s']. (Here the superscript 
s stands for shift.) In the remainder of this section we want to show that AI; is 
canonically isomorphic to the p-boundary 8p(G x Z). Note that this implies in 
particular that 8p(G X Z) depends only on the marked length spectrum of p. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let G be a non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group, and 
let p be a geometric action by G on a CAT(O) space X. Let AI; be defined as 
above. Then the following is true: 
(i) The p-boundary 8p ( G x Z) is canonically isomorphic to AI;. 
(ii) The canonical G x Z-action on 8p (G x Z) is given by 
(g,z) * [t,e,s] = [t,g.e,s]. 
(iii) For each vector I-l E Rn of shift parameters the canonical map f,.,. from 
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8p (G x Z) to 8(X x }R) = ~ (8G) is given by: 
A ([ t ]) [ t + (Il, s) t] 
TJ.' t,I",S = \g\p ,I,,' 
In order to prove this theorem we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2.2 The image im CPp is bounded in }Rn. 
Proof: We show that there exists a constant C > 0 such that ! i~~~)! :::; C for 
all 9 E Goo and alII:::; i < n. Let A be a finite system of generators for G, and 
let I·IA the corresponding word metric on G. If we set c := max {lwi(a)l! a E 
A; I :::; i :::; n} then IWi(g)1 :::; c IglA holds for all 9 E G and all 1 :::; i :::; n. Let X 
be the CAT(O) space underlying the action p, and let x E X be a basepoint. By 
the Svarc-Milnor-Lemma 1.1.1 there exist constants ;\ 2:: 1 and e > 0 such that 
tlglA - e :::; dx(x,g.x) for all 9 E G. Since p is cocompact, there is a constant 
d> 0 such that for each 9 E Goo one can find a conjugate 9 for which the distance 
between some axis ag of 9 and x is less than d. It follows for each kEN and each 
I :::; i:::; n that 
and hence 
Thus, we can take C := c;\, and conclude that 
o 
Lemma 3.2.3 The space Sp is a compact, convex subspace of }Rn. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.2.2 im CPp is a bounded subspace of }Rn. Hence, its closure Sp 
in jRn is compact. In order to prove that Sp is convex, we consider the uniformly 
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continuous map H : [0,1] x Sp x Sp -+ lRn given by 
(t9,x,y) t-+ H(t9,x,y):= t9x + (1- 'I9)y. 
It is enough to show that H maps the dense subspace ([0,1] nQ) x im <pp x im <pp 
of [0,1] x Sp x Sp into Sp. Let '19 E [0,1] n Q and x, y E im <pp be given. For each 
9 E Goo we abbreviate <pp(g) by []. Take g, h E Goo such that [] = x and h = y. 
'Ve distinguish between two cases. Case 1: Suppose g+ =I h-. Set 17 := ~. 
Take Ph %, sEN and rENo such that (qj)j goes to infinity, (~)j converges to 
17, and; = '19. For each j EN set gj := gqjrhPJ(s-r). Since g+ =I h-, we can 
apply Theorem 1.3.1 about the additivity of translation lengths. It follows that 
the translation length Igjlp is non-trivial for all sufficiently large j. Moreover, it 
follows for all i = 1, ... , n and all sufficiently large j that 
Wi (gqJrhPj(s-r)) < Wi(gj) < Wi(gqjrhPJ(s-r)) 
Igqjrl p + IhPJ(s-r)lp + C' - Igjlp - IgqJrl p + Ihpj(s-r)lp - G" 
where C' ~ ° is some constant. Thus, we get 
;Wi(g) + 7 ~wi(h) < Wi (gj) < ;Wi(g) + 7 ~wi(h) 
; Iglp + s~r ~ Ihl p + ~: Igj Ip ; Iglp + s:r ~ Ihl p - ~: ' 
which implies 
'19 Wi (g) + (1 - '19) 17 Wi ( h ) _ 0' Wi (g) + (1 - 0') 77 Wi ( h ) 
'I9lglp + (1 - '19) 17 Ihl p Iglp 
'19 Wi(g) + (1 - '19) wi(h) = '19 [] + (1 - '19) h. 
Iglp Ihl p 
Hence, ([]j)j is a Cauchy sequence in Sp, whose limit is H'('I9,x,y). Since Sp 
is compact, H'('I9, x, y) lies in Sp for Case 1. Case 2: Suppose that g+ = h-. 
(Warning: In this case it may happen that h = g-l, which means h = -[] in 
Sp. If so, (gp-hq) equals either [] or ° or -[] for all p, q E No.) Since G is non-
elementary, there exists a conjugate hl E Goo of h such that hi =I h-. Thus, 
we can apply the argument from Case 1 to 9 and ht. Note that hI = h. Hence, 
H'('I9,x,y) lies in Sp for Case 2, too. 0 
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Example 3.2.4 Let A = (a, b) be the standard set of generators for F2, and let p 
be the standard action of F2 on the 4-valent tree T. Let WI be the homomorphism 
from F2 to lR that is given by Wi (a) = 1 and Wi (b) = 0, and let W2 be the 
homomorphism from F2 to lR that is given by w2(a) = 0 and w2(b) = 1. Note 
that (Wl,W2) is a basis for Hom (F2 ,lR). Sp is looks like: 0 
I/>p (b) = (0 , 1) 
I/>p (a) = (1 , 0) 
I, A. (bi b- 2i ) - (0 1) lmi-too'l'P a a - ,-2" 
Figure 3.3: The space S p for p : F2 X T -t T 
Lemma 3.2.5 Let X be a compact space, and U its canonical uniform structure. 
Suppose that {VA} AEA is a fundam ental system of entourages for U. Then the 
suspension E X of X is compact. For each E: with 1 > E: > 0 and each A E A 
let W(A,e) consist precisely of those pairs ([t , xl, [t', x'D in E X x E X, for which 
[t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < - ~ and t' < - ~], or [ It - t'l < E: and (x, x') E VA 1 
holds. Then the system {Wp,e)} is a fundam ental system of entourages for the 
canonical uniformity on EX. 
Proof: It is a standard fact that the suspension of a compact space is compact, 
too. In particular, this implies that E X carries a unique uniform structure that is 
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compatible with the given topology. It is straightforward to check that the system 
{W(,\,~)} satisfies the axioms of a fundamental system of entourages. Moreover, it 
is obvious that the topology induced by {W(,\,~)} coincides with the topology on 
~ X. Therefore, {W(,\,~)} is a fundamental system of entourages for the canonical 
uniformity on ~ X. 0 
In order to compare 8p (G x Z) to M; we define a map i: (G x Z)oo -+ AI; by 
(g, z) f-+ i (g, z):= [ -00 , ~ , s], 
[+00, ~ , s], 
where ~ E 8G and s E Sp are arbitrary. 
if 9 f/. Goo and z < 0, 
if 9 f/. Goo and z > 0, 
Lemma 3.2.6 The image i((G x Z)oo) is dense in M;. 
Proof: It is enough to check that each open subset in AI; of the form (I x 
B(~,e) x U)j '" contains an element of i((G x Z)oo), where I is an open interval 
in [-00, +00], B(~, e) is an open ball of radius e around some point e in 8G with 
respect to some fixed visual metric d, and U is an open set in Sp. First of all, we 
find agE Goo such that <pAg) E U and g+ E B( ~, e): By construction <pp (GOO) 
is dense in Sp. Therefore there exists agE Goo such that <pp(g) E U. Recall 
that the set of rational boundary points is dense in 8G (see e.g. [BR96b] for a 
proof). Hence, there exists an h E Goo such that d(c, h+) < ~. Without loss 
of generality we can assume that g+ f= h-. For otherwise Lemma 1.3.2 implies 
that h+ is the only rational point in B(e, ~), which contradicts G being non-
elementary. It follows from this assumption and the dynamics of the action of h 
on 8G (see e.g. [CDP90], Ch. 11, Prop. 2.4) that there exists an mEN such that 
d(h+,hm.g+) < ~. Note that <pp(g) = <pp(hmgh-m) and hm.g+ = (hmgh-m)+. 
We take 9 := hmgh-m. Obviously, there exist z E Z and q E N such that 
_1%1 E I. Since (gq)+ = g+ and <pp(gq) = <pp(g), we conclude that i(z,gq) lies in 
q 9 p 
(I x B(~, e) x U)j "'. 0 
Proof of Thm. 3.2.1: Throughout this proof we will identify 8 (X x R) 
with ~ (aG), and regard 8p (G x Z) as a closed subspace in IlItER" ~ (8G). Thus, 
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the product map (TIl)IlElRn is the canonical map I, from ((G X Z)oo, Udx'lJ into its 
Hausdorff completion 8p (G x Z). For each IL E R7I we define a map TIL from }vI; 
to ~ (8G) by 
[t,e,s] t-+ Til ([t,e,s]) := [t+(p,s), e]· 
It is easy to check that 
(G x Z)oo 
,= (7"),, 1 
8p (G x Z) 
;; 
--t 
is a commuting diagram of set maps. Let'I/J := (TIl)1l be the product map from AI; 
to TIILElR n ~ (8G). It is straightforward to check that 'I/J is uniformly continuous. 
Let 'I/J' be the restriction of 'I/J to the subspace l((G x Z)oo). 
Claim 1: 'I/J' is a bijection from i((G x Z)oo) onto l,((G x Z)oo). 
Proof of Claim 1: We show that "p' has an inverse. Define a map {y from 
I, ((G x Z)oo) to i((G x Z)oo) by 
t(g, z) t-+ {y( l,(g, z)) := l(g, z). 
We check that {y is well-defined: Let (g',z') E (G x Z)oo be such that t(g,z) = 
l,(g', z'), i.e. TIL(g, z) = TIl(g', z') for all IL E R 71. This means in particular that 
Te;(g,Z) = Te;(g',z') for all i = 1, ... ,n, where ej is the i-th unit vector in Rnj 
and that TO(g,Z) = To(g',Z'). We distinguish between two cases. Case 1: Suppose 
that 9 E Goo. Since -00 < Igip < +00, it follows that g' E Goo, too. vVe conclude 
that 2- = ...L- g+ = g' + and w;(g) = z+w;{g) _ _ z_ = z'+w;(g') _ ...L- = w;(g') 
Iglp Ig/lp' Iglp Iglp IYlp Ig/lp Ig/lp Ig/lp 
for each i = 1, ... , n. Thus, {y is well-defined in Case 1. Case 2: Suppose that 
9 rt Goo. Then z < 0 (resp. z > 0) implies g' rt Goo and z' < 0 (resp. z' > 0). 
Therefore, ifi is well-defined in Case 2, too. Finally, it is straightforward to check 
that ifi is the inverse of 'I/J'. 
Claim 2: ifi is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 2: Let d be a fixed visual metric on 8G throughout this proof 
of Claim 2. We consider the following fundamental systems of entourages on 
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t((G x Z)OO) and i((G x Z)OO): For any e with 1 > e > 0 let We consist precisely 
of those pairs ([t, e]' [t', e']) in ~ (8G) x ~ (8G), that satisfy [It - t'l < e and 
d(e, e') < e], or [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -~]. It is straight-
forward to check that the system {We} is a fundamental system of entourages 
for 1: (8G). For any c with 1 > c > 0 and any finite number VI, ••• ,Vm of vec-
tors in lRn let W(lIlt .... llm.l!) consist precisely of those pairs (([tMeJlDJl,([t~,e~D~J 
in (ILElRn ~(8G)) X (TIJlElRn 1: (8G)) for which ([t/Jj,ellj],[t~J'e~J]) lies in WI! for 
each j = 1, ... , m. Then, by construction, the trace of the system {~V(III ..... lIm.e)} 
is a fundamental system of entourages for the subspace l((G X Z)OO). For any e 
with 1 > e > 0 let Ve consist precisely of those pairs ([t, e, s], [t'e', s'D in AI; X AI; 
that satisfy [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -!], or [It - t'l < e and 
d(e, e') < e and Is - s'loo < e], where I . 100 is the loo-norm on Rn. According 
to Lemma 3.2.5, the system {Ve} is a fundamental system of entourages for AI;. 
Let e with 1 > e > 0 be given. In order to prove that '¢ is uniformly continuous 
it is enough to check that there exists an l > 0 such that '¢ X '¢ maps the trace 
of W(o.el ..... en,i) into Ve: Let C > 0 be the constant given in the proof of Lemma 
3.2.2, i.e. we have 14x> < C for all s ESp, Take 1 > e > 0 such that € < ~ and 
e < l+(;+I)I!' Suppose (l(g, z), l(g', z')) in ~V(O.elr ... ,en,i)' We distinguish between 
three cases: 
Case 1: Suppose p-z > ~ and I ~'I > t Then &1 > 1 and I ~'I > 1. lIence, 
191p e 9 p I! 191p I! 9 p e 
(i(g,z),i(g',z')) = (-$(l(g,Z)),,¢(l(g',Z'))) lies in Ve in Case 1. 
Case 2: Suppose -I zi < -~ and I ~'I < -t Then -I zi < _1 and I ~'I < _1. gp I! gp I! gp /! gp /! 
Hence, (~( l(g, z)), ~(l(g', z'))) lies in Ve in Case 2. 
Case 3: Suppose Ilglp - Ig~~p I < € and d(g+, g' +) < e. Then we can assume 
without loss of generality that 1lBi; I < t - C. For otherwise we have either 
I C d z, 1 C 1 z 1 C d z, I C 1 
_I zi > -= - an -I '-I > -:: - -, or -I  < - -:: + an -I '-I < - -:: + +; gp e gp /! gp /! 9p /! 
and (~( l(g, z)), ~(l(g', z'))) lies in Ve analogously to Case 1 or Case 2 above. The 
assumption implies for each i = 1, ... , n that 
I Z + Wi (g) I < I ~ I + I Wi(g) I < ~ - C + C = ~. Iglp - Iglp Iglp e c 
I Z+Wj (g) z, +Wj (g') I ~ h ld r h' 1 f h' h' r 11 Hence, Iglp - 19'Ip < cos lor eac ~ = , ... , n, rom w IC It 10 ows 
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that 
Thus, (~(t(g,Z)),~(L(g',Z'))) lies in Ve in Case 3; and ~ is uniformly continuous. 
Now, we prove the theorem. The subset t((G X Z)OO) is dense in op (G x Z) 
by construction, and the subset i((G X Z)OO) is dense in At; by Lemma 3.2.6. 
Because t/J is uniformly continuous, so is t/J'. It follows from Claim 1 and Claim 2 
that t/J' extends to an isomorphism from M; onto op (G x Z). Since this extension 
is unique, it must coincide with t/J. Hence, t/J is an isomorphism. Finally, the two 
remaining statements (ii) and (iii) of the theorem are obvious. D. 
3.3 Actions with Trivial Shift Parameters 
In this section we continue to study the boundary of groups G x Z, where G is 
a non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group. But contrary to the previous 
section, in which we fixed a G-factor action to understand the effect of non-trivial 
shift parameters, the aim of this section is to consider all possible G-factor actions 
in conjunction with trivial shift parameters. 
Again we begin with some notation. Throughout this section let G be a fixed 
non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group. By r we denote the set of all 
geometric G-actions on CAT(O) spaces. For each G-action pEr on a CAT(O) 
space X, we let pta be the product action (g, z) * (x, r) := (g.x, r + z) by G x Z 
on X X JR. (The subscript ts stands for trivial shift.) We define U;8 to be the 
uniform structure that is induced on the set (G x Z)OO by Pts. Varying the G-factor 
action gives rise to a family UfJxz := {U!"}PEr of uniform structures on (G x Z)oo. 
We denote the least upper bound of this family by Ufjxz, and call the Hausdorff 
completion of (G x Z Y)O with respect to UfJxz the trivial-shift-boundary Ots( G x Z) 
of G x Z. Note that, once again, Ots( G x Z) is a compact space; and that for 
each G-factor action p on a CAT(O) space X there exists a canonical uniformly 
continuous map f;8 from Ots(G X Z) into o(X x JR). If we identify o(X x JR) with 
E (BG) as before, the canonical map r;s from (G x Z)OO into 8(X x JR) is given 
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by 
[ ':'p , g+]' if 9 E Goo, 
(g, z) H- 7;8 (g, Z) - [-00, el, if 9 It Goo and z < 0, 
[ +00 , e], if 9 rt Goo and z > 0, 
where e E 8G is arbitrary. 
Remark 3.3.1 In general, the family Ui:Jxz is a proper subfamily of the family 
UGxZ of uniform structures on (G x Z)OO, on which the proper boundary con-
struction is based. (See F2 X Z in Example 3.1.2.) However, we will see in the 
next section that, if G is a CAT(O) group whose abelianization is finite, then the 
families Ui:Jxz and UGxZ coincide. In this case 8ts ( G X Z) is canonically isomorphic 
to 8(G x Z). An easy example for a word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group with a finite 
abelianization is the (2,3, 7)-triangle group. 
Before we examine 8ts ( G x Z), we clarify the relation between the uniform 
structure U!8 associated to a G x Z-action Pt8 and the marked length spectrum 
At LSp associated to the corresponding G-factor action p. Example 3.1.2 shows 
that the uniformities U!S and Ufi8 associated to p and p in r are generally distinct. 
We can generalize the idea of this example to the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.3.2 Let G be a word-hyperbolic group, and let p and p be two 
geometric G-actions on CAT(O) spaces. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The marked length spectra M LSp and M LSp associated to p and p are the 
same up to a positive scaling factor. 
(ii) The uniformities U!8 and U~8 on the set (G x Z)oo coincide. 
Proof: On the one hand, it is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2.5, and 
the above characterization of the maps r!8 and 7fi8 from (G x Z)OO to ~ (8G), 
that U;8 and Ufi8 coincide, provided that AI LSp and At LSp are the same up to a 
positive scaling factor. 
On the other hand, suppose that the marked length spectra At LSp and At LSp 
are not the same up to a positive scaling factor. We want to deduce that the 
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uniformities U;s and U~s are distinct. To do so, we construct a sequence in 
(G x Z)oo that is Cauchy with respect to U;s, but not with respect to U~s. Fix an 
infinite order element 9 E G, and set c := t. Let cj) be the geometric G-action 
on the rescaled CAT(O) space c.X, where X is the CAT(O) space underlying the 
action j). Note that by the first paragraph the uniformities U~3 and U:; coincide. 
By construction we have Iglp = Iglc,;. But by hypothesis A! LSp and A! LScp 
cannot be the same. Therefore, there exists an infinite order element h E G such 
that Ihlp =I Ihl cp• 
Claim 1: The points g+ and h- in 8G are not the same. 
Proof of Claim 1: If g+ and h- are the same points in 8G, then by Lemma 1.3.2 
there exist n, mEN such that gn = h-m. This implies Ihlp = ~ Iglp = ~ Iglc,; = 
Ihl cp, which is a contradiction. 
\Ve set ° := be1
h
l
l and {3 := Ilhllce = Ilhllce , and define sequences (ai)i and (bi)i in 9 p 9 cp 9 p 
(G x Z)oo as follows: 
( 2i 2') aj:= 9 , Z , and 
where OJ is the integer part of the real number io. To complete the proof of the 
proposition it is enough to show: 
Claim 2: The alternating sequence formed of (ai)i and (bi)i is a Cauchy se-
quence with respect to U;s, but not with respect to U:$. 
Proof of Claim 2: By construction, we have 
and . 2i 1 1 hm --"-=--=-. 
i .... oo Ig211c,; Iglcp Iglp 
However, according to Claim 1 we can apply Theorem 1.3.1, and conclude that 
1. i + OJ 1m I "h"1 i .... oo gl I P 
1. i + °i 1m I "h"1 i .... oo g' 1 c,; 
Thus, both the sequence ( r;s (ai))i and the sequence ( r;s (bi))i converge to [lg1Ip' g+]. 
However, the sequence (r:$(ai))i converges to [TYi;, g+], and the sequence (r1t(bi))i 
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converges to [(1~t)lglp' g+], where a f. {3 by definition. o 
Now, we begin with the study of the trivial-shift-boundary at4 (G X Z). For 
the remainder of this section let pEr be a fixed G-action. We define a map 
/'i,p : Goo -t lRf by 
._ Iglp 
9 1-+ /'i,p{g) .- (-I  )-ef' 9 p p 
We denote the closure of im /'i,p in lR r by C;s. For pEr let pr p be the projection 
of ]Rf onto the p-component. For any e E C;4 we abbreviate prp(c) by cpo We 
define A!!8:= ([-00,+00] X aG X C!4)/ "', where (t,e,e) '" (t',e',e') if and only 
if [t = 00 and t' = 00], or [t = -00 and t' = -00], or [t = 0 and t' = 0 and 
e = e], or [t = t' and e = e' and c = c']. In the remainder of this section we will 
prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.3 Let G be a non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group, and 
let p be a geometric action by G on a CAT(O) space. Let Af;4 be defined as above. 
Then the following is true: 
(i) The trivial-shift-boundary ats { G x Z) is canonically isomorphic to 11.,/!8. 
(ii) The canonical G x Z-action on 8ts { G x Z) is given by 
(g, z) * [t, e, e] = [t, g.e, e]. 
(iii) For each G-factor action p on a CAT(O) space X the canonical map Tp from 
8ts {G x Z) to 8(X x lR) = ~ (8G) is given by: 
Tp{[t,e,c]) = [':',e]. 
e-p 
In order to prove this theorem we need some lemmas: 
Lemma 3.3.4 Let p and p' be two geometric actions of a group G on CAT(O) 
spaces X, and X' respective/yo Then there exists a constant k ~ 1 such that for 
each 9 E Goo 
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Proof: Let d,A. be a word-metric on G, and let x E X and x' E X' be basepoints. 
The Svarc-Milnor-Lemma implies that there are constants). ;::: 1 and e ;::: Osuch 
that for each n E N we get the following two inequalities: 
~ dx(x,gn.x) - e ~ d.A(e,gn) ~ ). dx(x,gn.x) + c, 
~dx,(x',gn.x')-e ~ d.A(e,gn) ~ ).dx,(x',gn.x')+e. 
Combining these inequalities we get 
and therefore 
The other inequality of the statement follows analogously. Thus, we can take 
k:=).2. 0 
Lemma 3.3.5 The space C;s is a compact, convex subspace of 1R. r. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.3.4, there exists a constant k(P) ;::: 1 for each pEr such 
that ktp) ~ KP(g)P ~ k(p) for all 9 E Goo. Therefore, Tychonoff's Theorem 
implies that the image Kp( a)O) lies in a compact subset of 1R. r. Hence, its closure 
C;s is compact. In order to prove that C;s is convex, we consider the map 
H : [0,1] x C;s x C;s --+ 1R.r given by 
(a, x, y) I-t H({), x, y) := {) x + (1 - {)) y. 
It is straightforward to show that H is uniformly continuous. Therefore, it is 
enough to show that H maps the dense subspace ([0,1] n Q) x im Kp X im Kp of 
[0,1] X C!S x C!S into C!'. This can be done as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.3. 0 
In order to compare 8ts (G x Z) with AI;s we define a map i: (G x Z)oo --+ Af!1J 
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by 
(g , z) 1---+ i (g, z).- [ t] 
-00, .", C , 
[ +00, e, c], 
where e E aG and c E C!S are arbitrary. 
if 9 rt Goo and z < 0, 
if 9 rt Goo and z > 0, 
Lemma 3.3.6 The image i((G X Z)oo) is dense in M!s. 
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.2.6. o 
Proof of Thm. 3.3.3: Throughout this proof we will regard atB (G x Z) 
as a closed subspace of TIper ~ (aG), so that the product map (rfiB}Per is the 
canonical map L from ((G x Z)oo, U8X"lJ into its Hausdorff completion atll (G x Z). 
For each pEr we define a map ffiB from M;s to ~ (aG) by 
It is easy to check that 
(G x Z)oo ~ Alts P 
'=('T~')p 1 l-t • 'Tp 
8ts (G x Z) prp ~ ~(8G) 
is a commuting diagram of set maps. Let 'IjJ := (f;s),; be the product map from 
lrf;1I to TIper E (8G), and let 'IjJ' be the restriction of'IjJ to i((G X Z)oo) in A1;s. 
Claim 1: 'IjJ is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 1: It is enough to show that f;1I is uniformly continuous for 
each pEr. Throughout this proof of Claim 1, let d be a fixed visual metric 
on aGo "Ve consider the following fundamental systems of entourages for the 
uniform structure on ~ (8G) and on Al;s: For any c with 1 > c > 0 let ~Ve consist 
precisely of those pairs ([t, el, [t', fD in E (8G) x E (8G) that satisfy [It - t'l < c 
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and d(e, e/) < £], or [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -~]. Then, 
by Lemma 3.2.5, the system {We} is a fundamental system of entourages for 
E (8G). For any £ with 1 > £ > 0 and any finite number PI!" .Pm of actions in 
r let V(PIo ...• Pm.e) consist precisely of those pairs ([t, e, e], tt', e', e/D in Af!a x At!a 
that satisfy [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -~], or [It I < £ and WI < £ 
and d(e,f) < e], or [It - t'l < e and d(e,e/) < e and !cPj - e~jl < £2 for all 
j = 1, ... , m]. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.2.5 it is straightforward 
to show that the system {V(Pl ..... Pm.e)} is a fundamental system of entourages for 
M;a. Let pEr and £ with 1 > e > 0 be given. In order to prove that f;a is 
uniformly continuous, it is enough to check that there exists an e > 0 such that 
f;a x f;a maps V(p.i) into We. Set f{ := k(p), where k(p) is defined as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3.5. Thus, f{ ~ 1, and k < Cp < K for each c E c!a. Take 1 > e > 0 
small enough such that e < min{2~2' l~J. Suppose that ([t,e,e],[t',e',c'D lies 
in V(p.i)' Then there are four cases to consider. 
Case 1: Suppose t > ~ and t' > ~. Then we get ctp > i i > ~, and analogously 
:~ >~. Therefore, (f;S([t,e,e]),f;S([t',e',c'])) lies in lVe • 
p 
Case 2: Suppose t < -~ and t' < -t Then we get.!.. < _1 and ~ < _1., 
e e C p e cp e 
hence (fJS([t,e, c]),fJS([t',e', c/])) lies in We. 
Case 3: Suppose It I < e and WI < g and d(e, f) < e. Then d(e, f) < e and 
t f t f I Cp - dp I :::; I Cp I + I e~ I < 2 f{ e < £. 
Hence, (f;S([t, e, c]), f;S([t', e', c/D) lies in We. 
Case 4: Suppose It - t'l < e and d(e, e/) < e and !ep - c~1 < e2• Then we have 
d(e, e') < £. Moreover, we can assume without loss of generality that It I :::; !. 
For otherwise the triangle inequality implies that either t > ~ and t' > ~ - 1, or 
t < -~ and t' < -~ + 1, from which it follows analogously to Case 1 or 2 above 
that (f;S{[t,e, c]), f;S([t', f,c'D) lies in We. Assuming It I < t, we get 
t t' t t t t' C'· - c· 1 \- - -\ :::; \- - - + - - -\ < \ t \ \ P P \ + - \ t - t' \ 
ep c'p cp dp dp dp ep dp c'p 
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< .1 [{2 e2 + [{ e < e. 
e 
Thus, (T~"([t, e, cD, T~"([t', e', c'D) lies in We. This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2: t/J' is a bijection from i((G x Z)oo) onto t((G x Z)oo). 
Proof of Claim 2: We show that t/J' has an inverse. Define a map ;f from 
t{(G x Z)oo) to l((G X Z)oo) by 
1,(9, z) I--+- if( 1,(9, z)) := i(9, z). 
We need to check that if is well-defined: Let (9', z') E (G x Z)oo be such that 
t(9,Z) = t(9',Z'), i.e. r;"(9,z) = r;"(9',Z') for all pEr. We distinguish between 
two cases. Case 1: Suppose that 9 E Goo. Since -00 < & < +00, it follows 
191P 
that 9' E Goo, too. We conclude that -I %1 = I ~'I ' 9+ = 9' + and lluel911 = -I %1 1zl.e = 9p 9p 9p 9p% 
I ~'I 19'!e = 119:IIP for each pEr. Thus, if is well-defined in Case 1. Case 2: Suppose 9 p % 9 p 
that 9 ¢ Goo. Then z < 0 (resp. z > 0) implies 9' ¢ Goo and z' < 0 (resp. z' > 0). 
Therefore, if is well-defined in Case 2, too. It is straightforward to check that ;f 
is the inverse of t/J'. 
Claim 3: ijJ is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 3: Throughout this proof of Claim 3, let d be a fixed visual 
metric on aGo We consider the following fundamental systems of entourages 
t((G x Z)oo) and i((G x Z)oo): For anye > 0 with 1 > e > 0 let lVe consist 
precisely of those pairs ([t, el, [t', fD in E (aG) x E (aG) that satisfy [It - t'l < e4 
and d( e, f) < e], or [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < - ~ and t' < - ~ ]. Then the 
system {We} is a fundamental system of entourages for E (8G). For any e > 0 
with 1 > e > 0 and any finite number PI, ... ,Pm of actions in r let lV(PI, ... ,pm,e) 
consist precisely of those pairs ((xp)p, (x~)P) in TIpEr E(8G) x TIpEr E(8G) for 
which (x PJ ' x~,) lies in We for each j = 1, ... , m. It is straightforward to check 
that the trace of the system {lV(PI, ... ,pm,e)} is a fundamental system of entourages 
for the subspace t((G x Z)oo). For any e > 0 with 1 > c > 0 and any finite 
number PI, ... pm of actions in r let "f(PI, ... ,Pm,e) consist precisely of those pairs 
([t,e,e], [t',e',e']) in A!;" x AI;" that satisfy [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and 
t' < -~], or [It I < e and WI < e and d(e,e') < e], or [It - t'l < c and d(e,e') < c 
and ICpj - C~j I < e for all j = 1, ... , m]. It is straightforward to check that 
the trace of the system {"f(PI, ... ,pm,e)} is a fundamental system of entourages for 
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the subspace i«G x Z)OO). Let a finite number pt,. ",Pm of actions in rand 
1 > c > 0 be given. In order to prove that 1jJ is uniformly continuous, it is enough 
to check that there exists an g > 0 such that 1jJ X 1jJ maps each (t(g, z), t(g', z')) 
in W"(P,Pl, ... ,pm,i) into i'(Pl"",pm'~)' Set K := max {k(pj) I j = 1, ... , m}, where 
each k(pj) is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.5. Thus, we have K ~ 1; and 
k ::; cpj < K for each c E C!S and each j = 1, ... , m. Take 1 > g > 0 small 
enough such that g + g4 < c and l < (l+:)K and K(e + e3) < c. We distinguish 
between three cases: 
Case 1: Suppose &1 >.! and &1 > t Then we have & > 1 and &1 > 1. 191p ~ 191p ~ 191p ~ 19-1p e 
Hence (i(g,z),i(g',z')) = (1jJ(t(g,z)),~(t(g',z'))) lies in i'(Pl, ... ,pm,e)' 
Case 2: Suppose -I %1 < -~ and I ~'I < -~. Then we get -I %1 < _1 and 9p ~ 9 p ~ 9p ~ 
19~~p < -~. Hence, (1jJ(t(g,z)),1jJ(t(g',z'))) lies in i'(Pl"",pm,~)' 
Case 3: Suppose 1rfJ; - 19~~pl < g4 and d(g+,g'+) < g. Then we have 1191;-
19~~) < c and d(g+, g' +) < c. We can assume without loss of generality that 
II~p I < ~ i' For otherwise the triangle inequality implies either 19ip ~ i i and 
I ~'I > ~~ _-1, or -I %1 < - ~~ - and I ~'I < - L~ _+1, from which it follows analogously 9p-n~ 9p- ne 9p- He 
to Case 1 or 2 above that (1j;( t(g, z)), 1j;( t(g', z'))) lies in i'(Pl , ... ,Pm,~)' Note that this 
assumption implies I-I %1 .1 < ~ for eachj = 1, ... , m. So, we get I-I %1 .--I ;1' 1< e4 
9 PJ ~ 9 PJ 9 PJ 
for each j = 1, ... , m by hypothesis. There are two sub cases to consider. Case 
3 1: Suppose I-I %1 I < g or II ~'I I < g. Then the triangle inequality implies that 
• 9p- 9p-
119ipl < g+g4 < c and 119~ipl < g+g4 < c. Hence, (1jJ(t(g, z)),1j;(t(g', z'))) lies in 
i'(Pl ,. .. ,Pm,~)' Case 3.2: Suppose 119ip I > g and 119~~) > e. Then we conclude for 
each j = 1, ... , m that 
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Thus, (;j,(t(g, z)), ;j,(t(g', z'))) lies in "C(Pl, ... ,pm,P); and ;j, is uniformly continuous. 
This completes the proof of Claim 3. 
Finally, we can prove the theorem: The subset {, ((G X ZYXl) is dense in 8ts (G x 
Z) by construction, and the subset i((G X Z)OO) is dense in M;s by Lemma 3.3.6. 
Therefore, the Claims 1 to 3 imply that 'IjJ' extends to an isomorphism from M;s 
onto 8ts (G x Z). Since this extension is unique, it must coincide with 'IjJ. lIenee, 
'IjJ is an isomorphism. The statements (ii) and (iii) are an obvious consequence of 
the above. 0 
3.4 The Boundary of G x IE 
The aim of this section is to work out the boundary of groups G x Z, where G 
is a non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group. Moreover, we show that for 
each geometric action of G x Z the associated canonical map from 8( G x Z) into 
the visual boundary of the underlying CAT(O) space is a homotopy equivalence. 
We need some notation: Throughout this section we consider a fixed non-
elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group G. We fix a basis (WI, ... ,wn ) of 
Hom (G,lR). (By convention this basis is empty if Hom (G,lR) is trivial.) So, 
throughout this section n denotes the rank of Hom ( G, lR). For each 9 E Goo we 
abbreviate w(g) := (wdg), ... ,wn(g)) E lRn. Let r be the set of all geometric 
actions by G on CAT(O) spaces. For each J-l E lRn and each action pEr on a 
CAT(O) space X we define a geometric G x Z-action PI-' on X x lR by 
(g,z) * (x,r) := (p(g,x), r + z + (J-l,w(g))), 
where (.,.) is the standard scalar product on R.n. By Tp,.. we denote the canonical 
map from (G x Z)oo to 8(X x lR) associated to PI-'; and by Up,.. the uniform 
structure that is induced on (G x Z)OO via Tp,... \Ve identify 8(X x lR) with the 
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suspension E (8G) as before, so that Tp,.. is given by 
(g, z) t-t Tp" (g, z) := 
where e E aG is arbitrary. 
[z+(p,w(g)) +] Iglp ,g, 
[ -00, e], 
[+oo,e], 
if 9 E Goo, 
if 9 f/. Goo and z < 0, 
if 9 f/. Goo and z > 0, 
The following proposition shows that in order to study the boundary of G x Z 
it is enough to consider G x Z-actions of the above type. It is motivated by a 
special case of a result by Bowers and Ruane in [BR96a], namely, that the visual 
boundary of a CAT(O) space carrying a geometric G x Z-action is homeomorphic 
to E (8G). 
Proposition 3.4.1 Let p be a geometric action ofG x Z on a CAT(O) space X. 
Then 8X can be identified with E (8G). ~Moreover, there exists an action pEr 
on a CAT(O) space X, and a vector p E lRn , such that 
{(g,z)+ I (g,z) E (G x Z)OO} idE (8G) I -~) {(g,z)+ (g,z) E (G x Z)OO} 
el Ie 
ax = E(8G) idE (8G) ---:"-4) a( X x lR) == E (8G) 
is a commutative diagram of uniformly continuous maps. In particular, the uni-
formities Up and Up,.. on (G x Z)OO coincide. 
For the proof of this proposition we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.4.2 The centre C(G) ofG is finite. 
Proof: It is a consequence of [GH90], Cor. 36, for example, that if each element 
in C (G) has finite order, then C (G) is fini teo So, let us assume that C ( G) 
contains an element 9 of infinite order, and deduce a contradiction. Since G is 
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non-elementary there exists an element h E Goo such that neither h+ = g+ nor 
h+ = g-. If the elements 9 and h do not generate a free abelian subgroup of rank 
2 in G, then there exist p, q E Z \ {OJ such that gPh q = e. The latter implies that 
the axes of 9 and h are parallel (up to orientation), and hence either h+ = g+ 
or h+ = g-. Therefore, 9 and h must generate a Z2-isomorphic subgroup of G. 
But G cannot have a Z2-isomorphic subgroup, since it is word-hyperbolic (see 
e.g. [CDP90], Chap. 10, Cor. 7.3). Thus, C(G) is finite. 0 
Proof of Prop. 3.4.1: The previous lemma allows us to apply the Splitting 
Theorem 1.2.1: There exists a non-empty, closed, convex, G X Z-invariant sub-
space Xl X X2 of X such that G acts geometrically on Xl and by (possibly trivial) 
Clifford translations on X2 , and Z acts geometrically on X2 and trivially on Xl' 
We denote the G-action on Xl by Pl' Let Min(Z) := nZEZ Min(z) C X2 , where 
Min{z) is the set of points in X2 at which the displacement function d{·, z .. ) 
for z E Z attains its minimum. By the Flat Torus Theorem 1.1.2, Min(Z) is 
non-empty and splits as a product Y X R. The Z-action on X2 leaves Min(Z) 
invariant. Each z E Z acts as the identity on Y-factor and as a non-trivial trans-
lation on the R-factor. We denote the translation distance for the action of 1 E Z 
on R by TJ. Each 9 E G centralizes Z. Therefore, the Flat Torus Theorem implies 
that the action of each 9 E G on X2 leaves Min(Z) invariant, and respects the 
product decomposition Y x lR. Recall that 9 acts as a Clifford translation on 
Min(Z); and that diam(Y) is finite, because the Z-action on X2 is cocompact. 
Hence, by Thm. 1.1.3, 9 acts trivially on the Y-factor, and as a translation on the 
lR-factor. It follows that the G-action on the R-factor induces a homomorphism 
'IjJ E Hom (G,lR). Let y E Y, and consider the subspace Z:= Xl X {y} X JR in X. 
By the above, Z is a non-empty, closed, convex, G x Z-invariant subspace of X. 
This implies in particular that any infinite geodesic ray that issues from a base-
point in Z towards infinity lies entirely in Z. We conclude that az = ax, which 
allows us to identify ax with E (aG). Let ji denote the induced G X Z-action on 
Z. Note that pi can be described expicitely by 
for any x E Xl and any r E JR. Hence, the canonical map Tp from (G X Z)oo into 
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8X = 8Z = ~ (8G) is given by 
["7z+1f(g) +] 
Iglp1 ,g, 
(g, z) 1-+ Tp (g, z) .- [-oo,el, 
[ +00, el, 
if 9 E Goo, 
if 9 rt Goo and z < 0, 
if 9 rt Goo and z > 0, 
where e E 8G is arbitrary. Thus, we can obtain the desired (G X Z)-action PI-' on 
a CAT(O) space X x R as follows: Let ~ . Xl be the CAT(O) space Xl with the 
metric rescaled by the scalar factor 1, and let 1 . PI the geometric G-action on 
'1 '1 
1. Xl that is induced by the G-action PIon Xl' Set X := 1. Xl and P := 1. Pl. 
'1 '1 '1 
Take J-l E Rn such that l:~l J-liWi = ~ 1f' i.e. l:~l J-liWi(g) = * 1f(g) for each 
9 E G. Then it is straightforward to check that the canonical map TpIA from 
(G X Z)OO into 8(X x R) = ~ (8G) associated to PI-' coincides with Tp. 0 
A geometric G-action P as given by Prop. 3.4.1 is said to be a G-factor 
action, and a vector J-l E Rn a vector of shift parameters, associated to the G x Z-
action p. Note that a G-factor action associated to a geometric G x Z-action 
. is in general not unique: Indeed, according to Example 6.0.17 there exist two 
distinct geometric F2-actions p and a on CAT(-l) spaces X and Y such that 
Al LSp = M LSu ' Hence, both P and a are F2-factor actions associated to the 
F2 X Z-action po on X x R. 
For the remainder of this section let pEr be a fixed action. Recall that the 
maps <pp : Goo -t Rn and /'i,p : Goo -t R r are given by 
and 
\Ve define a map Op : Goo -t R r x Rn by 
Igl· g 1-+ /'i,p(g):= (-liP) .. 
9 P P 
and denote the closure of the image im Op in R r x Rn by Cpo Let prRn be the 
projection of R r x Rn onto Rn. For each pEr let prp be the projection of 
]Rr x ]Rn onto the p-component of ]Rr. For any c E Cp we abbreviate pfRn(C) by 
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ell = (e~, ... ,e~), where the superscript s stands for shift, and prp(c) by Cp. 
Definition 3.4.3 The p-model Mp of the boundary 8( G x Z) is defined by Mp := 
([-00,+00] x 8G x Cp)j "', where (t,e,c) '" (t', e', e') if and only if [t = t' = 
-00], or [t = t' = +00], or [t = t' = o and ell = C''l = Oande = e'l, or 
[t = t' and e = e and e = e']. 
Note that if rk (Hom (G, lR)) = 0 then prlRo( Cp ) is just a trivial vector space. 
Obviously, in this case Cp coincides with C!Il, and the p-model Alp is the same as 
the space AJ!1l considered in the previous section. 
Theorem 3.4.4 Let G be a non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group, and 
let p be a geometric action by G on a CAT(O) space. Let Alp be defined as above. 
Then the following is true: 
(i) The boundary 8(G x Z) is canonically isomorphic to Alp. 
(ii) The canonical G x Z-action on a( G x Z) is given by 
(g,z) * [t,e,e] = [t,g.e,e]. 
(iii) Let p be a geometric G x Z-action on a CAT(O) space X. Let p be a G-
factor action and J-l E lRn a vector of shift parameters associated to p. Then 
the canonical map Tp from 8(G X Z) to ax = E (8G) is given by: 
where (.,.) is the standard scalar product on lRn. 
(iv) For any geometric G x Z-action p on a CAT(O) space X the canonical map 
Tp from a(G x Z) to ax is a homotopy equivalence. 
Note that for the case rk(Hom(G,lR)) = 0 the statements (i) to (iii) of this 
theorem have already been proved in the previous section. In order to prove the 
theorem in full generality we need some preparatory lemmas: 
Lemma 3.4.5 The space Cp is a compact, convex subspace oflRr x lRn. 
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Proof: By Lemma 3.3.4, there exists a constant k(P) > 1 for each pEr such that 
ktp) ~ ",p{g)p < k(P) for all 9 E Goo. By Lemma 3.2.2, there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that l<pp(g)loo < C for all 9 E Goo. Therefore, Tychonoff's Theorem 
implies that the image Op(GOO) lies in a compact subset of ]Rr x ]Rn. lIenee, its 
closure Cp is compact. In order to prove that c!a is convex, we consider the map 
H : [0,1] x Cp x Cp -+ ]Rr x ]Rn given by 
(t9,x,y) 1-+ H(t9,x,y):= t9x + (1- rJ)y. 
It is straightforward to show that H is uniformly continuous. Therefore, it is 
enough to show that H maps the dense subspace ([0,1] n Q) x im Op x im Op of 
[0,1] x Cp x Cp into Cpo This can be done as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.3. 0 
In order to compare 8(G x Z) with !lIp we define a map i: (G x Z)oo -+ Alp 
by 
(g ,z) 1-+ i(g,z):= [00 t c) 
- ,~ , , 
[+00, e, c], 
where e E 8G and c E Cp are arbitrary. 
if 9 f/. Goo and z < 0, 
if 9 f/. Goo and z > 0, 
Lemma 3.4.6 The image i((G x Z)oo) is dense in Alp. 
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.2.6. o 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.4: According to Prop. 3.4.1 it is enough to prove 
the statements (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.4.4 for G x Z-actions of the type PI-" 
where pEr and J.l E ]Rn. Furthermore, we can regard 8(G x Z) as the closure of 
the image im (( TPI')(p,/l») in TI(p,/l)erX]Rn E (aG) throughout this proof, since the 
boundary uniformity UGXZ on (G x Z)oo is the same as the least upper bound 
of the family {UPI' I pEr, J.l E ]Rn}. Thus, the product map (Tpl')pl' is the 
canonical map L from ((G X Z)oo,UGxz ) into its Hausdorff completion 8(G x Z). 
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For each pEr and each J.t ERn we define a map Tp" from Alp to E(8G) by 
It is easy to check that 
(GxZ)<X> ; AI 
--+ p 
,= ('Tp" IIp,,,) 1 lfp" 
8(GxZ) pr(p,,,\ E(8G) 
is a commuting diagram of set maps. Let tP := (Tp,,)(p,l') be the product map from 
Mp to TI(p,l')erX]RnE(8G), and let tP' be the restriction oftP to l((G x zyx,)). 
Claim 1: tP is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 1: It is enough to show that Tpl' is uniformly continuous for 
each (p, J.t) E r x R n. Throughout this proof of Claim 1, let d be a fixed visual 
metric on 8G. We consider the following fundamental systems of entourages for 
the uniform structure on E (8G) and on Alp: For any e with 1 > e > 0 let 
We consist precisely of those pairs ([t,~], [t', f]) in E (8G) x E (8G) that satisfy 
[It - t'l < e and d(~, f) < e], or [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -~ ]. 
Then, by Lemma 3.2.5, the system {ltVe } is a fundamental system of entourages 
for E (8G). For any e with 1 > e > 0 and any finite number Pb'" ,Pm of actions 
in r let \l(Pl, .... Pm.e ) consist precisely of those pairs ([t,~,c],[t',f,c']) in Alp x Alp 
that satisfy [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -~], or [It I < e and WI < e 
and Ic8100 < e and Ic' 8100 < e and d(~, f) < e], or [It - t'l < e and d(~, f) < e 
and IcB - c' S 100 < e and ICpj - C~j I < e2 for each j = 1, ... , m ]. Analogously to the 
proof of Lemma 3.2.5 it is straightforward to show that the system {Y(Pl'''',Pm,e)} 
is a fundamental system of entourages for Alp. Let (p, J.t) E r x R nand e with 
1 > e > 0 be given. In order to prove that Tpl' is uniformly continuous, it is 
enough to check that there exists an 1 > e > 0 such that Tp" x Tpl' maps y(p.i) 
into }Ve • Set K := k(p}, where k(P) is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.5. 
Thus, K ~ 1, and k < Cp < K for each c E Cpo Set AI := 1J.t100. Let C > 0 
be given as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, i.e. jcsloo < C for all c E Cpo Take 
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1 > l > 0 small enough such that 
_ . e e e e 
e < mm{K+nMCe' 2K(I+nM) ' l+e' J(2+ J(+ nAl(CJ(2 + J()}' 
Suppose that ([t, e, el, [t', e', e'J) lies in V(p,i)' Then there are four cases to consider. 
Case 1: Suppose t > ~ and t' > ~. Then we get 
t'+{ c' .) 1 
and analogously~~ > £' Therefore, (fpJ[t, e, e)),fp,,([t', e', e'])) lies in lV~ 
for Case 1. 
Case 2: Suppose t < -! and t' < -!. Then we get 
t + (p, c8 ) (1 ~1 C) 1 --..:..:....-~< --+nl~ -< 
ep l J( 
1 
e' 
and analogously t'+{;,'c") < -~. Therefore, (fp,,([t,e,e)), fp,,([t',e', c'))) lies in lV~ 
p 
for Case 2. 
Case 3: Suppose It I < l and WI < land le8 100 < land Ic'sioo < land 
d(e, e') < l. Then we get d(e, e') < e and 
< 2J«(l+nAfl) < e. 
Hence, (fp,,([t,e, c]), Tp,,([t',e',c'))) lies in We for Case 3. 
Case 4: Suppose It - t'l < land d(e, e') < land le8 - c' 8100 < l and Ie,; - c~1 < 
l2. Then we have d(e, e') < e. Moreover, we can assume without loss of generality 
that It I < ~. For otherwise the triangle inequality implies that either t ~ ~ and 
t' > ~ - 1, or t ~ -~ and t' < -~ + 1, from which it follows analogously to Case 
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lor 2 above that (Tpl'([t,e,cD,Tpl'([t', e', c'D) lies in We. Assuming It I < t, we get 
I t + (p, CS ) _ t' + (p, c' ') I :::; I ~ _ t: I + I (p, c') _ (p, c' ') I 
Cp dp Cp cp cp dp 
< I ~ _ ~ + ~ - t: I + I (p,~') _ (p,CS ) + (p,c') _ (p,~") I 
Cp dp dp cp cp dp dp cp 
< I t I I c'p ~dcp I + : It - t' I + I (Il, c') I I c~ ~ ,cp I + ~ I (Il, c' - c") I 
cp p c;p cp cp cp 
< ~ K2 g2 + Kg + n At C K2 g2 + K n At g < c. g 
Therefore, (fpl'([t, e, cD, Tpl'([t', e', c'])) lies in We for Case 4, too. This completes 
the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2: 'I/J' is a bijection from i((G X Z)OO) onto t{(G x Z)oo). 
Proof of Claim 2: We show that 'I/J' has an inverse. Define a map if, from 
t((G x Z)oo) to i((G x Z)oo) by 
t(g,z) ~ 1/J(t(g,z)) := i(g,z). 
We need to check that if, is well-defined: Let (g', z') E (G x Z)oo be such that 
t(g,z) = t(g',z'), i.e. Tpl'(g,Z) = Tpl'(g',z') for all (P,Il) E r x }Rn. "Ve distinguish 
between two cases. Case 1: Suppose that 9 E Goo. Since -00 < ri- < +00, it 
IYlp 
follows that g' E Goo, too. \Ve conclude that g+ = g' +, as well as &1 = I ~'I 
I I Iglp Y p 
d z+w;(g) Z +Wi (g) f, 11 - E r d 11· 1 Th r t an Iglp = Igllp or a p an a z = , ... , n. erelore, we ge 
&1 = 601 and ¢p(g) = ¢p(g'). If both IT- = 0 and ¢p(g) = 0, then we already Iglp 19" p 19lp 
have [&i;,g+,Op(g)] = [lg~~P,g'+,Op(g')]. Otherwise, if &i; i- 0, then r.t i- 0 
nd Zl J. 0 for all p- E r· and hence 191p = z Iglp = Zl Jtle. = Ude And if 
a Ig/lp I , 19G 19G z Ig/lp Zl Igllp· 
I~~) =f 0 for some i, then I~'~) =f 0 and i~/i~) =f 0 for all p E rj and hence 
Iglp == Wi(9) Iglp = Wi~9') Igll~ = Ig;lp. Thus .1. is well-defined in Case 1. Case 2: Iglp Iglp Wi(9) Iglp Wi(9) Iglp , If' 
Suppose that 9 ~ Goo. Then z < 0 (resp. z > 0) implies g' ~ Goo and z' < 0 
(resp. z' > 0). Therefore, if, is well-defined in Case 2, too. It is straightforward 
to check that if, is the inverse of 'I/J'. This proves Claim 2. 
Claim 3: if, is uniformly continuous. 
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Proof of Claim 3: Throughout this proof of Claim 3, let d be a fixed visual 
metric on aGo We consider the following fundamental systems of entourages for 
L(G X Z)OO) and for l(G X Z)OO): For any e > 0 with 1 > e > 0 let vVe consist 
precisely of those pairs ([t, el, [t', e']) in E( aG) x E(aG) that satisfy [It - t'l < c4 
and d(e,e') < e], or [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -~]. Then 
the system {We} is a fundamental system of entourages for E(8G). For any 
e > 0 with 1> e > 0 and any finite number (Pbfld"",(Pm,flm) of actions in 
r x lR n let W(PI ,~I , ... ,Pm,~m,e) consist precisely of those pairs «x(j>,/l) )(P./l), (x(p,/l»)(P./l») 
in (n(p.~)ErXlRnE(8G)) x (n(p.~)ErXlRnE(8G)) for which (X(Pl'~l),X(Pj'/lJ») lies in 
We for each j = 1, ... , m. Then, by construction, the trace of the system 
{W(PIo~I ..... pm./lm,e)} is a fundamental system of entourages for the subspace t«G x 
Z)<x». For any e with 1 > e > 0 and any finite number Pb ... Pm of actions in r 
let V(PI ..... pm,e) consist precisely of those pairs ([t, e, el, [t', e', e/]) in Alp x Alp that 
satisfy [t > ~ and t' > ~], or [t < -~ and t' < -~], or [It I < e and WI < e and 
Ic"loo < e and Ic,sloo < e and d(e,e') < e], or [It - t'l < c and d(e,e') < e and 
Ic" - c' 8100 < e and ICpj - C~i I < e for all j = 1, ... , m ]. Then it is straightforward 
to check that the trace of the system {V(Pl •...• pm.e)} is a fundamental system of en-
tourages for the subspace l«G x Z)OO). Let a finite number Pb'" ,Pm of actions 
in rand 1 > e > 0 be given. In order to prove that iP is uniformly continuous, 
it is enough to check that there exists an 1 > g > 0 such that iP x iP maps each 
(t(g, z), t(g', Zl)) E nj=o n~o W(pi,e.,i)' with po := p, eo := 0 E ]Rn, and e, being 
the i-th unit vector in ]Rn, into V(PI, ... ,pm,e)' Set J( := max {k(Pi) I j = 1, ... , m}, 
where each k(Pi) is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.5. Thus, we have J( ~ 1 j 
and k ~ cpj < K for each c E Cp and each j = 1, ... , m. Let C > 0 be given as 
in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, i.e. Ic"loo < C for all c E Cpo Take 1 > g > 0 small 
enough such that g + 2.S4 < e and ii - (C + 1) > ~ and J(g - J(2Cg2 + J(g3 < e 
and 2J(2Cg2 + 2J(g3 < c. We distinguish between three cases: 
Case 1: Suppose -, %, >! and &, > t Then &, > 1 and &, > 1. lIenee 9 p w Ig Ip e Iglp e Ig Ip e 
(l(g, z), i(g', Zl)) = (~( t(g, z)), ~(t(gl, z'))) lies in ~PI , ... ,Pm.e) for Case 1. 
Case 2: Suppose -, %, < -~ and ,~', < -~. Then -, %, < _1 and ,~', < _1. gp e gp e gp e gp e 
Hence (iP( t(g, z)), iP( t(g', Zl))) lies in V(PI .... 'pm.e) for Case 2. 
S I % %' I ~4 d d( + I +) ~ Case 3: uppose 'g'p - 'g"p < e an g, 9 < e. Then we have 
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d(g+,g'+) < c. Moreover, we can assume without loss of generality that 119i;1 < 
K~ - - C. For otherwise the triangle inequality implies that either -I %1 > I\~ - - C > 1 ~ YP- ~ ~ 
and -I zi > K~- - (C + 1) > 1, or analogously &1 < _1 and &1 < _1, from which Y p - ~ ~ !YIp e IYlp e 
it follows as in Case lor 2 above that (~(t(g,z)),~(t(g',z'))) lies in i'(plo ... ,pm,e)' 
Assuming Ily%'p I < ii - C, we get for each i = 1, ... , n and each j = 1, ... ,m that 
Ilg~Pi I 
I z +Wi(g) I 
Iglp 
I Z + Wi(g) I 
Iglpi 
<K(l~--C):::;;, \. c e 
I Z I I Wi (g) I 1 1 < -I 1 + -I -I < -}' - - C + C = -::, gp gp \.e e 
< I z I I Wi(g) I }-' (1 C)}' C 1 
-I 1- + -I 1- < \. 1-' - - + \. = . g Pi g Pi \. e € 
By hypothesis, this implies I~-ci-:-I < €\ 1 z+,wl(g) - Z'i~i(g') 1 < €4 and 11:1"1;(g)-
IglPi 19-1pj 9 P 9 P Y Pi 
z, +w (g') 1 -4 r h· 1 d h' 1 I r 11 f h , 't < e lor eac z = , ... , n an eac J = , ... , m. t 10 ows rom t e 
9 Pi 
triangle inequality that IWli(lg) - ungl') I < 2$4 and Irl(g) - rJlg') I < 2e4 for each 
9 p 9 P 9 Pi Y Pi 
i = 1, ... , n and each j = 1, ... , m. There are two sub cases to consider. Case 3.1: 
Suppose [ I,~p 1 :::; e or I,g~~p 1 :::; €] and [ II~('~) 1 < € or 11~('i} 1 :::; €] for all i = 1, ... , n. 
Then we conclude with the triangle inequality that both Ilgip 1 < € + g4 < c and 
11;"pl < € + g4 < C; as well as both II~(I:) 1< € + 2€4 < e and 11~~i} 1< € + U 4 < e 
for all i = 1, ... ,n. Hence, (¢(t(g,z)),¢(t(g',z'))) lies in i'(PI, ... ,pm,e) in sub case 
3.1. Case 3.2: Suppose [i,gt 1 2:: g and I,g~~p 1 2:: €] or [ II~~:) 1 2:: € and I,~~i:) I 2:: €] 
for some i = 1, ... , n. If I,gl:,p 1 > € and I,g~~) 2:: € holds, we deduce for each 
j = 1, ... , m that 
Analogously, if IW,i(,9) I > g and IWli~g,')1 > € holds for some i, we deduce for each gp - gp -
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j = 1, ... ,m that 
Thus, (~(t(g, z)),-~(t(g', z'))) lies in f(PII .... pm.p) in sub case 3.2, too. This com-
pletes the proof of Claim 3. 
We prove the statements (i) to (iii) of Theorem 3.4.4: The subset t ((G x Z)OO) 
is dense in 8(G x Z) by construction, and the subset l((G X Z)OO) is dense in 
Mp by Lemma 3.2.6. Therefore, the Claims 1 to 3 imply that t/J' extends to an 
isomorphism from Mp onto 8(G x Z). Since this extension is unique, it must 
coincide with t/J. Hence, t/J is an isomorphism. The statements (ii) and (iii) are 
an obvious consequence of the above. 
It remains to prove statement (iv) for G X Z-actions of the type PM where 
pEr is a G-factor action and pERna vector of shift parameters. Let pEr and 
, p E Rn be given. We want to show that the canonical map Tpl' from D(G X Z) 
to E( 8G) is a homotopy equivalence. According to Lemma 3.4.5, there exists a 
homotopy H : [0,1] x Cp -7 Cp that contracts Cp to a basepoint c E Cpo \Ve 
, define a map f : E(8G) -7 8(G x Z) by 
[t, e] ~ f ([t, eD := [t, e, c]. 
Obviously, f is continuous. We show that f is a homotopy inverse for Tpl'. Firstly, 
we check that Tpl' 0 f is homotopic to idI:(8G). Define FI : [0,1] x E(DG) -7 E(lJG) 
by 
t + (p, C") ( t?, [t, e]) ~ FI (t?, [t, e]) : = [( 1 - ~) t + ~ _ , e]. 
Cp 
Clearly, FI is continuous. Moreover, we have F1(O, [t,eD = [t,e], as well as 
FI(I, [t, en = [t+(:/') , e] = (TPI' 0 1)([t, en. Secondly, we check that f 0 Tpl' is 
homotopic to id&(GxZ). Define F2 : [0,1] x 8(G x Z) -+ 8(G X Z) by 
Note that there exists a constant J( ~ 1 such that k < Cp < J( for all C E Cpo 
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Hence, F2 is continuous. Moreover, we have F2(O, [t, e, cD = [t, e, cl, as well as 
F2 (1, [t, e, cD = [t+(~c'), e, c] = (J 0 TPI')([t, e, cD. This completes the proof of 
statement (iv). 0 
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Chapter 4 
The Boundary of G x Zk 
In this chapter we will generalize the results of Section 4 of the last chapter to 
product groups of the form G x Zk, where G is a non-elementary word-hyperbolic 
CAT(O) group, and kEN. 
We begin with some notation: As before, we consider a fixed non-elementary 
word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group G. We fix a basis (wt, ... ,wn ) of IIom(G,R). 
So, n denotes again the rank of Hom (G, R). For each 9 E Goo we abbreviate 
w(g) := (WI (g), ... ,wn(g)) ERn. Let r be the set of all geometric actions by G 
on CAT(O) spaces. For each matrix J-l E Rkxn and each action pEr on a CAT(O) 
space X we define a geometric G X Zk-action PJJ on X x R k by 
(g,z) * (x,r) := (p(g,x), r + z + J-l·w(g)), 
where J-l' w(g) E R k is the product of the matrix J-l E R kxn with the vector w(g) E 
Rn, and z := (zt, ... , Zk) E Zk and r := (r}, ... , rk) E Rk. By Tp# we denote the 
canonical map from (G X Zkr)O to 8( X x R k) associated to PJJ; and by Up# the 
uniform structure that is induced on (G x Zk)oo via Tp#. \Ve can identify 8( X x R k) 
with the join 8G * Sk-l = ([0,00] x 8G x Sk-l)/ "', where (t,e,o '" (t',e',") 
if and only if [t = 0 and t' = 0 and e = e'] or [t = 00 and t' = 00 and, = ('] or 
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[t = t' and ~ = e' and e = e/], so that Tp,. is given by 
.
_ {[ Iz + ~ipw(g)1 , g+ , (z + I-" • w(g))+], 
(g,z) ~ Tp,.(g,Z) 
[00, e ,z+], 
if 9 E Goo, 
Here 1·1 is the euclidean norm in Rk, and ~ E fJG is arbitrary. Furthermore, for 
z E Rk \ {O} we denote by z+ the point in Sk-l = 8Rk that is determined by the 
geodesic ray in Rk issuing from the origin and passing through z (for 0 E Rk we 
denote by 0+ an arbitrary point in Sk-l). Note that we have tan(a) = IZ+;;;~(9)1 
in the following figure. 
g+ 
---
, 
, 
, 
... 
---
---
, 
" 
, 
, 
---
---
, ---z ~------, 
... 
" 
z+ 
(g, z)+ 
(z + Jl' w(g))+ 
The following proposition shows that it is enough to consider G X Zk-actions 
of the above type. It is motivated by a result by Bowers and Ruane in [BR96a], 
namely, that the visual boundary of a CAT(O) space carrying a geometric G X Zk_ 
action is homeomorphic to 8G * Sk-l. 
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Proposition 4.0.7 Let 15 be a geometric action of G X Zk on a CAT(O) space 
X. Then ax can be identified with aG * Sk-l. Moreover, there exists an action 
pEr on a CAT(O) space X, a matrix J-L E lR kxn, and a homeomorphism c.p : 
aG * Sk-l --+ aG * Sk-l such that 
((G X Zk)OO, Up) id(GXZ")OO --:...-~) ((G x Zk)OO, Up,.)OO 
Tp 1 1 Tp,. 
{(g,z)+ I (g,z) E (G X Zk)OO} ~ {(g, z)+ I (g, z) E (G X Zk)OO} 
cl lc 
ax = vG * Sk-l ~ a(x x IRk) == aG * Sk-l 
is a commutative diagram of uniformly continuous maps. In particular, the uni-
formities Up and Up,. on (G X Zk)oo coincide. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.4.2 the centre of G is finite. Therefore, we can apply 
the Splitting Theorem 1.2.1: There exists a non-empty, closed, convex, G X Zk_ 
invariant subspace Xl x X2 of X such that G acts geometrically on Xl and by 
(possibly trivial) Clifford translations on X2 , and Zk acts geometrically on X2 
and trivially on Xl. We denote the G-action on Xl by Pl. Let Min(Zk) := 
nzEZ" Min(z) C X2 , where Min(z) is the set of points in X2 at which the dis-
placement function d(·,z.·) for z E Zk attains its minimum. By the Flat Torus 
Theorem 1.1.2, Min(Zk) is non-empty and splits as a product Y x IRk. The 
Zk-action on X2 leaves Min(Zk) invariant. Each z E Zk acts as the identity on 
Y-factor and as a non-trivial translation on the IRk-factor. Say, each basis element 
ei E Zk acts as a translation by a vector Vi on IRk. Note that B := (V., •.. , Vk) is 
a basis for lRk, because according to the Flat Torus Theorem 1.1.2 the quotient 
of each k-flat {y} X IRk by the Zk-action is a k-torus. Let V be the matrix in 
IRkxk whose i-th column equals Vi. Each 9 E G centralizes Zk. Therefore, the 
Flat Torus Theorem implies that the action of each 9 E G on X2 leaves Min(Zk) 
invariant, and respects the product decomposition Y X IRk. Recall that 9 acts 
as a Clifford translation on Min(Zk); and that diam (Y) is finite, because the 
Zk-action on X2 is cocompact. Hence, by Thm. 1.1.3, 9 acts trivially on the Y-
factor, and as a translation on the IRk-factor. It follows that the G-action on the 
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]Rk-factor induces a homomorphism 'IjJ E Hom(G,]Rk). Let y E Y, and consider 
the subspace Z := Xl X {y} x]Rk in X. By the above, Z is a non-empty, closed, 
convex, G X Zk-invariant subspace of X. This implies in particular that any infi-
nite geodesic ray that issues from a basepoint in Z towards infinity lies entirely in 
Z. We conclude that az = ax, which allows us to identify ax with DG * Sk-l. 
Let p' denote the induced G X Zk-action on Z. Then p' can be described expicitely 
by 
(g,z) * (x,y,r) := (PI(g,X), y, r + V· z + 'IjJ(g)), 
for any x E Xl and any r E ]Rk. Hence, the canonical map Tp from (G X Zk)oo 
into ax = az = aG * Sk-I is given by 
{ 
[ IV· z + ?jJ(g) I , g+ , (V. z + 'IjJ(g))+], 
Tp (g, z) := Iglpl 
[00, e, (V· z + 'IjJ(g))+), 
if 9 E Goo, 
where e E aG is arbitrary. Thus, we can obtain the desired (G X Zk)-action pIJ 
on a CAT(O) space X X ]Rk as follows: Set X := Xl and p := Pl. Take Jt E ]Rkxn 
such that V-I. 'IjJ(g) = Jl·w(g) for each 9 E G. Then the canonical map Tpl' from 
(G X Zkr)() into a(X x ]Rk) = aG * Sk-l associated to pIJ is given by 
{ 
[ Iz + V-I. ?jJ(g) I , g+ , (z + V-I. ?jJ(g))+], 
Tpl' (g, z) := Iglp 
[00, e, (z + V-I. 'IjJ(g))+], 
where e E aG is arbitrary. It is straightforward to show that the map c.p' : im Tp -t 
im Tpl' given by 
Tp(g,Z) H Tpl'(g,Z) 
is a homeomorphism. Since im Tp is dense in ax, and im Tpl' is dense in D(X x ]Rk), 
c.p' extends to a homeomorphism from ax onto a(X x R,k). 0 
For a G X Zk-action p let p, Jl and c.p as given by Prop. 4.0.7. Then p is 
said to be a G-factor action, Jl a matrix of shift parameters and c.p a normalizing 
homeomorphism associated to p. Note that, contrary to the case k = 1 of the 
last chapter, the normalizing homeomorphism c.p is in general not the identity. 
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For the remainder of this section let pEr be a fixed action. Recall from the 
previous chapter that the maps <pp : Goo -+ }Rn and Kp : Goo -+ Rr are given by 
and ( ) ._ (Iglp) 9 H- Kp 9 .- I I .. 9 p p 
As in the last chapter, we define a map () p : Goo -+ }R r x R n by 
and denote the closure of the image im ()p in }Rf X }Rn by Cpo Let prlRn be the 
projection of Rf X }Rn onto }Rn. For each pEr let prp be the projection of 
}Rf X IRn onto the p.component of IRr. For any c E Cp we abbreviate prlRn(c) by 
cll = (ci, .. . ,c~), where the superscript s stands for shift, and prp(c) by Cpo 
Definition 4.0.8 Let Rk be}Rk compactified by its visual boundary DRk == Sk-l. 
The p-model Alp of the boundary 8(GxZk) is defined by Alp := (Rk x 8GxCp)/ "', 
where (v, e ,c) '" (Vi, e, c/) if and only if [I v I = I vii = 00 and v = v'], or [ v = v' = 
o and cB = c' II = 0 and e = e'], or [v = Vi and e = e and c = c']. 
Theorem 4.0.9 Let G be a non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) group, and 
let p be a geometric action by G on a CAT(O) space. Let Alp be defined as above. 
Then the following is true: 
(i) The boundary 8( G X Zk) is canonically isomorphic to Alp. 
(ii) The canonical G X Zk-action on 8( G x Zk) is given by 
(g,z) * [v,e,e] = [v,g.e,e]. 
(iii) Let p be a geometric G X Zk.action on a CAT(O) space X. Let p be a G-
factor action, J-l E lRkxn a matrix of shift parameters and 'P a normalizing 
homeomorphism associated to p. Then the canonical map Tii from D( G X Zk) 
to 8X = 8G * Sk-l is given by: 
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(iv) For any geometric GxZk-action p on a CAT(O) space X the canonical map 
Tp from a( G x Zk) to ax is a homotopy equivalence. 
We need to prepare the proof of this theorem. In order to compare a( G x Zk) 
with Mp we define a map t : (G x ZkrXl -+ Mp by 
{
[-Ill z, g+ , 0 p (g) 1, (g,z)t-tt(g,z):= gp 
[z+ , e, c), 
if 9 E Goo, 
where e E aG and c E Cp are arbitrary. 
Lemma 4.0.10 The image l((G x Zk)oo) is dense in Alp. 
Proof: The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.2.6. o 
Proof of Theorem 4.0.9: According to Prop. 4.0.7 it is enough to prove the 
statements (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 4.0.9 for G x Zk-actions of the type PIJ' where 
pEr and p. E jRkxn. Furthermore, we can regard 8(G x Zk) as the closure of 
the image im((Tp!,)(p,IJ)) in TI(p,IJ)ErX]Rkxn 8G * Sk-l throughout this proof, since 
the boundary uniformity UGx'l" on (G X Zk)oo is the same as the least upper 
bound of the family {Up!, I pEr, Jl E jRkxn}. Thus, the product map (Tp!'h!' 
is the canonical map (, from ((G x Zk)oo,UGxz") into its Hausdorff completion 
8(G x Zk). For each pEr and each p. E jRkxn we define a map Tp!, from Alp to 
8G* Sk-l by 
[ t 1 N_ ([ t ])._ [lv+p..c"l t ( 11)+] v,~,c t-t Tp", V,"',C .- ,"', V+Jl'C . 
Cp 
I t is easy to check that 
(G X Zk)oo ~ l\Jp 
'=('Tp",)(p,!'ll lfp!, 
8 (G X Zk) pr(p,,,,\ 8G * Sk-l 
is a commuting diagram of set maps. Let 'l/J := (Tp,,)(p,lJ) be the product map from 
Alp to TI(p,IJ)Erx]Rkxn aG * Sk-l, and let 'l/J' be the restriction of'l/J to i (( G X Zk)oo). 
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Claim 1: .,p is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 1: It is enough to show that Tpl' is uniformly continuous for 
each (p, p,) E r x ]R kxn. Throughout this proof of Claim 1, let d be a fixed visual 
metric on aG. Let the metric dSIc-1 be the metric on the unit sphere Sk-l that 
is induced by the euclidean metric on ]Rk. We will regard dSIc-1 as a metric on 
a]Rk = Sk-l. "Ve consider the following fundamental systems of entourages for 
the uniform structure on aG * Sk-l and on Alp: For any e with 1 > e > 0 let }V~ 
consist precisely of those pairs ([t,~, (], [t', e', C]) in fJG * Sk-l x fJG * Sk-l that 
satisfy [ It - t'l < e and d( ~,e') < e and dSIc-1 ((, (') < e], or [t > ~ and t' > ~ and 
dSIc-1 ((, (') < e], or [t < e and t' < e and d(~, e') < e]. Then it is straightforward 
to check that the system {W~} is a fundamental system of entourages for fJG * 
Sk-l. For any e with 1 > e > 0 and any finite number PI, .. , ,Pm of actions in r 
let "<PI , ... ,Pm,~) consist precisely of those pairs ([v,~, el, [v', e', e']) in Alp x Alp that 
satisfy [Ivl > ~ and Iv'l > ~ and dSIc-i{v+,v'+) < e], or [Ivl < e and Iv'l < e and 
leBloo < e and Ie' "100 < e and d(~, ~') < e], or [Iv - v'l < e2 and d(e, e') < e and 
Ie" - e' "100 < e2 and lepi - s,J I < e2 for each j = 1, ... , m]. Analogously to the 
proof of Lemma 3.2.5 one can show that the system {"'<Plt,,,,pm'~)} is a fundamental 
system of entourages for A/p. Let (p, p,) E r x ]R kxn and e with 1 > e > 0 be 
given. In order to prove that Tpl' is uniformly continuous, it is enough to check 
that there exists an 1 > l > 0 such that Tpl' x Tpl' maps ",<p,i) into }V~. Set 
[{ := k(p), where k(p) is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.5. Thus, [{ ~ 1, 
and k < Cp < [{ for each e E Cpo Set A/ := sup Ip, , xl, where the supremum is 
taken over all x E Rn with Ixl = 1. Note that Ixl < n Ixloo for all x E JRn, Let 
C > 0 be given as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, i.e. Ic"loo < C for all e E Cpo Take 
1 > l > 0 small enough such that nA/Cl < 1 and l-::~Ci < e and l~~~~~i < ~e 
and l < ~e and K(1 + nM)l < e and 1-(1~:M)i3 < e and Kl(K + l + nAI e) < e 
hold. Suppose that ([v, e, e], [v', e', e']) lies in ,,(p,i)' Then there are three cases to 
consider. 
Case 1: Suppose Ivl > ! and Iv'l > land dSIc-1 (v+, v' +) < e. Then we get 
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and analogously Iv'+:._oc,ol > ~. Moreover, we have 
p 
d ( + ( 11)+) < 1/J·cIJI nlUCg 1 Sk-I v , V + /J . c - I I I I:::; < -3 e, v - /J·cB I-nAleg 
and analogously dSk-1 (v' +, (v' +/J·e' 8)+) < ~e. So, the triangle inequality implies 
that dSk_I((V+/J·cS)+,(v'+/J.e'S)+):::; e. Thus, (Tp,,([V,e,e]),Tp,,([V',e',e']) lies 
in We for Case 1. 
Case 2: Suppose Ivl < g and Iv'l < g and lesloo < g and Id 8100 < g and 
d(e, e') < g. Then we get d(e, e') < e. Moreover, we deduce 
Iv'+/loc,ol (([ 1 [ and analogously c~ :::; c. Hence, Tp" v, e, e), Tp,,( v', e', e'])) lies in }Ve for 
p 
Case 2. 
Case 3: Suppose Iv - v'l < g2 and d(e, e') < g and Ics - c' 8100 < g2 and 
Icp - cfil < g2. Then we have d(e, e') < e. We can assume without loss of 
generality that both Iv + /J . ell I 2:: g and lv' + /J . dB I ~ g. For otherwise, suppose 
that Iv + /J . cBI < g, say. Then we deduce that both elp Iv + It . c"l < e and 
c~_lv' + /J . d II I < c, because of 
p 
1 1 
-Iv' + /J' c'BI :::; - (Iv + /J' eSI + lv' - vi + I/J' (c" - ell)!) Cp Cp 
:::; I< (g + g2 + n Al £2) < e; 
and conclude that (Tp,,([V,e,C]),Tp,,([vl,e',e/]) lies in We as in Case 2. The as-
sumption implies that 
1 dS"-1 ((v + /J' CS )+, (v' + /J . e'8)+) :::; -= (Iv - v'I + I/J' (ell - e' ')1) 
e 
:::; ~ (g2 + n A/ £2) < e. 
c 
We can assume furthermore without loss of generality that Iv + It· esl :::; ~. For 
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otherwise we get that both .L Iv + J-L • CS I > 1 and + lv' + J-L • c"1 > 1, because Cp t; C p t; 
2-lv' + J-L' c,sl ~ + (Iv + J-L' cSI-lv' - vi-Ill' (C" - C')I) 
c'- C-p p 
> 1 (1 -2 lIf -2) 1 - - - e - n it e >-
- J{ € e' 
and therefore (Tpl' ([v, e, C)),Tp,..([V', e', c' ))) lies in VVt; as in Case 1. This assumption 
allows us to conclude that 
I I v + J-L • CS I _ I v' + ~ . C' B I I 
Cp cp 
:::; I v + J-L • CS I I! - ! I + II v + J-L • CS I - I v' + J-L • c' "II ~ 
Cp c'p cp 
, 
c- - cp 1 
< Iv + J-L' cS11 P -c', I + (Iv - v'l + IJ-L' (CS - c'S)I) ,. 
cp p cp 
:::; ~ J{2 g2 + (g2 + nAU2 ) J{ :::; e. 
e 
Therefore, (Tpl'([v,e, c]), Tpl'([v',e', c'))) lies in IVt; for Case 3. This completes the 
proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2: 'IjJ' is a bijection from i«G X Zk)oo) onto L«G X Zk)oo). 
Proof of Claim 2: We show that 'IjJ' has an inverse. Define a map ~ from 
L«G X Zk)oo) to i«G x Zk)oo) by 
L(g,Z) M ~(l,(g,z)) := i(g,z). 
We need to check that ~ is well-defined: Let (g', z') E (G X Zk)oo be such that 
l,(g,z) = l,(g',z'), i.e. Tpl'(g,Z) = Tpl'(g',z') for all (p,J-L) E r x JRkxn. There are 
two cases to consider. Case 1: Suppose that 9 E Goo. We distinguish between 
two subcases. Subcase 1.1: Suppose that z = O. Then z, = 0 and g+ = g' +, 
because for J-L = 0 we get ~ = 11~~~ and g+ = g' + . Moreover, let Ejj (A) E 
JR kxn be such that all its components are 0, except for the one in the j-th row 
and i-th column, which is A. It follows for all i = 1,. 0 0, n and all pEr that 
b.iill - IEli{l).w(g)l - IE1i(1).w(g')I - ~ S Of I .( )1 - 0 ~ 11' - 1 
Iglp - Iglp - 19'11'1 - 19'11'1' 0, 1 W, 9 - or a z - ,000, n, 
then i(g,z) = i(g',z'). Otherwise, if IWj(g)1 =f 0 for some i, then II~~~)I -=f 0 and 
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~ -1.. 0 for all P~ E r. Hence we get llde = ~ 1!L = ~ ~ = llL!e. Ig'lp ., 'Iglp Iglp IWi(9)l Iy'lp Iw.(g')I Ig'lp 
Furthermore, for each i with IWi(g)1 =I 0 we get (Wi(g), 0, ... ,0)+ = (E1i(l) . 
W(g))+ = (E1i(l) . W(g'))+ = (Wi(g'), 0, ... ,0)+; and therefore I~~~) = I~~t) for all 
i = 1, ... , n. Thus, we have proved i(g, z) = i(g', z') in Subcase 1.1. Subcase 
1.2: Suppose that z =I O. For p. = 0 we conclude that ~ = 11~;~ for all pEr, 
that g+ = g' + and that z+ = Z' +. It follows that d-z = dr-z' and that 
IYlp IYlp t = 1;:1:· Let j = 1, ... , k be such that Zk =I O. For each i = 1, ... , n there 
exists an £i > 0 such that Iz + Eki(£i) . w(g)1 =I O. This implies Iz+Ekil;i:)·wCq)l = 
Izl+EkiJ~,~·w(g')1 and (z + Eki (£;) . w(g))+ = (z' + Eki(£i)' w(g'))+. Therefore, we 
have Igt (z + Eki(£i) . w(g)) = IY~lp (z' + Eki(£i) . w(g')), from which we conclude 
that I~(I~) = ,~~i} for each i = 1, ... , n. Thus, we have proved l(g, z) = l(g', z') 
in Subcase 1.2; and ;jJ is well-defined in Case 1. Case 2: Suppose that 9 ~ Goo. 
Then g' ~ Goo, and z+ = z' +. Therefore, ;jJ is well-defined in Case 2, too. It is 
straightforward to check that ;jJ is the inverse of "p'. This proves Claim 2. 
Claim 3: ;jJ is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 3: Throughout this proof of Claim 3, let d be a fixed visual 
metric on aGo Let the metric dSk-1 be the metric on the unit sphere Sk-l that 
is induced by the euclidean metric on ]R. k. We will regard dSIc-1 as a metric on 
a]R.k = Sk-l. We consider the following fundamental systems of entourages for 
t{(G x Zkyx» and for l((G x Zk)oo): For any £ > 0 with 1 > e > 0 let ~Ve consist 
precisely of those pairs ([t, e, e], [t', e', ('l) in (aG* Sk-l) x (8G* Sk-l) that satisfy 
[It - t'l < e5 and d(e,e') < e and dSk-l(e,(') < £5], or [t > ~ and t' > ~ and 
dSk-I((,(') < £5], or [t < £5 and t' < e5 and d(e,e') < e]. Then the system 
{We} is a fundamental system of entourages for aG * Sk-l. For anye > 0 with 
1 > £ > 0 and any finite number (Pl,J..lt}, ... , (Pm,J.lm) of actions in r x ]R.kxn 
let tV(PI,/LI, ... ,pm,/Lm,e) consist precisely of those pairs ((X(p,/L»)(p,/L)' (x(p,/L»)(p,/L») in 
(TI(p,/L)erxlRkxn aG * Sk-l) x (TI(p,/L)erXlRkxn DG * Sk-l) for which (X(Pj,l'j)' x(Pj,l'j») 
lies in ~Ve for each j = 1, ... , m. Then, by construction, the trace of the system 
{W(PIoI'I, ... ,pm,l'm,e)} is a fundamental system of entourages for the subspace t( (G X 
Zk)oo). For any £ with 1 > £ > 0 and any finite number Ph' .• Pm of actions in r 
let V(Pl, ... ,pm,e) consist precisely of those pairs ([v,e,c],[v',e',c']) in Alp x Alp that 
satisfy [Ivl > ~ and Iv'l > ~ and dS"-1 (v+, v' +) < e], or [Ivl < e and Iv'l < e and 
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le8100 < c and Ie' 8100 < c and d(~, e) < c], or [Iv - v'l < c and d(~, e) < c and 
le8 - e' 8100 < c and !cPi - S,i I < c for all j = 1, ... , m]. Then it is straightforward 
to check that the trace of the system fC(Pl,,,.,pm'~)} is a fundamental system of 
entourages for the subspace i((G x Z)OO). Let a finite number PI! ••• 'Pm of 
actions in rand 1 > c > 0 be given. In order to prove that 1/J is uniformly 
continuous, it is enough to check that there exists an 1 > g > 0 such that 1/J x 1/J 
maps each (t(g, z), t(g', z')) E n~o (n~l ~V(Pi,Eli(l),i) n W(PJ,[O),i))' where po := P, 
[0] is the matrix in Rkxn with all entries 0, and Eli(l) is as defined above, into 
-qPl, ... ,pm,~). Set K := max{k(pi) I j = 1, ... ,m}, where each k(Pi) is defined 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.5. Thus, we have K ~ 1; and k ~ epi ~ K for 
each c E Cp and each j = 1, ... , m. Let C > 0 be given as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2.2, i.e. le8100 < C for all e E Cpo Take 1 > g > 0 small enough such 
that KCg < 1 and 2(1 + K)e < c and K(C + 4)e5 < c and K(C + 4)l4 < Itt 
and (4C + 2)%(;;~e3 < c and g + 4g4 < c and 2K((1 - KCl)l + l3) < c and 
4K(KCg2 + g3) < c. We distinguish between two cases: 
C S Izl > I C d ~z' > 1 C Th r1t 1 d #.to' 1 ase 1: uppose -I -I L O_- an , LO_-. en > - an , >-. gp-n~ 9p-n~ 9p ~ 9p ~ 
We also get dSk-l(Z+,Z'+) < g5 < c. Hence (t(g,z),i(g',z')) lies in -qPl,.",pm'~) for 
Case 1. 
Case 2: Suppose ~ or 11~'I~ is less than ii - C. \Vithout loss of generality we 
assume that ~ < ii - C. (If 11~~~ < ii - C, the argument goes analogously.) 
We abbreviate Wi:= E1i(l) ·w(g) and wi:= Eli (l) .w(g') for each i = 1, ... ,n. 
Also we set Wo = w~ := 0 E R k. The assumption implies for all i = 0, ... , nand 
all j = 0, ... , m (recall: po := P and wo = 0 E Rk) that 
It follows by hypothesis that at least one of the following conditions (0) and (;3) 
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is satisfied for each i = 0, ... , n and each j = 0, ... , m: 
(0) IZ+Wil ~ Iz'+w~1 ~ ~ .!....-....,.-....:. < 6'5 and t < 6'5 and d(g+ 9' +) < c Iglpj Ig'lpj , 
(f3) I lz+Wil Iz'+w~11 ~5 d( + '+) I - I I < c and g, 9 < g and ... Ig Pj g' Pj 
We distinguish between two subcases. Case 2.1: Suppose that lzL < g5 and JYT; 
I I~/II < g5 and d(g+, g' +) < g. We distinguish once more between two su bcases. 9 P h.W.l ~ Case 2.1.a: Suppose that [I~I! < (1+K)€ and 1~/ip < (I+K)€] holds for all i = 
h.W.l ~ . 1, ... , n. Then clearly Iglp < c and Igllp < c for all z = 1, ... , n. Furthermore, 
we have I~i~ < c and 11~~~ < c and d(g+,g'+) < c. Thus, (i(g,z),i(g',z')) lies 
in i(PI ..... pm.e) for Case 2.1.a. Case 2.1.b: Suppose that [11~~~)1 ~ (1 + K)€ or 
',~~i}' ~ (1 + K)€] holds for some i = 1, ... ,no Then those i, for which this 
condition is true, satisfy together with any j = 0, ... , m condition (f3), because 
condition (0) implies 
Iz + Wi - zl < ~5 + r.~~5 
- 1 c 1\6', Ig Pj 
and analogously IWI ;1(g)1 < €5 + K g5. So, condition (f3) holds. Note that 1%1+11/1; 1 < g~ Y~ 
K(€5 + C). Therefore, condition (f3) implies that Ip-l (z + Wi) - d-(z' + w~)1 < 
IYIP; Ig-IP) I 
K(€5+C)g5+€5, and hence II~I:) -,~~i}1 < (Kg5+KC+ l)l5+2K€5 < c. 'vVe 
can use the latter to conclude that both II;I~}I and II;Ji~}1 are greater than It:{ g, 
since we have chosen g such that (Kg5 + K(C + 2) + 1)g5 < It:{ g. We can use 
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it furthermore to conclude for at least one 1 ::; i ::; n and any j = 0, ... ,m that 
Obviously, we have 1'91,p z - '9~'P z'l < 2£5 < cj as well as d(g+, g' +) < c; as well as 
li~~~l - i~~i} I < 2(1 + K)£ < c for all those i, for which the above condition is 
not true. Therefore, (i(g,z),i(g',z')) lies in 'i'{Pl, ... ,pm,e) for Case 2.1.b. Case 2.2: 
Suppose that I ~-,l~;~ I < €5 and d(g+, g' +) < € and dSk-l (z+, z' +) < €5. Then 
we have d(g+, g' +) < c. Moreover, for each i = 0, ... , n and each j = 0, ... , m 
we get 1_,1, (z + Wi) - d-, .(z' + wDI < 2£5 if condition (0) holds for i and j, 
9 P; 19-IPJ 
respectively 1'9ip; (z + Wi) - 19t; (z' + wDI < 0 + 1)£5 if condition (13) holds for 
i and j. Thus, it follows for each i = 0, ... , n and each j = 0, ... , m from the 
triangle inequality that 
I Wi(g) _ Wi(g') I 
Iglpj Ig'lpi ::; I-I 11 (z + Wi) - -I ~I (z' + wD I + I-I ~I z' - -I 11 Z I 9 Pi 9 Pi 9 Pj 9 PJ 
::; 2(1 + ~)£5. 
c 
We consider two suhcases. Case 2.2.a: Suppose that [ fl, z, < € or ,I~'II < £] and 9p - 9 P-[ li~~~)J ::; € or 'i~~t)' ::; £] for all i = 1, ... ,n. Then the triangle inequality implies 
that both .EL, z, and ,'~',' are less than £ + (~ + 1 )€5 < cj and both ~ and 'T (,9, ')1 9p 9p e --ror;;- 9p 
are less than € + 2( l + 1)€5 < c. Therefore, (i(g, z), i(g', z')) lies in i(Pl ..... Pm.e) for 
Case 2.2.a. Case 2.2.b: Suppose that [ ~ > € and ,1~~~ > €] or ['i~(,:)' > € and 
~~~i;'l > €] for some i = 1, ... ,n. If 1l9i; I > £ and 1'9~ip I ~ € holds, we deduce for 
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each j = 1, ... ,m that 
Analogously, if II~\~) I ~ e and I,~('i} I > e holds for some i, we deduce for each 
j = 1, ... ,m that 
Thus, (ijJ(f.,(g, z)), ijJ(f.,(gl, Zl))) lies in i'(Pl .... 'pm'p) in Case 2.2.b, too. This completes 
the proof of Claim 3. 
We prove the statements (i) to (iii) of Theorem 4.0.9: The subset L (( G X Zk)oo) 
is dense in 8( G X Zk) by construction, and the subset l (( G X Zk)oo) is dense in 
Mp by Lemma 4.0.10. Therefore, the Claims 1 to 3 imply that .,p' extends to an 
isomorphism from Mp onto 8( G X Zk). Since this extension is unique, it must 
coincide with.,p. Hence,.,p is an isomorphism. The statements (ii) and (iii) are 
an obvious consequence. 
It remains to prove statement (iv) for G X Zk-actions of the type p"" where 
pEr is a G-factor action and J.l E }Rkxn is a matrix of shift parameters. Let 
pEr and J.l E Rkxn be given. We want to show that the canonical map Tp,.. from 
8( G x Zk) to 8G * Sk-l is a homotopy equivalence. According to Lemma 3.4.5, 
there exists a homotopy H : [0,1] x Cp -+ Cp that contracts Cp to a basepoint 
c E Cpo \Ve define a map f: 8G * Sk-l -+ 8(G X Zk) by 
[t,~,(] t-+ f([t,e,(D := [v(t,(),e,c], 
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where v(t, () E ]Rk is defined by Iv(t, ()I = t and v(t, ()+ = (. Obviously, f is 
continuous. We show that f is a homotopy inverse for Tp,... Firstly, we check that 
Tp,.. 0 f is homotopic to ideG.sIc-I. Define FI : [0,1] X DC * Sk-l -+ DC * Sk-l by 
Fl (19, [t,~, (D := [(1 - 19) t + 19 Iv(t, 0 _+ I' . c·1 , ~, (v(t, () + 19/1 • c·)+]. 
Cp 
Clearly, FI is continuous. Moreover, we have F1(O, [t, e, (D = [t, e, (], as well as 
FI (1, [t,~,,]) = [lv(t,,!:wc'I,~,(v(t,() + /l' ( 8 )+] = (fp,.. 0 f)([t,~D. Secondly, we 
check that f 0 Tp,.. is homotopic to id8(GxZk). Define F2 : [0,1] x D(C X Zk) -+ 
8(G X Zk) by 
IV+I"c8 1 F2 (19, [v, e, c]) : = [v ( (1 - 19) I v I + 19 c _ ' ( v + 19 /l . c·) +) , e , Il ( 17 , c)]. 
p 
Note that there exists a constant J{ ~ 1 such that ~ < Cp < J{ for all c E Cpo 
Hence, F2 is continuous. Moreover, we have F2(O, [v, e, cD = [v, e, c], as well as 
F2(1,[v,~,c]) = [v(lv+~.c·I,(v+l'.c8)+),e,c] = (foTp,..)([V,~,c]). This completes 
the proof of statement (iv). 0 
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Chapter 5 
The Boundary of G x H 
The aim of this chapter is to work out the boundary of groups G xli, where both 
G and H are non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) groups. Furthermore, we 
will show that for each geometric action of G x II the associatcd canonical map 
from 8(G x H) into the visual boundary of the underlying CAT(O) space is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
The argumentation in this chapter is very similar to that in thc previous two 
chapters. We begin with some notation: Throughout this scction wc consider two 
fixed non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) groups G and II. Let r denote 
the set of all geometric actions by G on CAT(O) spaces, and 0 the set of all 
geometric actions by H on CAT(O) spaces. For any action pEr on a CAT(O) 
space X, and any action (1 E 0 on a CAT(O) space Y, we define a geometric 
G x H -action p x (1 on X x Y by 
(g,h)*(x,y):= (p(g,x), (1(h,y)). 
\Ve can identify 8(X x Y) with the join fJG * fJll = ([0,00] x fJG x DII)/ "', 
where (t,~, () '" (t', e', (') if and only if [t = t' = 0 and ~ = ~/], or [t = i
' 
= 00 
and ( = ('], or [t = t' and e = ~' and ( = (']; such that with respect to this 
identification the canonical map TpXIT : (G x 11)00 --+ fJ(X x Y) associated to p x (1 
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is given by 
[ II~:: ' g+ ,h+], if 9 E Goo and h E /loo, 
(g,h) I-t T pX(1 (g,h).- [0, g+, (], if 9 E Goo and h rt 1100 , 
if 9 ¢ Goo and h E /loo, 
where e E aG and ( E all are arbitrary. Let UpX (1 denote the uniform structure 
on (G x ll)OO that is the inverse image of the canonical uniformity on D(X x}') 
under TpX(1' 
The following proposition shows that in order to study the boundary of G xlI 
it is enough to consider G x H-actions of the above type. It is motivated by the 
result by Ruane in [Rua99], namely that the visual boundary of a CAT(O) space 
carrying a geometric G x H-action is homeomorphic to DG * Dll. 
Proposition 5.0.11 Let p be a geometric action of G x II on a CArrO) space 
X. Then ax can be identified with aG * all. Moreover, there exists a G-adion 
pEr on a CAT(O) space X, and an /I-action (j E e on a CAT(O) space Y, sllch 
that 
((G x H)OO, Up) id(GlCH)OO ---t) ((G x I1yX>'Upxa ) 
Tp I ITPlCtI 
{(g,h)+ I (g,h) E (G x H)OO} id8G• 8H) {(g, h)+ I (g, h) E (G x /lyx. } 
el Ie 
is a commutative diagram of uniformly continuous maps. In particular, the uni-
formities Up and UpX (1 on (G x /I)OO coincide. 
To prove this proposition we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.0.12 Let X be a J-hyperbolic CAT(O) space. Then the IIausdorff 
distance between any two asymptotic geodesic lines c : lR -t X and c' : lR -t X is 
less than J + 1. 
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Proof: By the Flat Strip Theorem 1.1.4 the convex hull of c(JR)Uc'(JR) is isometric 
to a euclidean strip JR x [0, w] of width w. Obviously, if w > 8 + 1 we can find 
a geodesic triangle in this strip such that the 8-neighbourhood of two of its 
sides does not cover the third one. This contradicts the hypothesis that X is 
8-hyperbolic. D. 
Proof of Prop. 5.0.11: According to Lemma 3.4.2 the centre of G is finite. 
Therefore, we can apply the Splitting Theorem 1.2.1: There exists a non-empty, 
closed, convex, G x II-invariant subspace Xl x X2 of .. X such that G acts ge-
ometrically on Xl and by (possibly trivial) Clifford translations on X2 , and Il 
acts geometrically on X2 and trivially on ,.xl' Let x be a basepoint in ..\'1 x .\'2. 
Firstly, note that any infinite geodesic ray issuing from x lies entirely in .xl X .x2• 
Therefore, the visual boundary ax coincides with D(,XI x .x2), which allows us 
to identify ax with aG * all. Secondly, we check that the action of G on ,X2 
is indeed trivial. Suppose there exists agE G that acts as a non-trivial Clif-
ford translation on X2 • Then, according to Thm. 1.1.3, .x2 splits as a product 
.x2 = Y2 x JR. If Y2 has finite diameter, the visual boundary f)"X2 consists of two 
points. Since aX2 :: all, this implies that II is elementary, which contradicts our 
hypothesis. If the diameter of Y2 is infinite, then "X2 contains arbitrarily broad 
Euclidean strips. But this contradicts Lemma 5.0.12, because X2 is d"-hyperbolic 
for some d" ~ O. Thus, the action of G on X2 is trivial. Thirdly, set X := ..\'11 
and let p be the induced geometric G-action on X. Set Y := .x2 , and let 0' be the 
induced geometric II-action on Y. Then it follows immediately from the above 
that the canonical map TpxO' from (G x IlyX) into D(X x Y) = as = DG * DIl 
associated to the product action p x u coincides with Tp. 0 
We will call a pair (p, 0') of actions as given by Prop. 5.0.11 a pair of factor 
actions associated to the G x H-action p. Note that similarly to the proof of 
Prop. 3.3.2 one can show the following: Let p and p be two G-actions in rj 
and let 0' and 17 be two H-actions in e. Then the uniformities UpXI1 and UpX5 
on (G x H)OO coincide if and only if there are constants CI, C2 > 0 such that 
AI LSp = CI • At LSp and M LSI1 = C2' At LSq • However: Let Cl • P be the geometric 
G-action obtained by rescaling the CAT(O) space that carries p, and let C2 • 0' be 
the geometric H-action obtained by rescaling the CAT(O) space that carries 0'. 
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Then according to the above definition the pair (Cl . p, C2' (j) is not a pair of fador 
actions associated to the G x H-adion p x (j unless Cl = C2 •. 
For the remainder of this section we fix a G-action pEr and an II-action 
(j E 8. Recall from Chapter 3 that the maps Kp : Goo -+ lRr and K tr : /lOO -+ lR6 
are given by 
Iglp 
g ~ Kp(g):= (-I 1)., g p p and 
As before, we denote the closure of the image imKp in lRr by C~/" and the closure 
of the image imKcr in lR6 by C!'. For each pEr (resp. for each a E 0) let 
prp (resp. pru) be the projection of lRr (resp. lR6 ) onto the p-component of lRr 
(resp. onto the o--component of lR6 ). For each b E C~1l (resp. for each c E C!') we 
abbreviate prp(b) by bp (resp. prq(c) by Cq). 
Definition 5.0.13 The p x (j-modelJr!pxcr of the boundary D( G x /l) is defined 
by Jrfpxtr := ([O,oo]xBGxBIlxC;'xC!')/ "', where (t,e,C,b,c) '" (t',e',C',b',c') 
if and only if [t = t' = 0 and e = e], or [t = t' = 00 and ( = ('], or [t = t' a.nd 
e = f and C = C' and b = b' and c = c']. 
In the rema.inder of this chapter we will prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.0.14 Let G and II be non-elementary word-hyperbolic CAT(O) groups. 
Suppose that p is a geometric G-action on a CAT(O) space, and (j a geometric 
H -action on a CAT(O) space. Let Afpxtr be defined as above. Then the following 
is true: 
(i) The boundary 8( G x H) is canonically isomorphic to ]\!PXtr. 
(ii) The canonical G x H -action on 8( G x II) is given by 
(g,h) * [t,e,C,b,cl = [t,g·e,h.C,b,cl. 
(iii) Let p be a geometric G x H -action on a CAT(O) space X. Let pEr and 
0- E 0 such that (p, 0-) is a pair of factor actions associated to p. Then the 
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canonical map Tp from a( G X 1/) to ax = aG * a II is given by: 
Tp([t,e,(,b,c]) = [~~ t,e,(]. 
p 
(iv) For any geometric G x H -action p on a CAT(O) space X the canonical map 
Tp from a(G x H) to ax is a homotopy equivalence. 
We need to prepare the proof of this theorem: In order to compare D(G X /I) 
with Mpxu we define a map;; : (G X 1l)00 -t kfpxu by 
[ II;:: ' g+ , h+ , Kp(g) , Ka(h)], if 9 E Goo and h E J[oo, 
(g,h) I-t i(g,h):= [0, g+, (, b, c], 
[00, e, h+ , b, c], 
if 9 E aX) and It ¢ J[OO, 
if 9 ¢ Goo and h E J[oo, 
where e E BG, , E aH, bE C;' and c E C;' are arbitrary. 
Lemma 5.0.15 The image i((G x H)OO) is dense in Alpxa. 
Proof: In order to check that i((G X 11)00) is dense in ]\lpxu , it is enough to 
check that each open subset ofthe form (I X B8G(e,e) X B811((,e) x U x V)/ '" in 
Afpxu = ([0,00] x aG x BH x c;' x C!II)/ '" contains an element of i((G X Z)OO)j 
where I is an open interval in [0,00], B8G (e,c) is an open ball of radius e > 0 
around a point e in aG with respect to some fixed visual metric d8G, Ball((,e) is 
an open ball of radius c > 0 around a point' in all with respect to some fixed 
visual metric doH, U is an open set in C!', and V is an open set in C!'. Firstly, we 
find ag E Goo such that Kp(g) E U and g+ E B8G(e, e): By construction Kp(GOO) 
is dense in C!'. Therefore, there exists a [} E Goo such that Kp(g) E U. According 
to [BR96b], for example, the set of rational boundary points is dense in DG. 
Hence, there exists a gl E Goo such that d(e,gi) < ~. Without loss of generality 
we can assume that g+ =f gl' For otherwise Lemma 1.3.2 implies that gt is 
the only rational point in B8G(e, ~), which contradicts G being non-elementary. 
According to [CDP90], Ch. 11, Prop. 2.4, for example, [}+ =f gl implies that 
there exists an mEN such that d(gt, gi .[}+) < ~. Clearly, Kp(fj) = Kp(gifjglm) 
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and gr' .g+ = (gr' gglm)+. Therefore, we can take 9 := gr' gglm. Analogously, 
we find an h E HOO such that K:C1(h) E V and h+ E Ball((,e). Obviously, 
there exist p, q E N such that ~II~I: lies in I. Since we have (gq)+ = g+ and 
K:p(gq) = K:p(g), as well as (hP )+ = h+ and K: C1 (h P ) = K:C1(h), i(gq, hP ) lies in 
(I x BaG(e,e) x BaH((,e) x U x V)/ "'. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.0.14: According to Prop. 5.0.11 it is enough to prove 
the statements (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 5.0.14 for G x II-actions of the type 
p x (j, where pEr and (j E E>. Furthermore, we can regard a( 0 x ll) as the 
closure of the image im (( Tjixu )pxu) in njixuerxe aG * all throughout this proof, 
since the boundary uniformity UGxH on (G x lI)OO is the same as the least upper 
bound of the family {Ujixu I pEr, (j E E>}. Thus, the product map (Tji)(<7)ji)(<7 is 
the canonical map I- from (( G x H)OO, UG)(H) into its Hausdorff completion. For 
each pEr and each (j E E> we define a map TjiX<7 from AfpXC1 to ao x II by 
[t,e,(,b,c] ~ Tjixu([t,e,(,b,c]) := [~~ t, e, (]. 
p 
It is easy to check that 
i AfpXC1 --t (G x H)OO 
,= {Tp)(lt}p)(lt 1 1 fp)(lt 
a(G x H) prpxit ~ aG * all 
is a commuting diagram of set maps. Let t/J := (TjiX<7 )pX<7 be the product map from 
AfpXC1 to I1jix<7erxe ao * aH, and let t/J' be the restriction of 1/-' to i((G x Il)OO) 
in AfpXC1 • 
Claim 1: t/J is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 1: It is enough to show that Tjixa is uniformly continuous for 
each G x H-action p x (j E r x 0. Throughout this proof of Claim 1, let doG be 
a fixed visual metric on aG, and daH a fixed visual metric on all. \Ve consider 
the following fundamental systems of entourages for the uniform structure on 
80 * 8H and on AfpXC1 : For any e, with 1 > e > 0, let ~Ve consist precisely of 
those pairs ([t,e,(],[t',e',(']) in (8G*81I) x (8G*8Il) that satisfy [It -til < e 
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and daa(e, e') < e and daH((, (') < e], or [t < e and t' < e and dl1a (e, e') < e], 
or [t > ~ and t' > : and daH((, (') < e]. Then it is straightforward to check 
that the system {We} is a fundamental system of entourages for DC * DIl. For 
any e, with 1 > e > 0, any finite number Ph"', Pro of C-actions in r, and any 
finite number 0'11"', O'rn of H-actions in e let V(PI, ... ,Pn,O'I"",O'm,t) consist prccisdy 
of those pairs ([t, e, (, b, e], [t', e', (', b', c'D in .MpxO' x AfpxO' that satisfy [t < e and 
t' < e and daa(e,e') < e], or [t > ~ and t' > ~ and daH(,,") < e], or [It -t'l < e 
and daa(e,e') < e and daH(,,") < c and Ibpi - b~il < e2 for all i = 1, ... ,n and 
I CO' . - c' .1 < c
2 for all j = 1, ... , m]. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.2.5 it 
) 0') 
is straightforward to check that the system {V(PIt"',Pn'O'I'''',O'm,t)} is a fundamental 
system of entourages for the uniformity on AfpxO', Let 1> X (, in r X e and c 
with 1 > c > 0 be given. In order to prove that Tpxu is uniformly continuous it 
is enough to check that there exists an 1 > e > 0 such that Tpxu x Tpx?! maps 
V(p,u,i) into ~Ve. Let K ~ 1 be such that ~. < bp < K and ~ < c?! < K for any 
bE C!3, for any e E C!3. Take 1 > e > 0 small enough such that 3K3€ < e and 
e < Ki+
e
• Suppose that ([t, e, (, b, e], [t', e', (', b', e'l) lies in V(p,u,i)' Then there are 
three cases to consider: 
Case 1: Suppose t < e and t' < e and daa(e, e') < e. Then we have ?-t < 
I " K2g < c, and analogously ~t' < c. Moreover, we have dJa(e, e') < e. Therefore, 
p 
(Tpxu([t,e,(,b,e]),TpXU([t',e', (', b',c'])) lies in ~Vt for Case 1. 
Case 2: Suppose t > t, and t' > t and daH ((, (') < e. Then we have 
c' 1 ~t > K~e > ! and analogously ~t > ;. Moreover, we have d811 (" ,') < c. 
Therefore, (TpXu([t,e,(, b,e]),Tpxu([t',e', (',b',e'])) lies in JiVe for Case 2. 
Case 3: Suppose It - t'l < e and daa(e, e') < g and d&JI(C, (') < land 
Ibp - b~1 < g2 and Icu - e~1 < g2. Then we have daa(eje') < e and dall ((, ") < c. 
We can assume without loss of generality that t < t. For otherwise the triangle 
inequality implies that both t and t' are greater than ~ - 1, from which we 
conclude analogously to Case 2 that (Tpxu ([t, e, (, b, eD, Tp)(c1 ([t', e', (', b', e'l)) lies 
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in W~. Assuming t < ~, we get 
\ 
Cu c~, I \ Cu Cu Cu c'u, I 
-t-,t = -t-,t+,t-,t bp- b- bp- b- b- b-p p p p 
111111 ""\ ~ t Cu bp- - b'- + b'- t Cu - t Cu + t Cu - t Cu p p 
\ b~ - bp \ 1 (\ ' \ ' \ ' I ) ~ t Cu bp-b'- + b'- t Cu - Cu + Cu t - t 
p p 
[{ }T2 ~2 }' (1 ~2 }' ~) <-::-\e+\-=e+\.e <e. 
e e 
Hence, (Tpxu([t,e,(,b,c]),TpXU([t',e', (',b',c'])) lies in ~Vt for Case 3, too. This 
completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2: 'IjJ' is a bijection from i((G x 1I)00) onto L ((G x 1I)00). 
Proof of Claim 2: We show that 'IjJ' has an inverse. Define a map ib from 
L ((G x H)oo) to i((G x H)oo) as follows: Let £(g, h) E L ((G x 1/)00) be given, 
and set 
L(g,h) t-+ ib(L(g,h)) :=i(g,h). 
\Ve check that ib is well-defined: Let (g', h') E (G x Jl)oo be such that t(g, h) = 
L(g', h'), i.e. Tpxu(g, h) = Tpxu(g', h') for any pEr and any a E 8. We distinguish 
between three cases. Case 1: Suppose that 9 E Goo and h E IIoo . Then we have 
o < ~Ihllr < 00 for all p and 0-. We deduce that g' E GOO and h' E 1[0°· as 9 p , 
well as g+ = g' +, h+ = h' + and,*, = II~:\: for all p and 0-. This means in 
. I & WI" M bt· !El.e Me.l.!!.k .kde.1h'1" b~J~ partlcu ar Iglp = Igllp· oreover, we 0 am Iglp = Ihl.,. 191"; = Ih'l.,. Igllp = ]9if; for 
each p E rj and analogously ~ = I~:I: for each a E 0. Thus, i(g, h) = ;(g', h') 
holds in Case 1. Case 2: Suppose that 9 E Goo and h f/. II 00 . Then Tpxu (g, h) = 
Tpxu(g', h') implies that g' E Goo with g+ = g' + and h' f/. IIOO • Thus, we get 
;:(g, h) = ;(g', h') in Case 2. Case 3: Suppose that 9 f/. Goo and h E lloo. Then 
Tpxu(g,h) = Tpxu{g',h') implies that g' f/. Goo, and h' E IIoo with h+ = h'+. 
Thus, i(g, h) = i(g', h') holds in Case 3, too. Hence, ib is well-defined. Finally, it 
is straightforward to check that ¢ is the inverse of 'IjJ'. 
Claim 3: ib is uniformly continuous. 
Proof of Claim 3: Throughout this proof of Claim 3, let daG be a fixed vi-
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sual metric on aG, and daH a fixed visual metric on all. We consider the fol-
lowing fundamental systems of entourages for the uniformity on t ((G X Il)OO), 
and on 'i((G x H)OO) respectively: For any e, with 1 > e > 0, let ~V~ COIl-
sist precisely of those pairs ([t,e,(],[t',e',(']) in (aG * all) x (aG * all) that 
satisfy [It - t'l < e4 and daG(e,e') < e and daH((,(') < e], or [t < e and 
t' < e and daa(e,e') < e], or [t > ~ and t' >! and dall (C,(') < e]. ThC'n 
the system {W~} is a fundamental system of entourages for DG x DIl. For any 
e, with 1 > e > 0, and any finite number Pl x U17"" Prn X Urn of actions in 
r x 0 let lV(Pl XOO1, ... ,PmXOOm,~) consist precisely of those pairs ((x pxu )Pxt7, (x~xt7 )pd) 
in (ITpxuerxe aG * aH) x (ITpxuerxe aG * all) for which (xPJX17J,x~JX17) lies 
in W~ for each j = 1, ... , m. Then, by construction, the trace of the sys-
tem {l-V(PIX17lt""PmXoom'~)} is a fundamental system of entourages for the subspace 
t((G x H)OO). For any e, with 1> e> 0, any finite number P17",Pn of ac-
tions in r, and any finite number Ut, ••• , Urn of actions in e let i'(PI,. .. ,Pn,17/t ... ,17m t ) 
consist precisely of those pairs ([t,e,(,b,c],[t',e',(',b',c']) in ,Mpx17 X Afpxu that 
satisfy [t < e and t' < e and daa(e,e')), or [t > ~ and t' > ~ and d.:w(C,C')], 
or [It - t'l < e and daa(e,e') < e and daH((,(') < e and Ibp; - b~il < e for all 
i = 1, ... , nand Icoo} - C~j I < e for all j = 1, ... , m]. Then it is straightforward to 
check that the system {i'(Pl"",pn'l7lt".'17m'~)} is a fundamental system of entourages 
for M px17 ' Hence, the trace of {i'(PI , ... ,Pn,UI , ... ,Um'~)} is a fundamental system of 
entourages for the subspace l' (( G x H)OO). Let a finite number Ph" • , Pn of G-
actions in r, a finite number Ut, ••• , Urn of H-actions in 0, and e with 1 > e > 0 be 
given. In order to prove that -/fi is uniformly continuous it is enough to check that 
there exists a l > 0 such that -/fi x -/fi maps W(PXU.PI xU ..... Pnxu.i) n lV(pxul , .... PX(7m.i) 
into li(PI .... ,pn.Ul ..... um.~)· Set [{:= max{k(Pi),k(uj) Ii = 1, ... ,nj j = 1, ... ,m}, 
where each k(Pi), resp. each k(uj), is defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.4.5. 
Thus, [{ ~ 1; and we have k < bp; < K for any b E C!IJ and any i = 1, ... , nj 
respectively k < CUj < K for any C E C!IJ and any j = 1, ... , m. Take 1 > l > 0 
such that € < K(~+e) and I<€+€4 < e and [ +€3 < e. Suppose (t(g,h),t(g',h')) 
lies in W(PX17.PI X17 .... 'Pnx17.i) n W(pXoo/t .... pX17m.i). We distinguish between three cases: 
Case 1: Suppose t1; < land II~:I: < € and daG(g+, g' +) < €. Then tt; < e, 
\~:II: < e and daa(g+,g'+) < e. So, (i(g,h),i(g',h')) = (-/fi(t(g,h)),t/;(t(g',h'))) 
lies in li(p/t .... pn.ool ..... um.~)· 
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C 2 S & > 1 d Ih'la > ase : up pose I I -= an 1'1 9 peg P 
& >! Wla > ! and d&H(h+ h' +) < e. Iglp e' Ig'lp e ' 
in ti(Pl •.••• Pn.CT1 ..... CTrn.e). 
t and d&H(h+, h' +) < e. Then 
Hence (tj,( t(g, h)), tj,( t(g', h'))) lies 
Case 3: Suppose I',~l: -II~:::I < e4 and d&G(g+,g'+) < € and d&lI(h+,h'+) < e. 
Then 1& - Ilh:llal < e, d&G(g+,g'+) < e and d&H(h+,h'+) < e. Furthermore, we 19[; 9 p 
can make two assumptions without loss of generality: Firstly, we can assume 
that ~ < ii and II~:I: < la' For otherwise the triangle inequality implies 
that both ',~l: and II~::: are greater than ii -1 > ~; and (tj,(t(g,h)),tj,(t(g',h'))) 
lies in ti(Pl .... ,Pn.CT1 .... ,CTm,e) analogously to Case 2. Secondly, we can assume that 
& > K€ and It:\'" > K€. For otherwise the triangle inequality implies that both 
Iglp 1),'1_ 9 P ~ N N - - • • ~ and E...l!!.lh'l'" are smaller than fie + e4 < ej and (ljJ(t(g, h)), 1/.(t(g', h'))) lies III Iglp 9 p 
ti(Pl ..... pn.CT1, .... CTm,e) analogously to Case 1. These two assumptions imply for each 
. h N l!:k 1 d N <t?r;'",<l( r I' 1 • - 1 n t at c < I I < -= an e , -= resp. lOr eae 1 J = , ... , m 
b - , ••• , 9 Pi e 9 Pi e 
that g < Ihlll"'j < ~ and € < Ihl'!laj < ~). Therefore we have by hypothesis that 
gp e gp e 
Ihl- ~ I -4 d Ilhlaj Wlaj I -4 r I' 1 d 1 I ~ - I 'I a < c an I I - Ig'l < e lor eae 1 ,= , ... , 11. an (lac 1 Iglpi 9 Pi 9 p p 
j = 1, ... , m. Thus, we get for each i = 1, ... , n: 
and for eachj = 1, ... ,m: 
Hence, (tj,(t(g, h)), 1[;(I.,(g', h'))) lies in ti(Pl ..... pn.CT1 ••••• CTrn,e). This completes the proof 
of Claim 3. 
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Using the above claims, we prove the statements (i) to (iii) of Theorem 5.0.14: 
The subset t((C x HYX» is dense in a(C x H) by construction, and the subset 
i((C x H)OO) is dense in Mpxu by Lemma 5.0.15. Therefore, the Claims 1 to 3 
imply that 'IjJ' extends to an isomorphism from Afpxu onto a( C x II). Since this 
extension is unique, it must coincide with 'IjJ. Hence, 'IjJ is an isomorphism. Now, 
the statements (ii) and (iii) are an obvious. 
It remains to prove statement (iv) for product actions p xu, where pEr 
and U E e. Let pEr and (j E E> be given. We want to show that the canonical 
map Tpxu from D(C x H) to DC * aH is a homotopy equivalence. According to 
Lemma 3.4.5, there exists a homotopy Hp : [0,1] X G!6 ~ G!' that contracts G!' 
to a basepoint bEG!', and a homotopy Hu : [0,1] X G;' ~ G;' that contracts 
G;' to a basepoint c E G;8. We define a map I : ac * a II ~ 8( C X II) by 
[t,e,(] H I([t,e,(]):= [t,e,(,b,c]. 
Obviously, I is continuous. We show that I is a homotopy inverse for TpxtJ: 
Firstly, we check that Tpxu 0 I is homotopic to id&G*IW. Define FI : [0,1] X fJG * 
a H -+ ac * aH by 
Clearly, FI is continuous. Moreover, we have F1(0,[t,e,(]) = [t,e,(], as well as 
Fl(l, [t,e,(]) = [~t,e,(] = (Tpxu of)([t,e,(])· Secondly, we check that 10 Tpxu 
is homotopic to id&(GxH)' Define F2 : [0,1] x 8(C X II) -+ 8(G X II) by 
(t?,[t,e,(,b,c]) H F2 (t?,[t,e,(,b,c]) := ... 
Cu 
... [(1 + t?( b-" - 1)) t, e, (, I1p(t?, h), Ilu(t?, c)]. 
p 
Recall that there is a constant [( 2:: 1 such that k < bp < [{ for each b E C!'. 
Hence, F2 is continuous. Moreover, we have F2(0,[t,e,(,b,c]) = [t,e,(,b,c], as 
well as F2(1, [t, e, (, b, c]) = [~~ t, e, (, b, c] = (f OTpxu )([t, e, (, h, c]). This completes 
the proof of statement (iv) of Theorem 5.0.14. 0 
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Chapter 6 
Marked Length Spectrum and 
k-Isometry Type 
In the previous chapters we have seen that the marked length spectra of factor 
actions play an important role for the boundaries of certain CAT(O) product 
groups. The aim of this chapter is to prove the following result, which is also 
interesting in its own right. 
Let G be a group, and K 2: 0 a constant. A (not necessarily continuous) G-
equivariant map J from a metric space (X, dx ) to a metric space (Y, dy ) is said to 
be a G-equivariant K-isometry ifU18F@ @xidii a 'QQdaJJ.t c,; > 0 furl! tliadf(X) 
is K-dense in Y, i.e. for each y E Y there is an x E X with dy(y, f(x)) ~ K, and 
the inequality 
dx(x,x') - K ~ dy(J(x),J(x')) ~ dx(x,x') + [{ 
holds for all x, x' EX. If there exists such a map f, the spaces X and Yare 
called G-equivariantly K -isometric. 
Theorem 6.0.16 Let G be a torsion-free non-elementary word-hyperbolic gm'up. 
Let p and p' be geometric actions by G on CAT(O) spaces X and X'. Then the 
marked length spectra M LSp and Al LSpl associated to p and p' are the same, if 
and only if for some constant K 2: 0 the spaces X and X' are G-equivariantly 
K -isometric. 
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Before we prove this theorem, we look at th following xampl -. It h ws Lhat 
in general we have to admit a constant J( strictly gr at r than. haL ( 
similar example was already given by Hersonsky and Paulin in [HP 
Example 6.0.17 Let A:= (a,b) be the standard s t of g n rat I' and 
let T := CA(F2 ) be the associated Cayley graph. Th nTis a 4-val i.11 
T, we construct CAT(-l) spaces Tl and T2 , which any g om tri }'2-a tj ns PI 
and P2 such that the associated marked length sp tra M L 1 and M L 
the same. However, Tl and T2 are not isom tric. W onstru t T. a ws: 
Let {). (ABC) be the convex hull in ~ of a g od i tri angl wi t h id I n t hs 
(A B) = (AC) = (Be) = ~. Let V be a vertex in T. uppo Av i t,h 
the incoming a-edge at V such that dr(Av, V) = t; and Bv i h pint II tit ' 
outgoing b-edge at V such that dr(Bv, V) = ~. Th n w an glu {). (A ) t 7' 
such that the side (AC) is isometrically glu d onto [Av, V] and tit id (B ) is 
isometrically glued onto [Bv, V ]. Gluing a copy of b. (AB ) to T at, "a II v I'L ' 
V in that manner, we obtain T1 • Tl is CAT(-l) with r sp t t til indu d path 
metric. Clearly, the geometric F2-action on T indu 
on T1· 
A 
AB """" 
~c " 
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, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
, , 
" " 
b 
Bv 
v 
Figure 6.1: Constructing T. 
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a 
The space T2 is constructed as follows: For each vertex V of T let A~ be 
the point on the incoming a-edge at V such that dT(A~, V) = ~; and Bv the 
point on the outgoing b-edge at V such that dT(Bv, V) = ~. 'We obtain 72 by 
gluing [Av' V] isometrically onto [Bv' V] at each vertex V. T2 is CAT(-l) with 
respect to the induced path metric; and the geometric F2-action on T induces a 
geometric F2-action P2 on T2· Obviously, Tl and T2 are not isometric. However, 
b 
. ." Bt-. , 
a-I Air V a 
Figure 6.2: Constructing T2 
it is straightforward to check that the marked length spectra associated to Pl and 
P2 are the same. 0 
We begin proving the above theorem. The "if" -direction can be proved easily: 
Lemma 6.0.18 Let G be a word-hyperbolic group. Let p and p' be geometric G· 
actions on CAT(O) spaces X and X'. Suppose that X and X' are G-cquivariantly 
K -isometric for some constant K 2:: O. Then the associated marked length spectra 
A-f LSp and A-f LSpl are the same. 
Proof: Let x E X be a basepoint, and let f : X -t X' be G-equivariant A'-
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isometry. Then we get for each 9 E Goo and each n E N 
d(gn.x,x) - K ~ d'(f(gn.x),f(x)) = d'(gn.f(x),f(x)) ~ d(gn.x, x) + K, 
which implies 
Igl = lim .!.d(gn.x,x) = lim .!.d'(gn.f(x),f(x)) = Iglpl' p n-+-oo n n-+-oo n 
o 
In the remainder of this chapter we will prove the "only if" -direction. We 
introduce some notation: Throughout the following we will assume that G is a 
torsion-free, non-elementary word-hyperbolic group. Let A be a finite system of 
generators for G. We denote the induced word-metric on the associated Cay-
ley graph CA(G) by dA. For each 9 E G we abbreviate IglA := dA(g,e). By 
(g,g')t := !(dA(g,h) + dA(9', h) - dA(g,g')) we denote the Gromov product 
for each g,g',h E G. For each r E N we set S(r):= {g E G IlglA = r} and 
B(r) := {g E G Ilg\A ~ r}. Since G is word-hyperbolic, the geodesic space 
CA(G) is a-hyperbolic for some constant a > O. This allows to use Gromov's 
"approximation by trees": 
Theorem 6.0.19 (Approximation by Trees) Let Xo be a basepoint in CA(G). 
For i = 1, ... , n let Xi be a point in CA( G) u aGA( G), and Si a geodesic segment 
or geodesic ray joining Xo to Xi. Set Z := 81 U ... U Sn. Then there exists a sim-
plicial tree T with basepoint to, and a continuous mapping f : (Z, xo) -+ (T, to), 
such that the following holds: 
(i) For i = 1, ... , n the restriction of f to Si is an isometry. 
(ii) There exists a constant G (8, n), which depends on a and n only, such that 
for all z, z' E Z 
dA(z, z') - C(8, n) :::; dT(f(z), f(z')) :::; dA(Z, z'). 
Throughout the following we let the constant C denote max {G(8, 3), G(a, 4)}. 
\Ve assume without loss of generality that G lies in N. Since GA( G) is 8-
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hyperbolic, there is a constant E/ ~ 0, which depends on 0 only, such that the 
insize of each geodesic triangle in CA( G) is less than 0'. Without loss of general-
ity we assume that 0' lies in N, too. Recall that the critical exponent fa of G is 
defined by 
. log #B(r) 
fa := hmsup . 
r r-+oo 
Definition 6.0.20 (k-Separator) Let 9 E G be given. We call an element 
h E S(2k + 2C) U S(2k + 2G + 1) a k-separator for 9 with respect to dA, if both 
(g,h-l)~ < k and (g-l,h)~ ~ k hold. 
The above definition may seem rather technical at this stage. Its meaning 
will become clear later. 
Proposition 6.0.21 There exists a constant kEN such that each 9 E G with 
IglA > 2k + 2C + 1 has a k-separator h in G. 
In order to prove this proposition, we need three lemmas. The proofs of the 
first and the second one are trivial. 
Lemma 6.0.22 Let r E N be given, and let 9 E G be such that IglA > r. Suppose 
Cg : [0, IglA] ~ C A (G) be a geodesic segment joining e to g. Then there exists a 
unique vertex Pg ofCA(G) that lies in cg([O, IgIA)) n S(r). 
Lemma 6.0.23 Let r E N be given. Then the map i : S(r) -+ S(r) given by 
9 t--t g-1 is a bijection. 
Lemma 6.0.24 Let R, r > 0 with R > r, and let 9 E G with IglA 2:: R. Set 
A/+ := {h E S(R) I (g,h)~ > r} and }.;/- := {h E S(R) I (g,h-l)~ > r}. Then 
we have 
#AI- = #AI+ < (R-r+1)· #B(R-r+o'+1). 
Proof: Firstly, we show that #A[+ < (R - r + 1)· #B(R - r + 0' + 1). Let cg : 
[0, IglA] ~ CA(G) be a geodesic segment joining f to g. Suppose hE S(R) is such 
that 1\,:= (g,h-l)~ > r. Let Ch-1: [O,R] ~ CA(G) be a geodesic segment joining 
e to h-1• By hypothesis, we have dA ( cg(I\,), Ch-1 (1\,)) < 0', because 0' is a bound for 
the insize of geodesic triangles in CA( G). Also, we have dA ( Ch-1 (1\,), h-1) < R - r. 
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Note that Cg(K) is at most a distance of 1 away from a vertex on cg([r, RD. lIenee, 
there exists a vertex V on cg([r, R]) such that 
Thus, each h E 1\J+ is contained in at least one ball of radius R - r + 8' + 1 around 
a vertex on cg([r, R]). Since there are exactly R - r + 1 vertices on cg([r, R]), we 
obtain 
#Af+ < (R-r+1). #B(R-r+6'+1). 
Secondly, we check that #AJ+ = #M-. Clearly, we have h E Af-, if and only if 
h-1 E Af+. Therefore, Lemma 6.0.23 implies #Af+ = #Af-. 0 
Proof of Prop. 6.0.21: G is non-elementary word-hyperbolic. As shown 
by Coornaert (see Cor. 5.5 in [Coo93]), this implies that ea is strictly positive. 
We assume that Prop. 6.0.21 is false and deduce a contradiction. Suppose for 
all kEN there exists agE G with IglA ~ 2k + 2C + 1 such that we have 
(g,h- 1): > k or (g-t,h): > k for all hE S(2k+2C)US(2k+2C + 1). Consider 
a fixed kEN, and let 9 E G be according to our assumption. We define the 
following subsets of S(2k + 2C), respectively ofS(2k + 2C + 1): 
AJik := {h E S(2k+2C) I (g-l,h)~ > k}, 
Af; := {h E S(2k + 2C) I (g, h-l)~ > k}, 
Aft+! := {h E S(2k + 2C + 1) I (g-l, h)~ > k }, 
Alii+! := {h E S(2k + 2C + 1) I (g, h-1): > k}. 
According to our assumption every element h E S(2k + 2C) U S(2k + 2C + 1) lies 
in at least one of these subsets. Therefore, we get 
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It follows from Lemma 6.0.24 that 
#l\Ljic + #M2k < 2 (k + 2C + 1) . #B(k + 2C + 0"' + 1), 
#Mik+I + #Af2k+I ::; 2 (k + 2C + 2) . #B(k + 2C + 0"' + 2). 
Hence, we get for each kEN that 
#S(2k + 2C) + #S(2k + 2C + 1) < 4 (k + 2C + 2) . #B(k + 2C + 0"' + 2), 
which implies for each n E N 
n 
#B(2n + 2C + 1) = L (#S(2k + 2C) + #S(2k + 2C + 1)) + #B(2C + 1) 
k=l 
n 
::; ( L 4 (k + 2C + 2) . #B(k + 2C + 0"' + 2)) + #B(2C + 1) 
k=l 
::; 4n· (n+2C+3)· #B(n+2C+8'+2). 
We can apply another result by Coornaert (see [Coo93], Thm. 7.2), and conclude 
that there exists constant c ~ 1 such that for each r E N 
e-1 exp (eG' r) ::; #B(r) ::; e exp (eG' r). 
Thus, it follows for all n E N that 
e-1 exp(eG' (2n + 2C + 1)) ::; 4en (n + 2C + 3) exp(eG(n + 2C + 8' + 2)), 
which implies eG = O. This is a contradiction. o 
Proposition 6.0.25 Let 9 E G with IglA ~ 2k + 2C. Suppose that h EGis a 
k-separator for g. Then gh has infinite order. Furthermore, for each n E N let 
Cn : [0, l(gh)nIAJ -+ CA(G) be a geodesic segment joining e to (gh)n. Then there 
exists a constant H ~ 0, which depends on k and 8 only, such that for each n E N 
and each i E N with 0 < i < n the point (gh)i lies in the ll-neighbourhood of en. 
\Ve need to prepare the proof of this proposition with some lemmas: 
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Lemma 6.0.26 Let Xo be a basepoint in CA(G). Let m E {3,4}. For j = 
1, ... ,m let Xj be a point in CA(G) u aCA(G), and Sj a geodesic segment or 
geodesic ray joining Xo to Xi. Set Z := S1 U ... U Sm. Let the tree T and the map 
f: Z ~ T be given according to the "Approximation by Trees"-Theorem 6.0.19. 
Then we have for all z, z' E Z 
(z,z')~o ~ (f(z),f(z'))J(xo) ~ (z,z')~o + C. 
Proof: For all z,z' E Z we have by hypothesis dA(XO,Z) = dT(f(xo),f(z)), as 
well as dA(Z, z') - C ~ dT(f(z), fez')) < dA(z, z'). Therefore, we get on the one 
side 
(f(z), f(z'))J(xo) = ~ (dT(f(xo), fez)) + dT(f(xo), fez')) - dT(f(z), fez')) ) 
~ ~ ( dA(xo, z) + dA(XO, z') - dA(z, z')) 
= (z, z')~, 
and on the other side 
1 (f(z), f(z'))J(xo) = 2 (dT(f(xo), fez)) + dT(f(XO), fez')) - dT(f(z), f(z'))) 
~ ~ (dA(xo, z) + dA(xo, z') - dA(z, z') + C) 
~ (z, Z')~ + c. 
o 
Lemma 6.0.27 Let 9 E G with \g\A ~ 2k + 2C, and let h E G be a k-separator 
for g. For each n E No set Xn := (gh)n and Yn := (gh)n g. Then we have for all 
n EN 
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Proof: By hypothesis we have for each n E No 
dA(Xn, Yn) = IglA ~ 2k + 2C 
dA(Yn, xn+d = IhlA > 2k + 2C 
(Xn' xn+d:" = (g-l, h)~ ~ k 
(Yn, Yn+d:n +1 = (h- 1, g)~ ~ k. 
\Ve prove the lemma by induction on n. Obviously, we have 
Hence, the desired inequality holds for n = 1. So, let us assume that for some n ~ 
1 we have (Xn' Yo)~ ~ k + C. We want to conclude that (xn+1! Yo)~ ~ k + C. We 
will proceed as follows: The assumption gives us a lower bound for (Xn+h yd~l. 
This lower bound is used to obtain an upper bound for (Xn+ll YO)~l' which in 
turn yields a lower bound for (xn+l,xd:a. The latter gives us an upper bound for 
(xn+l,xo):O, which we use to get the desired lower bound for (Xn+l,Yo)~o. To get 
the upper bound for (Xn+ll YO)~l' we consider Z := [Xl, Xn+l] U [Xb yd U [Xl! Yo]. 
Let T be an approximating tree for Z, and f the associated map, as given by 
Thm.6.0.19. Then Lemma 6.0.26 implies together with our induction assumption 
that 
and together with our hypothesis that 
Hence, we get the following upper bound 
This upper bound gives us a lower bound 
Now, consider Z' := [Yo, xn+d U [Yo, Xl] U [Yo, xo]. Let T' be an approximating tree 
for Z', and f' the associated map, as given by Thm. 6.0.19. Then Lemma 6.0.26 
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implies together with the last lower bound that 
and together with our hypothesis that 
Hence, we get the following upper bound 
Finally, this last upper bound yields the desired lower bound: 
o 
Lemma 6.0.28 Let 9 E G with IglA ~ 2k + 2C, and let h E G be a k-separator 
for g. For each n E No set Xn := (gh)n and Yn := (gh)ng. Then we have for all 
nEN 
(Xo, Yn-l )~n ~ k + C. 
Proof: The proof is done by induction on n - similarly to that of Lemma 6.0.27. 
Clearly, we have 
Hence, the desired inequality holds for n = 1. So, let us assume that for some 
n ~ 1 we have (xo, Yn-d~n ~ k + C. vVe want to conclude that (xo, Yn)~n+l ~ 
k + C. \Ve will proceed in a manner similar to Lemma 6.0.27: The assumption 
gives us a lower bound for (xo, Yn-d~n. This lower bound is used to obtain an 
upper bound for (xo, Yn)~n' which in turn yields a lower bound for (xo, xn):n. The 
latter gives us an upper bound for (xo,X n+1):", which we use to get the desired 
lower bound for (xo, Yn)~n+1. To get the upper bound for (xo, Yn)~n' we consider 
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Z := [Xn' Xo] U [Xn, Yn-d U [xn' Yn]. Let T be an approximating tree for Z, and 
f the associated map, as given by Thm. 6.0.19. Then Lemma 6.0.26 implies 
together with our induction assumption that 
and together with our hypothesis that 
Hence, we get the following upper bound 
This upper bound gives us a lower bound 
Now, consider Z' := [Yn, xo] U [Yn, Xn] U [Yn, Xn+1]' Let T' be an approximating 
tree for Z', and f' the associated map, as given by Thm. 6.0.19. Then Lemma 
6.0.26 implies together with the last lower bound that 
and together with our hypothesis that 
Hence, we get the following upper bound 
Finally, this last upper bound yields the desired lower bound: 
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o 
Proof of Prop. 6.0.25: Let 9 E G with IglA > 2k + 2C be given. Suppose 
that h EGis a k-separator for g. Then we get 
dA(e,gh) = dA(e,g)+dA(g,gh)-2(e,gh): ~ 4k+4C-2k > O. 
It follows that gh has infinite order in G, because G is torsion-free. Next, let 
n E Nand i E N with i < n be given. We abbreviate Xo := e, Xi := (gh)i, 
Xn := (gh)n, Yi-l := (gh )i-lg and Yi := (gh )ig as in the two previous lemmas. 
Firstly, we find a suitable upper bound for (xo, Xn)~. To do so, we consider 
Z:= [Xj,xo] U [Xj,Yj-l] U [Xj,Yi] U [Xj,xn]. Let T be an approximating tree for Z, 
and f the associated map, as given by Thm. 6.0.19. Then Lemma 6.0.26 implies 
together with Lemma 6.0.27 that 
and together with Lemma 6.0.28 that 
Lemma 6.0.26 also implies that 
Hence, we get the following upper bound 
Secondly, set K:= (xo,Xj)~n' Let c: [O,lxnIA] -+ CA(G) be a geodesic segment 
joining Xn to Xo, and c': [O,dA(xj,xn)] -+ CA(G) a geodesic segment joining Xn 
to Xi, i.e. we have c(O) = c'(O) = Xn, c(lxnIA) = Xo and C'(dA(Xi, xn)) = Xi. Note 
that dA ( c( K), c' (K)) < 0', because a' is a bound for the insize. Note furthermore 
that 
dA(Xi, C'(K)) = dA(Xi, xn) - (xo, Xi):n = (xo, Xn)~ ::; k + C. 
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Therefore, we get d,A (Xi, c( /'i,)) ::; k + C + 0'. Recall that both C and 0' depend 
on 0 only. Thus, we can take H := k + C + 0' + 1. 0 
Finally, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.0.29 Let G be a torsion-free non-elementary word-hyperbolic group. 
Let p and p' be two geometric actions by G on CAT(O) spaces X and X'. Let 
X E X and x' E X' be basepoints. Suppose that the marked length spectra Al LSp 
and AI LSp' associated to p and p' are the same. Then there exists a constant 
J{ 2:: 0 such that the map g.x t-+ g.x' from the orbit G.x to the orbit G.x' is a 
bijective G-equivariant J{ -isometry. 
Note that this theorem implies the missing "only if"-direction of Theorem 
6.0.16, because both G-actions, p and p', are cocompact. We prepare the proof 
of Theorem 6.0.29 with some lemmas: 
Lemma 6.0.30 Let G be a torsion-free group that acts geometrically on two 
CAT(O) spaces Xl and X 2. Let Xl E Xl and X2 E X 2 be basepoints. Then 
the map g,XI t-+ g,X2 from the orbit G,XI to the orbit G.X2 is a G-equivariant 
bijection. 
Proof: Suppose there are g}'92 E G such that 91.XI = 92.Xl. Then Xl is a 
fixpoint for (92)-191 , Since the G-action on Xl is proper, (92)-191 is of finite 
order in G. Because G is torsion-free, this implies that (92)-191 = e. Thus, the 
map 9.Xl t-+ 9,X2 is well-defined. The same argument for 91.X2 = 92.X2 shows that 
it is injective. Obviously, the map g,XI t-+ g'X2 is surjective and G-equivariant.O 
Lemma 6.0.31 Let X be a 8-hyperbolic CAT(O) space. Then the Hausdorff 
distance between any two asymptotic geodesic lines c : lR -t X and c' : lR -t X is 
less than 8 + 1. 
Proof: By the Flat Strip Theorem 1.1.4 the convex hull of c(lR)Uc'(lR) is isometric 
to a euclidean strip lR x [0, w] of width w. Obviously, if w 2:: 8 + 1 we can find 
a geodesic triangle in this strip such that the 8-neighbourhood of two of its 
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sides does not cover the third one. This contradicts the hypothesis that X is 
3'-hyperbolic. D. 
Lemma 6.0.32 Let 9 E G with \9\A ~ 2k + 2C, and let h E G be a k-separator 
for g. Let p be a geometric G-action on a CAT(O) space X, and let x E X 
be a basepoint. Let A > 1 and e > 0 be given according to the Svarc-Milnor 
Lemma 1.1.1 such that the map 9 t-+ g.x is a (A,e)-quasi-isometry from CA(G) 
to X. Then X is 3'-hyperbolic for some constant 3' ~ O. Aforeover, there exists 
a constant L 2:: 0, which depends on k, 8, A, e and 3' only, and a geodesic line 
Cgh : lR ~ X such that (gh)z.x lies in the L-neighbourhood of Cgh(lR) for each 
z E Z. 
Proof: It is well-known that Gromov-hyperbolicity is invariant under quasi-
isometries (see e.g. [CDP90] or [GlI90]). lIence, there exists a constant J ~ 0 such 
that X is 3'-hyperbolic. Let n E N. Let Cn : [O,dA((gh)-'\(gh)n)] ~ CA(G) be a 
geodesic segment joining (gh)-n to (gh)n, and c~ : [O,dA((gh)-n,(gh)n)] ~ X the 
image of Cn under the (A,e)-quasi-isometry 9 t-+ g.x. Thus, c~ is a (..\,e)-quasi-
geodesic segment joining (gh )-n.x to (gh)n .x. Let Sn : [0, d((gh )-n .x, (gh)n. x )] ~ 
X be the geodesic segment that joins (gh )-n.x to (gh)n.x in X. Suppose z E Z is 
such that -n ~ z ~ n. Then it follows from Prop. 6.0.25 that (gh y.x lies in the 
("\H + c)-neighbourhood of c~, where H 2:: ° depends on k and 8 only. Since X is 
J-hyperbolic, there exists a constant H' 2:: 0, which depends on ..\, e and J only, 
such that c'n lies in the H'-neighbourhood of Sn. Hence, for each n and each z with 
-n ~ z ~ n the point (gh y.x lies in the (AH + e + H')-neighbourhood of Sn, say 
t! E [0, d((gh)-n .x, (gh)n. x )] is such that d(sn(t!), (gh)z.x) ~ "\H + e + H'. Since 
X is proper, there exists a sequence (nv)v such that sn,,(t~J converges to a point 
y E X. Since the metric on X is convex, we can use a standard Arzela-Ascoli 
type argument to show that for some subsequence (n~)v the geodesic segments 
[Sn' (t-,V), Sn' (t~, )] converge uniformly on compact subsets to a geodesic line Cgh : 
"n" "" 
lR ~ X as v ~ 00. Clearly, (gh)z.x lies in the (AH + e + H' + I)-neighbourhood 
of Cgh for each z E Z. 0 
Lemma 6.0.33 Let the hypotheses be the same as in Lemma 6.0.32. Then there 
exists a constant Al 2:: 0, which depends on k, 8, A, e, 3' only, and an axis 
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agh : R -t X of gh such that (gh)z.x lies in the AI -neighbourhood of agh(R) for 
each z E Z. 
Proof: Let Cgh : R -t X be given according to the previous Lemma 6.0.32. Since 
gh is a hyperbolic isometry of X, it has an axis agh : R -t X. It is straightforward 
to check that the Hausdorff distance between cgh(R) and agh(R) is bounded. 
Therefore, either Cgh : R -t X or c;h : R -t X, where c;h(t) := Cgh( -t), is 
asymptotic to agh : R -t X. This implies by Lemma 6.0.31 that the Hausdorff 
distance between Cgh (R) and agh (R) is bounded by J + 1. Since each (gh y.x lies in 
an L-neighbourhood of cgh(R), it lies in an (L + J + I)-neighbourhood of agh(R). 
Thus, we can take M := L + J + 1. 0 
Corollary 6.0.34 Let G be a torsion-free non-elementary word-hyperbolic group. 
Let p be a geometric G-action on a CAT(O) space X. Then there exists a constant 
J{' > 0 such that any two points x, y E X lie in the ]{'-neighbourhood of an axis 
ag : R -t X of some hyperbolic isometry 9 E G. 
Proof: Let kEN be given according to Prop. 6.0.21. Let Xo E X be a basepoint. 
Let >. > 1 and c ;::: 0 be given according to the Svarc-Milnor Lemma 1.1.1 such 
that the map 9 t--t g.xo is a (>', c )-quasi-isometry from C A( G) to X. Let AI ~ 0 
be given according to Lemma 6.0.33. Since p is cocompact, there exists an r > 0 
such that the G-translates of Br cover X, where Br is the ball of radius r around 
Xo. Suppose that x, yare two points in X. Firstly, let us assume that x E Br , 
and that y E g.Br for some 9 E G. We distinguish between two cases. Case 1: 
Suppose \g\A ~ 2k + 2C + 1. Then we get \9\A ~ 2k + 2C + 1; and it follows 
from Prop. 6.0.21 that 9 has a k-separator h. According to Lemma 6.0.33, both 
Xo and gh.xo lie in the AI-neighbourhood of an axis agh : R -t X of gh. Note 
that we have dx(x,xo) :s; 2r, and 
dx(y,gh.xo) < dx(y,g.xo) + dx(g.xo,gh.xo) :s; ... 
... :s; 2r+).\h\p+C: < 2r+>'(2k+2C+l)+c:. 
Hence, both x in y lie in the (AI + 2r + >. (2k + 2C + 1) + c:)-neighbourhood of 
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agh. Case 2: Suppose IglA < 2k + 2C + 1. Then we get 
dx(x,y) :::; dx(x,xo) + dx(xo,g.xo) + dx(g.xo,y) :::; 4r + )"(2k + 2C + 1) + e. 
Since p is cocompact, x lies in the 2r-neighbourhood of an axis ag of some hy-
perbolic isometry 9 E G. It follows that y lies in the (6r + )"(2k + 2C + 1) + e)-
neighbourhood of ago Thus, in either of the two cases both x and y lie in the l\'-
neighbourhood oEan axis aj of so meg E G, when l\':= .M+6r+)" (2k+2C+1)+c. 
Secondly, assume that x E gl.Br and y E g2.Br for some gl,g2 E G. Then both 
g.l.X and g.l.y lie in the K'-neighbourhood of an axis ag of some 9 E G by the 
above argument. Hence, both x and y lie in the K'-neighbourhood of gl.a'O, and 
the latter is an axis of 919911. 0 
Proof of Thm. 6.0.29: Let kEN be given according to Prop. 6.0.21. Let 
x E X and x' E X' be basepoints. Let ).. ~ 1 and c 2:: 0 be given according to 
the Svarc-Milnor Lemma 1.1.1 such that the maps 9 1--7- g.x and 9 1--7- g.x' are 
()..,c)-quasi-isometries from CA(G) to X, respectively to X'. Let AI, fl.J' 2:: 0 be 
given for p, respectively for p', according to Lemma 6.0.33. By Lemma 6.0.30 
the map g.x 1--7- g.x' from G.x to G.x' is a G-equivariant bijection. In order to 
prove the theorem it is therefore enough to show that there exists a constant 
I< ~ 0 such that d(x,g.x) - I< :::; d'(x',g.x') :::; d(x.gx) + K for each 9 E G. We 
distinguish between two cases. Case 1: Suppose that IglA ~ 2k + 2C + 1. Then, 
by Prop. 6.0.21, 9 has a k-separator h in G. Because of Lemma 6.0.33, x lies 
in the AI-neighbourhood of an axis agh : 1R -+ X of gh in Xj and x' lies in the 
A/'-neighbourhood of an axis a~h : lR -+ X' of gh in X'. Hence, there are t, i' E lR 
such that d(x,agh(t)) :::; AI and d'(x',a~h(t')) :::; AI'. It follows on the one hand 
that 
d(x,g.x):::; d(x,agh(t)) + d(agh(t),gh.agh(t)) + d(gh.agh(t),gh.x) + d(gh.x,g.x) 
:::; I gh I p + 2A! +).. (2k + 2C + 1) + e, 
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and on the other hand that 
I gh I p = d(agh(t),gh.agh(t)) 
=:; d(agh(t),x) + d(x,g.x) + d(g.x,gh.x) + d(gh.x,gh.agh(t)) 
=:; d(x,g.x) + 2A{ + A (2k + 2C + 1) + c. 
Analogous inequalities are obtained for d'(x',g.x') and I gh I p" Setting R := 
2Af + A (2k + 2C + 1) + e and R' := 2M' + A (2k + 2C + 1) + c, we get 
I gh I p - R ~ d( x, g.x) =:; I gh I p + R 
I gh I pI - R' =:; d'(x',g.x') ~ I gh I pI + R'. 
Since the marked length spectra for p and p' coincide, it follows that 
d(x,g.x) - (R + R') ~ d'(x',g.x') ~ d(x,g.x} + (R + R'). 
Case 2: Suppose that IglA < 2k+2C+1. Then we get d(x,g.x) ~ A(2k+2C+1)+c 
and d'(x',g.x') ~ A(2k + 2C + 1) + c. Hence, 
d(x,g.x) - (R + R') ~ d'(x', g.x') ~ d(x,g.x) + (R + R') 
holds also in Case 2; and we can take [( := R + R'. o 
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